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TESTS OP JET ENGINES. -

V. fl. Dorofeyev , V . Ta. Levin.

Page 1.

I
I

Aut horized

bY Ni nistr y of Higher and secondary special education 3f the CRSFSR

as textbook for Aviation VUZ [Institute of Higher Education]

and departments.

‘1
Page 2.

In the book are exam ine d the different types of the tests of jet

• en gines. It is described technician and the methods of pr3 cess ing

measurements , •easuring inst r ument s and dev ices, the equipment of

• laboratories and experime ntal stations. 1

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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The book is text book on analogous/similar with its fl Sne course

and is int ended f~ r the students of aviation YTUZ [Righer

technical educa tional ins titut ion); at the same time it will be

useful for the engineers of industry.

Page 3.

PREFACE.

In the di f fer ent countries with to the creation of jet en gines

(TE D n e t  engine)) they will approac h into middle of the

thirtieth years. Very consider able attention to these engi nes

allotted in the period of the Second Worl d War , which will ensure to

its end the issue of the first series jets. Wide series prod uction

VED and their operation viii be begun vir tu ally after comp letion of

war, moreo ver widest use will receive at present turbojet and

turbopro p engines.

The creation of new engines viii req u ir e the

perfection/i.proveaen t of the methods of their tests. La the first

years of the development of jet/reactive aviation of the technician

• of tests TED , it stands at low level — testing units and m etering

I
- — 
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equipmen t are very ina dequate. Afterward 19145 in a number of the

countries were crea ted the special experimental stations and the

laboratories, equippe d with the modern me tering equipment and the

necessary equi pment.

Proce d ure the technician of engine tests , being devel oped on the

base of the ach ievements of aviation equi p ment, it will be added at

prese nt into independent engineering discipline.

Unfor tunately, text  literature for VTUZ on this discipline until

this time barely is published. The proposed book is the f irst  attempt

in this region. The authors strive in the small by volume book to

sufficient widely introd uce the reader to theory and tests technique

TED; therefo re many questions were presented with possible bre vity .

For the first time in academic literature on testing of aircr aft

engines , are reflected experimental and flight tests. Primary

attention in the book is devoted to the methods of the tes ts of the

most widely used types TED — turbojet and turboprop engines.

Obser vations of work of those beginning engineer— tester will

lead the author s to the conclusion/derivation that with the

presentation of the questions of measurements (taking int3 account

the limite dness of the volume of textbook) it is better to illuminate

— -?f~~~~~~~1i~~~~ 
_—~ -w-—’- - r 1r-- - - ---
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the operating principles and devices of instrumen ts, than the

pr ocedure of their application/use.

In the book barely examined the questions of the caLc~ulation of

testieg units and their cell/eleme nts.

Page 14.

To the rea ders , who specializ e in the reg ion of the tests of aircraft

engines , necessary to turn to additional sources (see bibl iography at

the end of book) .

On reques t and edited by th e authors chapter VI will  write eng.

S. N. Er emin , but chapter VI I  eng. V. S. Kond vu sev.

The authors ste grateful to docents G. N. Gor b uno v , to L. B.

T.van gulov , Vu. a. Zastel , Cand. of tech. scien~~ s A. A. Lakshtovs k iy

and eng. Z .  I.. ar opp for a ser ies of valuable observations and

councils, made ab3 ut the pr ospectus of the manuscript and during its

review. The authors are grateful also to eng. V. N. P ik uly u  and

colleague s of the department of TAD Kuibyshevsk iy of aviation

institute for shaping of the manuscript . Extensiv e work on the

editing of the manuscript was conducted by L S. Skubachev skiy , to

whom the authors express special appreciation.
LU ok .e’atLo.a sad wishes Ihost osetest end shspia~ of the

book I t  I. c.qesst.d to dir.ct to: lesco., I—S I , Pstre~ka , 2~
Obexo.giz.
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Chapte r I.

TYPES 0? THE TESTS 0? AIR—JET ENGINES.

En gine tests, conducted at plants, in experimental design

bureaus and scientific research institute s, it is possible to

classify depending on the place of their execution and the expressed

goal.

On the place of test work, are divided into the grou~ d— based and

flight.

Gro un d tests they are called all the tests, conducted on the
earth /grou nd , incl uding at the settings up, which imitate

• high—altitude and high—sp eed/velocity flight conditions.

Flight tests the y ar e called engine test in flight on special

aircraft — fly ing laborator ies, and also on exper imental ar

pr oduction aircraft and on unmanned vehicles.

_________ 
_ _ _  - - • -----—-——-~~~_ _
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Depen ding on the purpose of the test, are divi ded in to the

scientific research, exper imental and series (see schematic).

Let us examine the special feature/peculiarities of each type of

tests.

1. Sc&entific research tests.

The pur poses of the scientific research tests can be different,

but their prima ry task is stud y an d analysis the occurring in engine

or its aggregate/units of the phenomena and processes. Scientific

research tests usually are carried out for research on thermodynamic

and gas—dy namic processes in engine , work of separate units , 
S

fuel/propellant and processes of its burn ing, analysis of the

characteristics of engine, strength of its parts, etc. I .

During the development of fundamentally new constructions,

performing scientific research work is complicate d by the

insufficient knowledge of some occurring in engines physi:al

phenomena and often by the absence of the necessary metering

equipment.

— .a • - —• . -~ -— — — — -
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Thermod ynamic and gas—dynamic research of in put devices ,

compressors, combustion chambers, turbines and engine nozzles as

taking their characteristics, can be conducted under actual
conditions in special laboratories with the complex and bulky

equipment, which r equires considerable energy powers.

• 
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Classification of tests.

aey: ( 1). Tests VRD .  (2) . Scientific research. (3) . Experimental.

(1$) . Series. (5). Finishing. (6). Laboratory. ( 1) . Flight. (8)

State. (9). Technological prolonged. (10). Delivery. (11). Controls.

(12). Prolonged. (13). Flight on production aircraft. (1~) . Units and

aggregate/units. (15). Engine. (16). On flying laboratories. (17). On

experimental a i rc ra f t .  (18) . For the guaranteed service life. (19).

For monthl y program. (20) . Before the com plete destruction of engine.

I
Page 7.
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Theory of similitu de makes it possible to conduct the appr oximate

tests of engine components on their models. For model test, are

required the settings up of considerably smaller powers, w hich gives

essential economic advantages.

The strength of engines, their units and parts usually he is

studied in special laboratories.

The results of scientific research tests make it possible to

understand the character in engine of operating conditions taking

place, to establish/install the reasons f or the appearing in it

phenomena , to re f ine  and to supplement the existing theoretica l

positions and the calculation methods. Sometimes the sums of tests

can serve as basis for the creation of the new method s of calculation

and theoretical generalizations.

Scientific research tests are carried out usually in scientific

research institutions, schools of higher education and sometimes in

• experimental design bureaus.

I
2. Experimental teats.

I

~~~~~~~~
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The bas ic goal of exper imenta l tests is the adjustmen t of

operating conditions and constructions of engine. Experime ntal tests

utilite results of scientific resea rch t ats. The absence of precise

theory of some phenomena , which occur in engi*e, does not halt the

experimental work, although slows down their course. The e xperimental

tests of engine consist of f in ishing, laboratory, f l i g h t , state and

technological endurance tests. Finishing tests are conducted

accord ing to two d irections: in p lant labora tories ar e developed the

aggregate/units and the separate units of engine, at experimental

experimental stations — full—scale engines. Such tests most

frequently are carried out under conditions of the environ ment.

In the task of finishing tests, enter;

1) the adjustment of operating conditions of engine;

2) the adjustment of the construction of separate units and

aggregate/units;

3) testing the correctness of the selection of materials and

technology of the manufacture of parts;

_____I I-
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41) the determination of the engine life and the resesrch of

measures for his increase;

5) the finishing of the parameters of engine in d i f fe rent

mode/conditions up to the values, indicated in the requirements for

client.

Independent of finishing tests of engines, conducted on

experimental plants, are conducted their laboratory tests in

scientific research institutes — the high—altitude laboratories,

equipped with heatandpressure simulation chambers and the wind

tunnels, which make it possible to create on the earth/ground the

necessary high—altitude and high—speed/velocity flight conditions and

to remove/take the corresponding to these conditions engine

characterist ics.

Page 8.

Sometimes in such laboratories are carried out special tests

according to the programs, which consider specified operat ing

conditions of engine (low or high temperature, the condition of

- deserts, rains etc.).

___________   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - --- ~~~~~~~—~~~~—~~~~~-- 
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after the successful conducting of finishing and laboratory

tests, they begin the experimental flight tests. Experimental flight

tests, as a rule, are carried out first on special aircraf t — flying

laboratories. Tests on flying laboratories are carried out sometimes

before the complet ion of the finishing of engine. Flight safety in

this case is guaranteed by the presence on the flying laboratory of

series power plants and by the decrease in the service life of the

tested engine. Flying laboratories they usually limit possibility of

tests of engines on velocity and flight altitude.

After the carefu l  functional check of engine on the flyin g

laboratory of testing, they are continued on the experimental

aircraft, designed for this engine. During tests is determined the

reliabilit y of the operation of power plant as a whole and conformity

to its technical specifications.

ft is natural that in the period of conducting laboratory and

flight’ tests can be reveal/detected the new engine defects. These

defects must be removed , after which engi nes agai n underg o the tegts.

After the com pletion of the finishing tests of engine , they

present to state tests. Official teats are carried out unier• 1
-~~ 

-
~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- - • - - •:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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terrestrial conditions at the station of experimental p lant  for

specific r outine. The mode/conditions of tests, their duration on

time and the order of their alternation are selected so that the

engine operation during tests would possibly nearer corres pond to the

future conditions of its operation. So, for example. turbojet and

turboprop engines they test in the nominal, forced (takeoff and

combat) and cruise settings.

Nominal rating corresponds to design conditions of engine. Under

these cond itions of engine, it must reliably work the significant

pa rt of its service life. Tests under these conditions are conducted

by periods in continuous operation of engine d uring 30 m m .

The forced mode/conditions (takeoff and combat) are reached by

an increase in the number of revolutions of shaft of turbine, by an

increase of the temperature of gases after turbine or afterburner

ignit ion. Such mode/conditions can be also obtained by the combined

means of effect on operating conditions of engine. The forced

mode/conditions are applied incidentally for the takeoff of the

overloaded aircraft or for a short—ter m increase in th. flight speed

and rate of climb. Engine it must reliably work in these

mode/conditions during 5—1 0 mm with the subsequent

transfer/transition to more light duty.

____ 
- -- _____- ‘- •‘-~~~~-~~~~~~ - _ ~~~~-—  _ 
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The time of continuous operation of engine on nominal and forced

ratings can change in certain range depending o~ the

designation/purpose of the flight vehicle on which it is utilized

engine.

Cruise setting — this is the mode/conditions at which the number

of revolutions of the shaft of turbine and the temperature of gases

after it are lover than on nominal. For TVD Lturboprop

engine 3 cruise setting can be establish/installed by the appropriate

change in blade angle of attack of propeller with the

preservatioa/retention/maintaining of the constant engine speed. The

duration of continuous operation under these condit ions is not

limited. -

The programs official  tests of just one type d i f f er en t  engines

can differ from each other under the conditions and in duration and

are determined by the ultimate purpose of engine. The conclusion of

state board about successful test work serves as base/root for the

direction of engine into series production.

Wor k on the further improvement of engine after its transfer to

series productics does not cease. D velopmental bureaus (0KB

_
$ 

~~~~~~~~~ 
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[Experimental Design Bureau ]), which exist with the leading series

plants, at te mpt to improve performa nce data the produced by p lant

engines and to raise their resource/lifetime. In connection with this

o; the experimental stations of series plants, periodically are

carried out the endurance tests of the engines, into construction or

un der operating conditions of which are introduced any changes. These

tests they are called technological endurance tests and they are

carried out according to the specific routine, developed~p rocessed by

0KB. Successful test work gives the right to plant to introd uce the

necessary changes and to begin the issue of new motor line.

3. Production type tests.

Production type tests are carried out on the experimental

stations of manufacturing plants under conditions of the environment.

Are distinguished the following types of prod uction type tests:

delivery, controls, prolonged and flight.1

Acceptance tests passes each produc.d by plant engine, tests

carry out for quality control and the breakings in of parts,

correctness of assembly and ad justment of the operation under the

conditions for the target/purpose of the provision for con form ity of

- - . - L L S .  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -4
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its basic specifications conditions.1

If in the process of acceptance tests is reveal/detected the

ncnconformity of engine data that which was assigned or the defect

which can lead to emergency, then tests cease. After the elimination

of engine defects, again undergo acceptance tests.

Page 10.

Each engine after acceptance tests they dismantle for the

inspection of all parts and their flaw detection and direct then to

monitoring tests for the functional check of engine on all

mode/conditions, stipulated under technical specifications. With the

satisfactory results of monitoring test engine it is accepted as

client and leaves to dispatch. During mon itoring test must not be of

any malfunctions. During flaw detection, the monitoring test is

nullified.

Prolonged production type tests are divided into:

1) test for guaranteed engine life to the first

sorting/partition;

2) engine test for the monthly program (duration of tests

- L 

—--- - —-~-— — - —-  -..-- —— —— - ------- - -  -
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—50—100 of hours);

3) of testing to the complete destruction of engine.

Prolonged production t ype  tests are carried out through the

standard programs official tests, with the exception of taking some

special characteristics.

The pec iodicity of tests depends on their designation/pur pose.

Tests for guaran teed by plan t service lif e carry out one t ime into

quarter, and for monthly program — one time in month. The periods of

conducting endurance tests can be changed depending on the program of

the issue of engines.

Furthermore, is possible the coincidence of tests. For example,

when is carried out testing for guaranteed by plant engine life to

the first sorting/partition, this testing is considered also testing

of engine for the current monthly program. In this case the solution

to the issue of the engines of given month is accepted on the basis

of test results fo r  guaranteed resource/lifetime. The satisfactory

result of series endurance test gives right to plant to the further

issue of engin es during given month.

Endurance test is conducted in the stages the interruption

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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between wh ich is permitted within the limits of the time, nece ssary

for production of routine maintenance work.

Endur ance tests are considered unsatisfactory, if for the time

of tests or with i nternal inspection after tests is reveal/detected

service failure of the parts, brea kage or damage of which will entail

the emergency of engine. In this case the shipmen t of engines from

plant ceases up to obtaining of the positive results of the repeated

endurance test which is carried out after the elimination of defects.

Endurance tests of production engines before their complete

destrection lake it possible: to test reliability and to determine

th. service life of the parts of engine and its aggregate/units; to

refine repair technology; to test quality and nomenclature of

repair—assembly tools and appliances; to refine tables of limits f o r

the maximu m wears of parts and clearances in articulation for repair

engines; to refine the content of the group assembly of spares for

the first, the second and all subsequent sorting/partitions.

Page 11.

Teats to complete destruction pass all newly introduced in a

series or th. undergone substantial changes engines. For testing is

taken the engine, passed testi ng for guaranteed by plant service

-.-- — ~
- - - — -- - - -  - —-- — — — -‘------------ - —— — ----- —- --- -- - - - —------ — —
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life. Testing carries out by the periods, equal to the service life

of engine. After each period the engine passes the sorting/par tition

during which is carried out the flaw detection of parts. the worn

parts are replaced new from the group assembl y of spates. The

sorting/partition of engine produces on repair technology with the

instrument, produced by plant specially for a repair. Testing is

considered finished, if for the operating time of engine goes out of

order a considerable quantity of parts, designation and number of

which is specified by technical specifications.

Vital importance has an increase in the service life of the

engine, wh ich well shoved itself in operation . For the sol ution to

this quest ion, is take/selected the batch of the engines, whi ch

mastered the guaranteed by plant service life under operating

conditions. The part of the engines f r om this batch heads for

manufacturing plant for inspection and the flaw detection and

addit ional bench tests.

During the determination of the duration of additional bench

tests, they are accepted into consideration results of inspection and

flaw detection of the dismantle/selected engines and of the carried

out it is earlier by plant tests before complete destruction. In the

-
~~~ case of obtaining the satisfactory results of additional tests, is

permitted conducting the flight tests of the remaining from batch

- -

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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engines on aircraft for a period of time, which corresponds to

supplementary resource/lifetime.

Successful conducting of flight teats gives the right to plant 4
to increase the service life of the produced engines. Specific tests

they are sometimes called operational.

•1 

_
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Page 12.

Chapter II.

ELEMENTS OF NETROLOGY .

The development of the systen of measures, measuring meters,

methods of measurements and processing thserved data rests on the

achievements of many branches of science and engineering. The

contemporary methods of processing the results of measurements were

created in essence in the first half of the XII century.

Monitoring of the observance of the uniformity of mea sures and

their correctness in the UssR is realize/accomplished by committee of

standards, measures and measur ing meters and by its organ/controls.

Furthermore, are organ/controls of departmental supervision for the

verification/check of measures and measuring meters at pla nts and in

the resear ch institutions which compulsorily are recorded in the

L i
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committee of standards, mea sures and measuring meters.

By the or g an/controls of commi ttee believe the stan dar d measures

and measur ing meters, and also the instruments of production control

(if in production there are no point/items of the departmental

supervision).

The methods of the verification/check cf ieasures ani measuring

meters are presented in document the “tim e/temporary rules of 12— 5~4

organ izations and conduct ing  the  ver i f icat ion/check of mea sure s and

measuring meters”. The enterprises, wh ich produce measures an d

measurin g meters, con f i r m  the experime ntal models last/latter in the

committee of standards, measures and measuring meters.

With the verification/check of measures and measuring meters as

absolutely precise values, are accepted international standards. The

state standards of measures, determined with metrological

accuracy/precision, consider true values.

1. Measures, measuring meters and their errors.

Measures are bodies or the devices, which are the rea l

—~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - --- -- —_- _ - -- ~~~- ----_- -. 
___1_ 

- -
~~~~~~~~~~~ -- ~~~~
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reprod uction of on es of measurement or their portions. Thus, for

instance, weights are the measures of mass, light rays — by the

linear measures (linear measures are also meters, centimeters), etc.

The direct comparison of the measured values with mea sures in

the ma jority of cases is impossible. Therefore measurements are

prod uced with the aid of the measuring meters, which make it possible

to carry out the convenient and sufficiently precise comparison of

the measured values with the taken as units of measure.

Page 13.

All measures and measuring meters are divided into two groups :

1) the standard measures and reference instruments,

2) working measures and working measuring meters.

The s tandard measures and instruments serve for reproduct ion and

storage of taken ones of measu re ment , and also of their fractional or

multiple parts. Sometimes stan dard instruments are applied for

prec ise measurements in the experi mental work. Working mea sures and

ixistruments — theme are still measures and instruments, with the

exception of specimen.

I - ...- .——-_ — . - — - - —~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~

—— -
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The r esul t Of measurements, which they read on the scale of

measure or instrument, he is called nominal. The value of the

measured quantity, obtained with the aid of more precise standard

instrument or measure, he is called real. If measurements are

conducted with the aid of standard instruments, then real. value is

determined by m ore precision instruments.

The difference between the nominal and actual value of value

calls an a bsolute error in the •easure or instrument,  which  can be

represented in tk. following form:

(1)

whet. ~~, 
— a nominal valne;

— actual value.

The absolute correction of measure or instrument he is called

the error, undertakes with  t~e opposit. sign:

(2)

It is obvious that

(3)

From expression (3) it L.a •vident that the actual value of the

measured value is an algebraic sum of the nominal value àf value and

_____-__
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correction.

For example, are two working rules with a length of 100 mm each.

During com parison with the standard measure , it turned out that the

effective length of the first rule was eq ual to 100.1 mm , and the
F effective length of the second rule was equal to 99.8 mm . Then an

absolute error in the first  rule

~,~~io0—1ooj=—O,~ mm

az~d second

A2 =JOO—99 ,8’=O,2 am .

Correction for the f irst  rule is equal to 0.1 mm , and for second

m inus 0.2 m m.

Page 14.

Besides absolute, frequently are determined relative errors.

- 
- Relative errors in 0/0 are calculated according to the for mulas:

the real r& ative error

it1~~~~~~~~~ 100; (4)

_ _  — - - ~~~~~ -~~~ -~~~ —-~~~~~~ - -

_ __ _ __ _ __ _ _  ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the soaisal r .lativ. error
•l~~~A 100, (5)
‘I

the given re lativ . error 
~~~

== 
‘~~~~~ ‘~~~~ 100, (6)

where a~ is the infinity of instrument.

Example. During engine, testing is measured the gas pressure

behind turbine wi th  the aid of two manometers.  Working manometer in

mechanic will, show pressure 2. 1 kg/cm2 (nominal value). At the same

time specimen manometer  f ixed the pressur e, equal to 2.15 kg/cm2,

wh ich is considered real value.

I
An absolute error of measurement is equal to

~~~~~~~ 2 1 O 2,15= — 
~~~~~~~ 

kg/cma.

Correction will be

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Relative errors in this cas. viii b equal to

a~=~~~~ -1OO~ —2.32s

and
£a_i’~~

.1oo_—238 N .

-: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Usually in the practice of the measurements of valsi A,~ and ~
are very close to each other and relative error can be def ined both

wi th respect to nominal  and to the actual value of the mea sured

value, without making the difference between t hem .

Besides the indicated absolute and relative errors, is applied

another concept of the permissible error (by absolute or relative).

By the per missible error is understood the maximum instrument error,

stipulated by comm an d .

The important index of the quality of instrument is the

constancy of its readi ngs, which is estimated at variation. A

variation in the instrument he is called the greatest difference

betwe.n the results of value one and the same measurements,

manufactured under one and the same condi tions.

Page 15.

The important characteristic of instrument is its sensitivity,

determined by the fotaula

S—n , ~7)

~
_ ____• _. -
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in which

an - a number of scale divisions;

LA — a number of ones of the measured value, which correspond

An.

The classification of measures and measuring meters is produced

on the kind of the measured value, operating principle, the method of

transmission of measuring data, dimensions, accuracy/precision, th.

field of a pplication, etc.

Instrumen ts are divi ded using the method of obtaining the

measured value into comparing, shoving and those who integrate.

The comparing instrume nts are called such, which make it

possible to compare measure and the measured value (i. e. in the

assembly of the comparing instrument compulsorily it enters and

measure) . As an example of the com paring instrument it is possible to

indicate cup weights (one cup place the measured value, to another

the set of measures - the weights, which balance the measured value) .

The reading instrum ent s ar e called such , whi ch m a k e i t  possible

to make di rect rea d ing of the value of the measured quantity. The

I
— —— — - -—- — - ——- - — — —-- — - - — —-— - — — — — - — — —  
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ma jority of the used instruments belongs precisely to thi, type.  The

reading in strunents include dial weights, hours , manometers,

dynamomete rs , thermometers , et c.

The integrating instruments include the summing instruments

(total revolution coun ters, the flow me ters of liquid, gases,

electric power, planimeters etc.).

Using the method of recording, the instrumen ts are divided into:

1) direct—readings instrument (manometers, dynamometers etc.);

2) recording (i.e. with the automatic record ing of readings);

3) controlling (i.e. the measuring parameters of process and

through the appropriate devices affecting its course);

) of local and remote action.

I nstr ument accuracy is char acterized by the value of the maximum

given relati ve error or by the class of precision. For exa mple , the

instrument of clams 0.5 has permissible g~.ven relative error ~ 0.5o/o.

D•p.nding on accuracy/precision, all instruments are divided into

• ci asses. 

z-i’I~’;:I’ 
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Measures and instruments are divided also into laboratory (for

precise measurements in laboratories) and technical (for Less precise

measurements). During measurement by laboratory instruments, are

~~nsjdered the corrections to their readings, and in certain cases

are carried out specia l experiments for determining the accuracy of

measuremen t. During measurement by technical instruments by the

accuracy of measurements they are assigned previously on the basis of

specifications of instrument.

Page 16.

The standard measures and instruments are divided into:

1) standards;

2) the standard measures and the instruments of the limited

accuracy/precision (more frequent — simpl y standard measures and

instruments) .

Standards are measures and the instruments of the highest

(metrological) accuracy/precision. The accuracy/precision of

standards is retained because of their rare application/use and

__________ 
_ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _
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storage under special conditions. The standard measures and

instr ument s have smaller accuracy/precision and believe with the aid

of working standards.

The classification of standards, of the standard measures and

instruments, the methods of provision and

preservation/retention/maintaining of their accuracy/precision are

examined in detail in the courses of metrology.

2. Forms of measurements.

Are distinguished direct/straight and indirect measurem ents.

When conduct ing of direct measurements, the unknown value is

determ ined with the aid of measure or instrument directly. Indirect

measurements are carried out when direct measurements are difficult

or impossible.. As an example of indirect measurement, it is possible

to give the case of power measurement, when for obtaining the

nu erical value of this quantity it is necessary to separately

measure the revolutions and the torque/moment, but power coefficient

to calculate according to formula.

Direct measurements are carried out most frequently by the

_  - •  ---- - -~~~~~~~~~ -• • • • -•~~~~~ - • - • .

I- - - - - • .- 
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follow ing methods:

1) by direct evaluation (for example, temperature measurement

mercury ther mometer , the measu rement of weight on weights etc.),

2) by differenti al met hod (is measured the difference between

the unknown and known values),

3) by null method (action of the measured value is balanced

previously by the known counteraction). By an example of the

application/use of a null method can serve weighing on equal—arm

weights, measurement e.17Z.~~~ of thermocouple as potentiometric

method, the measurement of the reaction force of combustion chamber

by bringing the arrow/pointer of suction gauge to zero so forth.

3. Errors of measurement.

During measurement always appear the errors, which can be

divided into subjective and objective, Subjective errors depend on

the proper ties of observe r , on shortcomings in his sense organs and

nervous syst em.

____

- __
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Let us first of all give examples of the errors of view. In Fig.

1, distance between points a and b seems considerably greater than

between points b and c. It is easy to ascertain that the points are

located on equal distance from each other.

Pa ge 17.

In Pig. 2, an gle AOB seems greater than angle A’O’B’. In

actuality they are equal.

Fig. 3, depicts the vertically arranged/located small circles.

It seems that their right edges are arrange/located on curve, bent to

the left. It is easy to ascertain that they lie/rest on straight

line.

The widespread in observers organic defects of view and audition

also affect the accuracy of measurements.

When cond ucting of the experimental work, is very imp ortant the

speed of reaction to the obtained signal. Ziperiments show that the

reaction (motion of finger/pin) after obtaining of the strong sound

signal begins altar 0.082—0.195 s., but during obtaining of the weak

signal on 0. 06—0.07 a., it is slower.

Given information must convince th. reader of the nee d for
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critical relation not only to the methods ot measurements and

instruments, but also to the properties of the competitors of

measurements,

The reason for the appearance of objective errors are inaccuracy

in the instruments , the limitedness of the time of measurements, the

inertness of instruments and entire testing unit as a whole, ambie nt

effect on instruments and setting up.

Are d istinguished also systematic and random errors and errors.

ii

- 

t 
-

. 4  - _ 
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Fig. 1. Evaluation of distance between points.

0

Pig. 2. To estimate of the magnitude of angles.

Fig. 3. To evaluation of form.

Page 18.

Systematic errors can be different origin and are divided on:

_________________________________________ • — •—-— ___._____ 
I 

.— —--- __________
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1) instrument/ too l — appearin g as a result of inaccuracies in

the instru men ts;

2) adjusting — due to the •isadjust.ent of the metering

equipment (nonhorizontality, misalignments etc.);

3) personal - appearing due to the special feature/peculiarities

of the obser ver (in~~ rrect evaluation of colot, slow reaction to

events, shortcomings in the audition etc.) ;

4) of the met h od of measure ments — fo r  example , dur in g the

measurement of the temperature of stagnation of gas flow by

thermocouple with the open joint etc.;

5) theoretica l — appearing as a result of the applicatithi/use of

inaccurate or erroneous for mulas fo r  processing c~f ex perimental  data.

Systematic errors cannot be completely destroyed, but in the

practice of experiment, always they approach their elimination or

precise account.

Instrument/tool and ad justing errors are decreased bq

~~~~~~~ 
— •.

.
• - • -_ -. --- - — - - --~ -—- - - . .  •~~~~ • •--—
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structural/design procedures, the calibration of instruments (by

comparison of readings with specimen and the introduction of the

corresponding corrections into readings of service instruments) ,

correct instrumentation, their protecticn fro m vibrations, d ust,

jerk/jmpulses. The rules of instrumentation usually are indicated in

their descriptions.

Personal errors can be decreased by the selection of testers,

who satisfy definite requirements. Whey. ‘his is impossible , it is

necessary to approach the creation of the automatic and semiautomatic

measuring systems whose work does not depend on the proper ties of

tester.

theoretical errors and errors in the method of measurements can

be excluded or decreased as a result of detailed preli.inary research

on the theory of the phenomenon, selected system of the measurements,

Used instruments and other experimenters’s experience.

The taken into account previously systematic errors on test

result effect do not have.

The random errors are unavoidable. The reasons for their
S

appearanc. for each specific case are unknown. Fy research on these

errors is occupied theory of errors. 

-. - -.- -
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Errors are the exaggerated errors, which are the conseque nce of

the inattention of observer or malfunctions in measuring syste ms.
During pro cessing of test results, the errors are not cons idered.

Page 19.

1$. Processing experimental data on the method of least squares.

For obtaining the most precise values of the measurad quantities

processing observed 3ata is carried out through the method of least
squares. The bases of this •ethod were created by Gauss for

processing of astronomical observations into 1808. Gradual ly the

method of least squares has been used also in other fields of

knowledge.

An especially large value a method of least squares has inring

the adjustment of a precise test installation and during gas—d ynamic

i~~~stigations. For processing of the results of experiment on this

method necessary to have the cousiderabl. number of experiment al

points (on each mode/conditions one should carry out not less than 10

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

‘-
i_I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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measurements)tbat restricts its application/use during the tests of

full—scale engines. The bases of the meth od of least squares are

briefly examined below. H

Theorem of compoun d probability.

The probability of event is called the ratio of the number of

cases of the appearance of an event to the number of all equally

likely cases.

Thus , for instance, if of 100 tested eagines of 5 engines they

have nonuniform temperature field, then the protability of the

appearanc. of engines with this defect in the following batch of

engines was equal to 0.05 (if, of course, accepted no measures to the

elimination of this shortcoming).

For the substantiation of the method of least squares important

value has the theorem of compound probability.

Theorem. Tb. probability ot the joint appearance of two

L _  _________
___

4’
independent events is equal to the product these of probab ilities the

independent of each other events. 

~~.-.- -.•-—.- -—————- • --‘--‘— .-—- -_— —-.—-~~~ --— - ---.•• - — —-—--—- - ____
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Let the probability of the first event

‘H IPt = —
‘II

w
and the second

‘H,
— .

The total number of equally likely cases is equal n1.n1, since to

each event of the first group can correspond any of the events of the

second group.

J

The number of favorable cases for the same reason is equal

m 1 .m~~ Since the joint appearance of two independent events is also

event, the n

- m3
P t P 2 . (8)

,lI.n2

which was required to prove.

Law of the distribution of the random errors.

As the basis of the derivation of the formula, which expresses

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~I
_iJ 
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the law of the distribution Of the random errors (law of Gauss), is

placed the theorem of compound probability and the followi ng axioms:

1. Equal in absol ute value, but different in sign errors appear

equally frequently.

Page 20.

2. Frequency of appearance of low errors is more than frequency

of appearance of large. Very large errors are not encountered.
‘

-I

The taken axioms rest on the immense experiment of studies in

the different fields of science. After passing to the

conclusion/derivation of the law of Gauss, let us suppose that it is

carried out by N of value one and the same measurements. I n  this

case, are noted the greatest errors +a and —a. Let us apply values +a

and —a to the horizontal axis of errors x. cut between points —a and

•a (Fjg. 4) on the axis of errors let us break down to large numbe r n

of parts. From the total number of measurements N, some number of

measurements dN will have errors, which fall on cut dx, which is

located at a distance x from the origin of coo~1i.nates 0. Distance z

H in this case characterizes magnitude of error. It is possible to

assume tha t

dN—Nf (x)dx , (9)

- t .1
-t  

~~~~~~~
- . _- -- - - - -. - -

~~~~~~

- - -.
~~~~~~~~~~~~
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where f(x) — the unknown funct ion, which expresses the distribution

of errors;

N — the known number of measurements.

The probability of the appearance of error x on cut Ix will be

di,

From the first axiom, accepted by us in the beginning of

conclusion/derivation, it follows that

since sy mmet rical relative to the origin of the coordinates of 0

error they are encountered equally frequently. Then after

substitution we obtain

dp—~ (x ’) dx. (10)

For determining the form of the function •(x2) let us examine

the proble m, connected with firing into target. Let the

rifleman/gunner attempt to hit the center of target, which coincides

with the origin of coordinates 0 (Fig. 5)..i

I’

-—--

~

-—-

~

_ - - - - -  - -- ——_-~~~--- —_- - - - -_ - - . -- - - -_
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2

Fig. is. To der ivation of formula of Gauss.

Page 21.

I
Experiment shows that the holes in target in a good rifleman/gunne r

densely are furnished near the center of target and than further from

it, by those of hole they are encountered more rarely. Probability

that from N of shots dN falls into the shaded r.ctangl. m , will be

dp~~~ ?...~ (x7) dJ i , ( y )d y. (11)

Let us now pass to that which was turned the axle/axes of

coordinates ~ and 1/ moreover axle/axis ~ is passed through the

middle of rectangle m, as shown in Fig. 6.

It is obvious that

and the pc babilit y 
-

dp.., (0)d qp(I ’)d ~, ( 12)

L. - . 

- -
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but

then
dp~~~(O) - dii~ (x ’+y ’)d ~. (13)

after accepting d~di~—dx dy, we will obtain

dp=~~(O)~ (x ’+y ’) dx dy . ( I4 ~
After connecting further expressions (11) and (his ) , let us find

(15)

Thus, we will obtain the fun~~ional equation, making it possible

to determine the form of the function 0(x2). Let us manufact ure

substitution x2 = u, p2 = v, 0 (0) = C; in this case equation (15)

will take the form
Cf (U +V)—, (U),(V). (16)

From preceding/previous it is obvious that u and v are

independent of each other and can acquire any  values. Let v =

where I is a constant value . Then equation (16) will take the form

(1 7)

i

- - — - S - - ._ * a - _ ‘ :. —  — _ _  — - - ~~~~~~_ -

~
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Fig. 5. Target.

rig. 6.. Target with turned coordinates.

Page 22.

It differentiated equation (171 foE is, we will obtain

(18)

It is divided .qwatioa (18) into (17)

,‘ (!±~~~~~!~
_(

~~ (19)
~(~+k) ,(u) -

and let us deaonst rate that these fractions are equal to some

constant for the present instance number.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~-- -~~~~~~~~ ~--‘~~~
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After considering that

‘(I)

and

, (u + k)
,(u +h)

we will  obtain

(20)

Equation (20) is correct at any values of is an d k, includ ing

with v a 0.

9

Function ...(k) retains its value at any values of k, i.e., w(k) =

coust. Consequently, funct ion  ~.(u) = cGflst independent of u. Hence

follows

~~~~~~ (21)
,(u)

after the integration ‘I
In (u)= bu + In C,

whence

(22)

or

, (x t) _ Ceb
~. (23)

A fter taking into consideration th. second axiom according to

which the function 0(12) mus t be decreased with increase in x, it is

_ _ _ _  - -- -~~~~- - - - -  _ -  ~~~~~- - -.- --__--__---- -
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possible to assign by constant b = — ( 1/kZ) and to obtain

~(x’) =Ce~~ . (24)

It is obvious that all errors carried out N of tests are packed

on the axis of errors x in the range of-* to •~ , i.e.,

dN= N~ (xe) dx
and

N=N 
~~ 

(x2) dx ,

whence

-

$ ~(x2) dx.= I . (2-))

Pa ge 23.

Integral
4—

i26)

consequently,

Caii

Thus,

(27)

The for nela, whic h expresses the law of Gauss, will take the

— —  —-~~~~~ -_ - - - - - - - -_— -  - — — - - - —~~
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form

dp _ _ _ e Fdx. (28)

The unknow n thus far value h can be found as follows. The number

of errors on cut dx, arrange/located at a distance x from the origin

of the coordinates of the axle/axis of errors, is equal

dN= N f ( x) dx =~~ ,=e r dx. (29 )

With the summation of the squares of errors into sum, will enter the

expression
.1-I

x’ dN=.- N —L~ x
2e k dx.

?he theoretical value of the sum of the  squares of errors can be

de termined by the integration of the preceding/previous expression

within limits from — to •~:

= ~~ dx = N ~~~ - . (30)

vhenc, it follows

(31)
2 N

Page 2is.

After designating the error by

I—- - — - J-_ --
~~~~
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where i~- — the measured value of quantity;

L — the true value of quantity.

we will obtain

ST +e~+ . . .

and

A 
V
12 ‘

~~ (:32)

Val ue

(33)

he is called root- mean—square error of a series of measurements or

the simply mean error of a series of measurements.

Thus, the fo rmula , which represents the law of Gauss, will take
the form

xI

~ dx. (34)

The obtained expression of the law of the distribution of the

random err ors can be represented in the form of curve (Fig. 7).

Calculations show that magnitudes of error in the half of

measurements (0.5$) are located from —O.67lo~, to •0.67Is~. The form of - 

- . •~I-~ ±~1 - ~II-II 
-
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the curve of the law of Gauss depends on the value of

root—mean—square error of a series of measurements. Hany researchers

experimentally check the law of Gauss and will confirm his

correctness. In  the presence of noticeable systematic errors, the

curve is misaligned and becomes unsymmetric relative to the origin of

coordinates.

Applying the law of Gauss during processing of the results of

ex perimen ts, it is possible to draw a conclusion about the probable

value of the measured value. Let us assum e tha t  one and the  same

value is measured under the constant/invariable conditions N once one

and the same instrimsnts and is obtained a series of its values

LI, I? ‘IN.

V

I

L 

_ 
- _ _  _

IT ~~ ~ TT - I ~I~IJ±
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Fig. 7. Law of distribution of random errors.

Page 25.

To what will be the equally probable value of the mea sured

value? Let it be equal to L. Then errors are equal to

.,— 1, —L.
= — L.

The probability of the joint appearance of values el, !! e,,~, as

is evident of previously demonstrated theorem and the law of Gauss,

it is proportional
l ( ~2 !

I I \~‘~ P”~ 
l~~~•~~~ • -

~~h) t~ )  
e

Noreover probability will be greatest, when the vals• of sum 

----—--- ~~ -——— ~~~~~~~~~~~~
— . -

~~~~
- - .- -- - - - - -

~~~
--- - --

~~~~~
-- . -- - -

~~~ 
- ---

~~~
-- - ---__

~~~~~~-
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is minimal. This sum can be presented in the form

‘S’,’~- V— (1, — L)2 + (I ,-— L) ’+ . . .

an d to fin d the con dition of the min imum of its value

dV
2 ((1~ — L) + (4— L) + . . . + (1~% — L) J — 0.

whence

2~~~ 
1,+l ,+. . . +‘A% (35)

N

This means that, if produced N of measurements, then the most

probable ( t rue )  value of the unknown quantity will be arithmet ic mean

of this series of measurements.

It is interesting to note that the researchers intuitivel y apply

the law arithmetic mean long before appearance law of Gauss.

I

Processing the results of direct measurements.

In this section is given the order a~d formulas (without

conclusion/derivations) for processing of the results of direct

measurements with the aid of the method of least squares. Usually as

t rue ealue (independent of the number of measurements), they accept

_ _ _  - - - - - - - --~~~~ 

~
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arithmetic mean of results N of measurements, determined by formula

(35). It must be noted that in this formula substitute values 1,, 1~
and so forth, already freed from systematic errors and errors. The

latter is possible easily to reveal/detect with the survey of the

results of experiments.

Page 26.

If N ) 10, then is estimated also the accuracy of mea surements.

First of all are estimated resid ua l errors according to the formula

and an average quadratic error in the result of measuremen ts

according to the expression

44- . . . +t1~V (37)
N ( N— f l

After this they calculate the greatest possible error in the result

of the measure ments

(38)

and the probable error La the result of the measurements

p ii..O,67453. (39)

Value p divides the field of errors by two equal parts, i.e.,

0.5$ it lie/rests within interval/gap ±P. The final result of

measurements he is r cord/writtem is the following form:

L,—’L-4-- p. (40)

_ _ _ _  
____________________________ —4
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Processing the results of indirect measurements.

Nany values during testing of engines or their cell/elements are

determined indirectly by calculation according to the data of direct

measurements. Thus, for instance, power of turboprop engine on shaft

is calculated acco rdin g to the formula

N,==~~~~ ~*~;P~

where MN~ is the torsional moment;

n — the revolutions of propeller shaft.

Values M~ and n are measured directly during tests.

Th us, the p ower  of engine is determine d indirectly accord ing to

the results of direct measurements. The most reliable value N, is

obtained, if valu e M~ aid a are undertaken for calculation as

arithmetic mean of a series of measurements.

T1Ii:~TTIIII~TL :J~1:
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Processing the results of indirect measurements is carried out

as follows.

It is required to fi.d value

P =a f ( x,y, z)

accord ing to the results of direct measurements x, y, z. Values x, y,

z are defined as arithmetic mean of a series of measuremei~ts.

Page 27.

For determin ing a relative error in the indirect measurement of value

P. apply the formula

(41)

in which

op o~
ox ’ o~ Os

(
~ 

the particular derivatives p on arguments x, y, z;

— a bsolute errors in the results of direct
‘2’ E3~, ~.

eassrem mts of values x, y, z.

Example. It is required to find the power, transferred by

screw/propeller of TVD, if it is known that the torsional moment
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MN p 3581±36

f~ 
kq-~m the number of revolutions of shaft n = 1000 + 10 r/min.

The a mount of the power, transferred to screw/propell ers, is

calculated according to the formula

~~~~~~~~~716,2

For determining relative probable error, we f in d the part ial

derivatives

ON, MKp ON, it

0n 716 2 dMip lIL2

Then, after multiplying partial derivatives by probable absolute

errors An and i~M., aid after substituting for n and M., th.ir

numerical values, from formula (41) let us find the probable relative

error

~: V
r

(~~) $~ 2 +
716 2 / M,~ 2 f l  S

~~~ v (
~~

-
~
-)
~ 

~~~~~ (~i~
-
~

) ~~~~~~

— 

~/
‘(~)‘ +(

~~
)
~

— ~,/(j~~)’ +(~~j)’=.o .ou.

Thus, a probable relative error in the result of indi rect

measurement is 1.4o/o.

•

1

____  — - - _ . _ -
_ _ ----_- —-______ 

—-
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Val ue

N = —f — — so®
‘ 716,2 716 ,2

3
Absolute probable error

p~~pN,~~5OOO.O,O14=7O

Final result must be recorded

N,=5000±70 ~~~~ 
-

JI

L~~~ 
_ -

— r TTr TTi~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _
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Page 28.

Chapter III.

NEA SURING NETERS AND DEVICES.

In this chapter are examined the methods of the measurement of

the parameters, which characterize work of YRD , the descriptions of

instruments and measuring devices, wide ly applied in practice

laboratories and experimental stations.

Zn the practice of scientific investigations increasing V

propagation receive also other methods and the instruments, which

ensure either the increased accuracy of measurements or the

measurement of the values, not determined during plant tests. So, for
research on flows are applied the optical methods of studies and

measuremeats — shadow, interferometric, spectral absorption. For

speed measurement of flows, finds a use the method of trac ing by

_ _ _  —- - -~~~~—- ~~ -_- - — - —-______

— 
—- - 

—
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ions, the glowin g par ticles, electric spark. During measurement of

high temperatures, apply the methods of reversal of spectrum lines,

pyrometric, etc. Considerable development will receive the study

technique of bu rning by the method of straight line and
9

schlieren— photography and interferometric measurement.

Survey/coverage of the scientific methods of study the reader

can find in specialized literature 1~

FOOTNOTE t . Collection the “physical methods of measuremen t in gas

dynamics and durin g burning ”, translation/conversion edited by Vu. F.

Dityakin, IL, 1957. ENDYOCTROTE.

1. Pressure measurement.

During the tests of jet engines, are measured the following

çresaures: barometric — by barometers. evacuation/rarefact ion — by

vacuum gauges, overpressure above the environmest — by manometers and

the pressure d i f fe rentials — by differential manometers. In practice,

however , all pressure dev ices or their jump/drops they are

conditionally call ed mano.eters. Pot the measurement of the constant

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  1:11_iL~ ~i t ~~~L - -

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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or slowly changing pressures widest use will receive liquid, spring

and piston gauges.

The idea of the liquid manometer in which the pressure or

pressure difference is measured by the liquid column, proposed for

the first time in 1640 by E. Torricellis. The spring pressure valves

an created considerably late by N. Shints (18146) and by Ye. Bourdon

(18148). The first diaphragm ma nometer is designed into 18147 by V.

Ta yd 1.

Page 29.

Liquid manometers.

Wide application they will find three types of the liquid

manome ters: U—shaped, single-tube (cup) and micromanometers. The

schematic of a U—shaped manometer is given to Fig. 8.

Let us examine work of ma nometer. In two glass tubes, con nected

together bel ow, is poured the liquid. To free jet s, are conducted

pressures p1and p~. Then the weight of coaumn h of liquid balances

pressure difference

[ _ 
I

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~ - -—i— ~~~ - --— - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ——— 
p
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where y is the specific gravity/we ight of closing liquid;

h — the measu red pressure differential.

For determining a precise value of jump/dtop P2~Ps. 
it is

necessary to correct for the affect of ambient temperature for the

length of the scale, the specific gravity/weight of liquid and

capillanity. A change in the size/dimensions of glass tube does not

affect value h.

Real jump/drop can be determined by the measured ju.p/drop b by

the formul a

A _ l + s ( i— ’o) h , (43)
~

where g is a coefficient of the linear expansion of material of the

scale;

.

6 — the volumetric expansion coefficient of closing liquid;

t — the ambient  temperature in the torque/moment of m easurement ;

— standard temperatur. at wh ich h1 and h coincide (value t0

p - - — — —.-—-— -—~~~~ —-— ~~
_
~~~~~~~

— - —
~ 

.
~~~~~

_ - — — — - - - — - — — - —
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a 20°C).

value ~ for brass 0.16.10—s 1/deg, for glass 0.08.10~~ 1/deg and

for steel 0.11.10 ’ 1/deg.
4

The properties of the most frequentl y used in manometers liquids

are given in Table I on page 30.

It must be noted that usually the tubes from which are

•anufactured the U—tube gauges, have variable inner diameter. This

can lead to the er ror due to di f fe ren t surf ace tension in the elbows

of tube. However, as show calculations, these errors are sma ll.

Theref ore manometers with the calibrated tubes are app lied onl y

during very precise measurements.

- 1T
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Pig. 8. Schematic of the U—tube gauge.

Page 30.

Capillary corrections depend on the size/dimension of the

diameter of tube and are calculated according to the formu las:

for the water

mm. (44)

for the alcohol

(45)

111 ITI~~ 
•

~~~~~~ I~-~-±~’~I TIITT~I.:-
T
~~ 

- -
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for mercur y

Ah K — +(~9—+ d) MM , (46)

where d is a diameter of tube in mm.

An essential shortcoming in the U—tube gauges consists of the

necessity to record the liquid level immediately in two tubes. Tb.

single—tube manometer whose schematic is given on Fig. 9 does not

have this shortcoming. Th. measured jump/drop

h ’~=p 2—p i.

During level measurement of liquid in reservoir is depressed, and irs

tube it is raised. So that it would be possible to disregard lowering

the level in reservoir and measure b ç 1000 mm Hg with an accuracy to

0.10/9, the ra tio of the diameter of reservoir to the inne r  diameter

of tube must be not less than 32.

F

During the use of single—tube manometers in the majority of •1
cases, it is necessary to correct for capillarity. Thus, for

instasce, if p2 — p~ = 100 kgf/a2 or, that one and the same, 100 mm

I~O, then with the diameter of tube d = 4 mm an increase in the water

level in tube will be 7 1 $  m m ,  and the error in measurement will prove

to be equa l to 7.4 o/o.

Li1 - 

- - - - - II:ITI :iT ::~~
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Table 1.

Property of workin g fluids.

(,) 
— 

(~) (3) Kot$$,iwieii~
HaI.Meuoeaiuie XHMK~ecxaI Y*eji~i~~* ~ec o6’beMnoro

pa6o~e~% aH~~ICOCTH 4opMyJIa npu 200 C
F/cM 3 flp H TeMne~)aType

-

(
STYTb Hg 13 ,547 18 - I 0 — ’

1120 0,998 21•10 5
Kepocnti — — 0 ,800 —95-10—s

gTHJIOBbIi% (96’/.) C21150H 0 ,790 110- 10—5
‘ ‘~.TUpeXXAOpHCT~ II1 yue- Cd 4 1 .580 124. l0~~P01

Key : (1) . Designat ion of working f luid.  (2) .  Chemical formula .  (3) .

Specific gravity/weight with 20°C g/cm3. t’~). Volumetric expansion

coefficient at temperature of 20°C. (5). Nercury. (6) . Water.  (7) .

~erosene. (8). Ethyl alcohol (96o/o). (9) . Carton tetrachlonide.

- I
Page 31.

Pot the measureaent of small pressure differentials, which do

not exceed 200 mm 4 20, ate applied the micromanometers wit h inclined

— - -fl- - - . - -  - - — -----—

— -..---—-—— —--. — - - S  _ _ a . _ _ _ _ __________________ _  - - - - - -—. - -- - -—- - -  - - - - 
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tube (Fig. 10). It is obvious that

p ,—p1 =--~ 1sIn ~ (4 7)

(it is considered that the correction for value 1... is introduced).

l~uring the application/use of nanometers, one should limi t the
maximum values of pressure from the conditions of the strength of
tubes. The limiting values of the pressure by which are destroyed the

glass tu bes, are given in Table 2.

One of the method s of fastening tubes it is show n to Fig. 11.
This joint works well to 25 kgf/caE.

The application/use of liquid manome ters for the meas urement of

small pressure different ials  (to 0.1 kgf/c ma) is completely
justified, since as working fluid can be applied water, alcohol and

kerosene.

The measurement of large pressure differentials with the aid of

liquid manometers is extremely undesirnUe, since for a decrea se in
the size/dimensions it is calm manometers is is commonly used

mercury. The pairs of mercury are harmful and are caused in certain

cases the heavy poisonings of the service personnel.
9

_________________________________- —i--- 
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~~~~~~~~~~ 
c, F1~1- . ,o .  F~~~. ‘‘-

Fig. 9. Schematic of single—tub e manometer. I — reservoir for liquid.

Pig. 10. schematic of nicromanometer.

vig. Ii .  Joint of glass tube w i t h  branch. 1 — tube, 2 — slee ve nut , 3
— thrust ring, 4 — packing/seal. 

— - - - —  — — — - - — - - - —  — -
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Table 2.

Value of ult imate pre ssure in kgf/ cm 2 for glass tubes.

t~~Toa InHHa I ~~ BIIyTpe HHHI1 IHaMeYP Tpy6xH ~ MM

CTCHK II
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

I — 310 280 230 220 150 140
2 570 — 340 — 330 240 220
3 560 460 420 400 — — 230
4 — 450 — 400 310 320 280

m y :  (1). Wall thickness mm . (2). Inner diameter of tube in mm.

Page 32.

Spring pressure valves.

They distingu ish three forms  of the spring pressure valves:

tubular, membrane/diaphragm and bellows.

On Fig. 12, is represented the schematic of spring tubula r

ma nome ter. Spring 1 is the tube with oval cross section, inside whic h

will be fed the measured pressure through branch 5. During the

supplying of pressure, oval cross section attempts to be converted

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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into circular, spring 1 is straightened and with the aid of buckling

2 turns gear quadrant 3, whic h is located gear 4. On the axis with

gear, it is attached rifleman/gunner. For the elimination of

clearances and creation of interference in transfer, the axle/axis of

arrow/pointer is twisted by very weak cylindrical spring.

For the manufac ture  of tubes , are applied the pho sphor bronze,

brass and stainless steel. Are most commonly used tubes from the

ihosphor b ronze - materia l suff ic ient ly  strong under no rma l

conditions, stable against corrosion and well yielding to treatment.

Steel tubes are applied in measurement of high or sharply

changing pressures. Tubes made of the stainless steel are appl ied

during pressure measurement of agressive media.

For example , for the tubes of acetylene •a~ometers it is not

possible to apply the material , which contains more than 700/o

copper , since in this  case can be formed exp losive joint — cop per

acet y lide.

The tubes  of the manomete rs, intended for pressure measurement

of hydroge n, manufacture  from hydrogen— re sistant steel , wh ich

contains carbides with the alloying cell/elements.

I,

. . - “~~~ -- — —. , -
~

---- — . .
~~~~
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~
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On the manometers, intended for the measurement of pressures,

acetylene and so forth , are made label on dial — “oxygen ”,

“acetylene”, etc.

Furthermore, manometer for pressure measurement of acetylene is

Painted in white color, for the measurement of pressure - in azure

color, for pressure measurement of hydrogen — in dark green color,

and for pressure measurement of ammonia — in yel low.

—4

I

______ _________ ___________
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1
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Fig. 12. S~~meatic of tubular manometer. 1 — spring, 2 — carrier, 3 —

sector , 4 — gear, 5 — branch.

Page 33.

Wide application find also diaphragm manometers (Fig. 13).

Pressure Pi is fed to housing 1, closed by corrugated diaphragm 2

(are applied also flat diameters). Diaphragm/membrane is deflected

through the transfer, which consists of strut 3, carrier 4, sector 5

and gears 6, it turns the showing arrow/pointer.

The advantage of such manometers is low sensitivity to buffeting

and ease of fabrication ; a disadvantage of them is the increased

sensitivit y to a change in the ambient tem perature. The diaphr agm

manome ters are manufactured for pressure measurement vi thim limits of

- 
- - -- - - -- — - -  —- - - —- - - —~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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kgf/cm’.

For the measurement of small pressure differentials are applied

the bellows manometers (Fig. 14). Pressure p~ is fed to housing 1 and

compresses bellows 2. The deformation of bellows is transferred to

gear. The arrow/pointer, which sits in line with gear, indicates the

value of the measured quant i ty .  The bellows manometers are utilized

for the measuremen t of comparatively small jump /drops f rom 0 to 5

kgf/ cm a.

On aircraft and at experimental stations wide application will

obtain •l•ctrical remote— transmitting manometers. This is common

spring (m.mbrane/d iaphragm) manometers, with remote electrical

transmission of measuring data. To Fig. 15, is given the schematic of

the electr ical remote— transmitt ing manometer , used during pressure

measuremen t of fuel/propellant and oil.

- - — - - - - - - —  — - - a  ._ .44.~~~.. S — — — - - 
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F.9 i i y .

Fig. 13. Schematic of the diaphragm manometer. 1 — housing , 2 —

./
diaphrag m/membrane , 3 — strut, 4 — carrier, 5 — sector, 6 — gear.

Pig. 114. Schematic of the bellows nano meter. 1 — housing, 2 —

bellOws, 3 — Sector , 4 — gear.

Page 3i$~

Manometer feeds from mains of direct current with stress 27 •

2 .7 ‘V. The receiver of manometer is installed on engine, and

indicator — on instrument panel; are connected they with the aid of

wire/conductors.

TI ±1 I:~~I~II;I~1III.TI
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The measured pressure is fed t0 the bellows. The deformation of

box is transferred to lever 4 on whic h is attached br us h 5 , which

slides on rheostat ab. Rheostat ab and bru sh are included in bridge

circuit of log ometer. During a change in the  resistance R~ and R .

(as a result of the  movement  of brush 5) the current stren gth i1 and

i~ is chan ged, which leads to change of the magnetic flux within the

framework I and II and rotation of the needle of indicator , connected

with  magnet N.

In the  diagram of logometer , are included fixed resistors B 1 and

B1 and tuning resistance “• Materials of the compensating resistance

B’3 and B”3 are selected so that the wcr k of instrumen t loes not

aff ect the tempera t ure of medium.

An advantage of electrical remote— transmitting manometer lies in

the fact that in its construction do not enter the tubes, whic h

transmit pressure. The latter complicate installation an~ break from

vibrations.

The kinematic pickup circuit electrical remote—transm itting

manometer is shown to Fig. 16. The measured pressure will be fed to

the sensor through branch 1 and is absorbed by diaphragm/m em brane 2.

The deformation of diaphragm/membrane is transferred with the aid of

stock/rod 14 rocker 12 to ca ttier 9 on which is attached br ush 6.

g _____ _ _______ Iii _ _
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Brush 6 is moved on rheostat— 5, as a result of which is changed

resistance.

The indicator of manometer is the logometer whose kinematic

diagram is shown to Fig. 17. In this logoneter of the framework, are

fixed, and magnet is mobile. Magnet 1 is made from the alloy of

A]nico and it is fastened on the axis 2. Steel axle/axis 2 concludes

with cores 5, which rest on bearing and step bearing 12 of the stone.

~EI ~~~~~~~~
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t”ipvea*wrn &z~.wrni~

275±w%

Pig. 15. Schematic diagram of electrical remote—transmitting

manom eter. 1, 2 , 3 — the contacts of teletransmission and ma ins, 4 —

levers S — brush , ab — rheostat, ~~~~ — the variable resist ors of

rheostat; B1, B 2 — fixed resistors, ‘~ 
— tuning resistance, I, II —

the framework, B’3, B” — compensating resistance.

Key: (1) . Pressure receiver. (2) . Indicator.

Page 35.

Mobile magnet is encircled by copper damper 11, in which it during

oscillation/vibrations excites moments of resistance f ro m eddy

currents.

To damper are put on two pairs of f ramework 9 and 3,

~~~ _ _ _  ~.TI~:I~-:11:1- -
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arrange/located at an angle of 900 to each other. Permanen t magnet 13

serves for the return of mobile system to zero position (with the

connected current). The parts of indicator are fastened to housing 8

with the aid of struts 7, passing through holes in damper. The

housing, mad e from Permalloy, closes the magnetic field of

instrement.

in recent years in laboratories and at experimental  stations

will win acceptance group pressure recording gauge — GRN-2, measuring

the pressures, the evacuation/rarefacticns or pressure differences is

simultaneous at 20 points; the permissible error in record ing part

~0.5o/o of the lim iting value of the  value, measured by appropriate

sensing element.

The limits of measuremant of pressures by manometer can be

differ ent depending on the rigidity of sensing elements - bellows. As

a rule, in one instrument is allow/assumed two ra nge of measurements.

Maxim um capacities for a vacuum gauge from —1 to 0 kg f/cm 2, for

a pressure and vacuum gauge from — 1 to •19 kgf/cma and for a

manome ter from 0 to 20 kgf/cal.

Measurement is realize/accomplished by the automatic spring

cell/elements, constructed according to the type of weights.

I

~~

iT

~~~~ 

T1~~ - - -- -J
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Pig. ~6. K inematic pickup circuit electrical remote—transmitting

manometer. 1 — branch, 2 — diaphragm/membrane, 3 — base/root, 14 —

stock/rod , 5 — rheostat, 6 — brush, 7 — plug—type connector, 8 —

brush holder, 9 — carrier, 10 — axle/axis, 11 — spring, 12 — rocker.

Fig. 17. Kinematic diagram of logometer. I and 13 — magnets, 2 —

axle/axis, 3 — the large framework, 14 — balancing small weights, S —

cores, 6 — adjusting screw, 7 — strut, 8 — housing, 9 — low

framework. 10 is a cap/cover of damper, 11 — damper, 12 — step

bearing.
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Page 36.

The measured value depending on its character will be fed into one

(in the case of the measurement of pressure or

evacuation/rarefaction) or into two (during the measuremen t of a

jump/drop in the pressures) bellows, which con vert pressure or

evacuation/rarefaction v.silu, that effects on lever. This force is

automatically balanced by deformation force of spiral measurin g

spring. The amount of the deformation of meas~r~ng spring serves as

the measure of the measured pressure. Instrument consists of twent y

differing by device automatic spring cell/elements, unites by the

common drive also of series common/general/total mechanisms.

All the measuring cell/elements of instrument are mounted on

common/general/total l~ramewor k/body, moreover for convenience in the

use they are assembled into two groups — on ten measuring

cell/elements and to one mechanism of recording conditiona l numbers

in each.

Let us examine work of measuring cell/element GRN—2 (Fig. 18).

The measured pressure through cutting 1 is fed to bellows 2,

entablisk/installed between fixed plate~bar 14 and lever 3. Because of

the de~ or matio u at bellows, the lever can be turned about elas tic

ht a~. j. tmt S. Two bellows are placed in instrument for the

— -
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measurement of pressure difference.

Under effect of pressure, bellows 2 is dilate/extended and is

caused the displacement/movement of lever 3. At the end 3f lever 3,

there are two slide contacts 6, arrange/located between two fixed

contacts 7. ~4/ben lever 3 is located in equilibriu m, contacts are

extended. With decrease or increase of measured pressure, the lever

differs from state of equilibrium, closing one or another pair of

contacts, wh ich is led to connection/inclusion of one of t he two

electromagnets 8. Electromagnet attract/tightens plate 9, attached on

the housing of the axle/axis of roller 10, which in this case is

introduced into the friction coupling with one of the cont inuously

rotary disks of 11 grotip shafts  12. The direction of rotation of

roller depends on tha t, with whi ch disk it is engaged, which in turn

depends on connect ion/inclusion of one of the two electromagnets.

Group shaft is given to rotation by engine 13 through worm gear 14.

9

Roller 10 through worm gear 15 rotates the cylinder ~f visual

screw/propeller 16 and screw/propeller 17. During the rota tion of

screw/propeller 17, nut 18 is moved on screw/propeller, changing

tension of measuring spring 19 to as long as lever 3 it will not

aritwe to equilibrium state, and contacts 6 and 7 it is not extended,
- 1 and electromagnet 8 is disconnect/turned off.

-

~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The greater the pressure differential in bellows, the greater

must be the balancing force and the more the revolutions it will make

a screw/propeller to the equilibrium of lever. The number of

revolutions of screw/propeller proportional the pressure differential

in bellows serves as the measure of this the pressure differential.

Thus, at work of instrument lever 3 alway s is supported in

equilibrium state. 

— - ~~~~~~~~~~ -- - -- -- —~~~~~~- - _ -— - -  - . - -_ --  - -  - . _ -
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Page 37.
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Fig. 18. Circuit of group pressure r.cord~ ag gauge. 1. 1’ — fee der

tvbes~ 2. 2’ — bellows, 3 — lever , I — fixe d plate/bat, S—elastic

hinge joint, 6, 7 — contacts, 8 — electromagnet, 9 — p l at., 10 —

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - _— - .  —.-_----——--_—-_-— _- —-——---—-— ——_—- - -—- ——-— -
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roller, 11 — clutch plates, 12—group shaft, 13 — electric motor, us,
15 — worm reducers, 16 — cylinder of visual screw/propelle r, 17 —

screw/propeller, 18— nut , 19—measuring spring, 20 — lever with leaf

spring, 21 — thrust/rod, 22, 23 — spring, 24 — indicator 25~ 26 
—

type ea ves, 27 — spring, 28 — reducer,, 29 — the v isual sca le, 30 —

indicator, 31 — dial face, 32 — the knob/button of the readjustment

of conditional numbers , 33 — electromagnet , 314 — electric motor, 3S —

the knob/b utton of the start of the printing mechanism, 36 — crank ,

37 — carriage, 38 — tape, 39 — paper.

Page 38.

For sensitization of instrument, lever 3 is equipped by the

compensator of rigidity, which consists of lever 20, thrust/rod 21

with elastic hinge joints and spring 22 whose tension is regulated.

The force of spring 22 is transferred to the measuring lever through

the thrust/rod and elastic hinge joints.

In position Df equilibrium of lever this force is dir ected

through the poi nt of its fluctuation and therefore it does not

disturb balance. During the deflection of lever 3, position of

thrUst/r od 21 changes, due to which force direction does not coincide

with the axi s of rocking. The appearing tor que/moment is applied to

_ _ _ _  _ _ _
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lever 3 and affects to the side of its deviation. The value of

torque/moment is proportional to the angle of deflection of lever.

The tensile stress of spring 22 is establish/installed so that the

torque/moment from the compensator of rigicl’ty, which appears during

the deflection of lever, would balance total torque/momen t of all

flexible couplings.

The presence of  the compensator of rigidity raises instrument

sensitivity, since for displacing the lever fro. position of

equilibriu m to closing of contacts is necessary very low force.

Besides measuring spring, to lever 3 is fa stened spri ng 23 with

the aid of which is created preliminary load on the lever, necessary

in the case of work of instrument as pressure and vacuum gauge, and

is regulated zero readings.

Readings at the necessary moments of time are recorded by the

printing of the sections of the scales and indicators with paper

tapes..

Transmission of measuring data to the scales of recDrding goes

from screw/propeller 17. on the cylinder of screw/prop.ller, freeXy

sit the indicator 21$ and type wav es 25 and 26 with the rel ief scales.

Wheel 25, which has of 50 divisions, is held by spring 27 in the 

- .
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detent of screw/propeller 17 and therefore it is rotated together

w ith it. Type wave 26, which has twenty of divisions, is connected

with the screw/propeller through reducer 28. With each revolution of

screw/propeller, the wheel is turned to one division. When type wa ve

25 makes the complete revolution, wheel 26 is turned to one division.

Thus, wheel 25 appears as the vernier of wheel 26. Indicator 214 with

turning of screw/propeller remains fixed.

Besides the scales on type waves, the instru ment has visual

scales 29 with indicators 30 for continuous observation of the

measured pressures .

Simultaneously with the measured values on paper tape is prin ted

the number of instrument and the conditional numbers, whic h designate

the numbers of measurement and mode/conditions, the time of

measurement or any other factor. For this in instrument, there are

two mechanisms of recording numbers with visual scales 31. The

mechanism of the readjustment of conditional numbers is included in

the work with electrical knob/button 32, closing the circuit of

electromagnets 33.

leadings are recorded by the special mechanism which is driven

by electric motor 31$ and is included by knob/button 35. Electric

motor 31$ is set in motion through reducer cranks 36, connected with

_______ ______ 
___________________________________ 
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carriage 37. In the complete revolution of cranks the carr iage

matches up typical wheels, is pressed to them coloring tape 38 and

paper 39, an d then rolls it over wheels; after wh ich carriage it will

move away and it returns to initial position. As a result on paper,

remains the impression of the scales and indicator.

Page 39.

Rethods of the supply of pressure to manometers.

For the suppl y of pressure from sensors to manome ters, are are

commonly used copper , rubber and plastic tubes. During the

measurement of pressures exceeding 3 kgf/caa, one should apply

copper tubes with soldered or nipple connectioqs. Rubber tubes

connect up manometers with the aid of standard joints. Whe n is

measured com parati vely large overpressute, is recommended the part of

rubber tube, which is located on nipple, to bind with copper wire

(double loop) or to clamp by clamping cgllar.

During the measurement of rarefact ion, common rubber tubes can

st ick together and then one should pass to vacuum rubber or copper

tubes. If in the system being investigated are fluctuations of

_ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _
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pressure, then then it is pcssible during transfer to instrume nt to

decrease by the start  of capillaries and da.ping volumes.

It is completely necessary prior to the beginning of

experiments, and also after their conducting to check the measuring

systems of pressure on airtightness. Leak check should be carried out

with overpressure or theevacuation/rarefaction, greater than d uring

experimentation.

To Fig. 19, it is given one of the possible diagrams of the

constant control of the airtigbtness of the measuring system of the

pressure. During testing of system it is necessary to close tap/crane

1: if there are leakages in the system between tap/crane 1 and the

manometer, then through the liquid (tap/crane 2 is opened, pou ring

tap/crane 3 — is closed) they vi].]. begin to pass gas bubbl es.

In the case of overpressure airtight-ness can be tested, vetting

the suspected places by soap water and observing the behavior of

film.

Accuracy/precision of measurements and calibration of manomete rs.

I 
_______ _________ _______ ______ _______ ______ ______
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During tests of VB D liquid manometer s they do not usually

calibrate. The accuracy of measurements is determined by the

introd uction of the corresponding corrections and by the value of

pressure differential.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~1 4,?,V~

Fig. 19. Diagram of the control of the airtightness of the system of

the measurement of pressure. I — the gauge cock, 1 — the bypass cock,

3 — pouring tap/crane.
I

Li

_ _ _ _ _ _  T :E
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Page L$O.

The spring pressure valves calibrate with the aid of the control

or specimen spring and piston gauges. Pig. 20, shows the schematic of

piston press for the calibration of spring manometers.

Spring manometers of genera]. purpose (working) are manufactured

of five classes of accuracy: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5 and 4. Control

manometers serve for precise measurements and testing of working

manometers. They are more precise and a~e produced two classes of

çrecision — 0.5 and 1.0.

Speci me n spring pressure valves serve for testing of control and

working ma nometers , and also for laboratory measurements; they are V

produced two classes of precision — 0.20 and 0.35, i.e., an error of

measuremen t comprises not more than *0.20 and ~0.35o/o of the upper

limit at ambient temperature •20&5°C.

Standard piston gauges up to a pressure of 50 kgf/cm provide
4

the accuracy of measurements with error not more than tO.Glo/o from

_ _ _ _ _ _  

-
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the measured pressure, and up to a pressure of 250 kgf/cm~ , are not
more than ..tO.02o/o of the measured value.

I

t

- — —.—- —— _________ — -
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Fig. 20. Diagram of piston gauge. I — the calibrated manom eters , 2 —

weight, 3 — plunger , 4 — reservoir for a liquid, 5 — piston , 6 —

haudwheel.

Page 1.

Specimen piston gauge up to a pressure of 50 kgf/cmZ provides

the accuracy of measurements with error not more than •0.02o/o, also,

for the pressures of high 50 kgf/cma with error not more than

±0.05o/o. Specimen piston gauges are used extensively for the

calibration of con trol and specimen spriag pressure valves .
V 
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Aircraft manometers give an error of measurement not more t3o/o.

2. Temperature measurement.

By practical temperature scale is “!uternational practical

temperature scale 1948”, accepted IX ~eoeral conference on measures

and weights. This scale is based on the constant, comparatively

easily reproducible tenperatures of the phase equilibrium which call

standard points.

The subseq uent con ferences will introduc e some changes in to the

temperature scale.

X~~eneral conference on measures and weights (1954) letermined

the temperat ure scale with basic standard point — the tri p le point of

wa ter to which corresponds temperature 27i.16°K. The triple point of

water — equilibrium point of water in solid, liquid and vapor phase —

can be reproduced with error not more than 0.0001°C.

~~

, I
XI General conference on measures and weights (1160) recommends

as addit ional standard poin t the solidification point of zinc

(1419.505°C). 

J ..IITT I~ I :
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Table 3 gives given data on the absolute accuracy of realization
and fidelity of the practical scale.

It is accepted at present that  the deviation of the values of
standard points from absolutely precision dial Cf teaperat ures does
not exceed .0.02° at —182 .97°C, +0.10° at 444.60°C so forth (see

Table 3).

B

_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Table 3. The standard points of the tem perature scale at the  press ure

760 am ag. 
-

ToqflOCTb To’IHOC TI. I
Q)PenepHaI TOqKa O~~~lL~ C~~~

) 
I~OCflp0fl~~~ ~~~~~~

KirneHue KHCJIopoJLaL~
) —182,97 ±0 .02 ±0 ,020 Tep~fo %lcTp

COt1p(~ 1IIfl,14)
Tpo*Hasi IoqKa no.~u,i (oc. 0,01 — ~ 0 0001 Tn

Ilonhiaw penepHa~ To~iic~i)(~)
Kunenpie no~ii~(~) 100 ,00 -

~~ ±0 ,003
Kisne,nie cepw Q,o) 444 .60 ±0,10 ±0 ,005
3aTRepIe.aHHe cepe6pa(l)) 960,8 — — Tcp~iuii.ipa(L)
3aTaepleeaHiw 3OJ~oTaQ 3) 1063 ,0 ~ 1 jO ,050

Key: 11). Standard point. (2k. Accuracy/precision of realization.

(3). Fidelity. (4) . Ileasuring aeter. (5). Boiling oxygen. (6) .

Thermomete r resist. (7). The triple point of water (basic standard

point. (8). The sane. (9). Boiling water. (10). Boiling su lfur. (11).

Solidification of silver. (12). Ther.ocouple. (13). solidification of

gold.

I

Page 112.

The task of the reproduction of stasdard points is inco.parably

simpler than th. task of the realization of precision dial and, as

fault from Table 3 , is solved in temperatur. rang ., large 0°C , it in

considerably more precis e.
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The lost precise thermometric work are performed with the aid of

the gas thermometers , filled by hyd rogen and helium. Their

application/use for the precise measurements of temperature is based

on the use of equation of Clapeyron with corrections.

During test work of YRD, are applied :

1) liquid thermometers — for the measurement of ambie nt

temperature on stand;

2) manometric thermometers — for the measurement of the

temperature of oil (is rare);

3) resistance thermometers — for the measurement of the

temperatur e of air during the analysis of entries and compressors,

oil and fuel/propellants;

4) thermocouple — for the measuremen t of the temperat ures of

gases and surfaces of the parts of engine.

Liquid thermometers.

C — r a —v. a - - - 
~~
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Liquid therm~ aeters are very simple and are character ized by the

high accuracy of measurement.

The operating principle of liquid thermo meters is based on the

thermal expa nsion of liquid in glass. Therefore temperature

measurement by these thermometers is reduced to observatian of a

change in the visible volume of liquid. More frequently are

encountered the thermometers of two basic types: (Fig. 21)

Let the level of liquid with 0°C stafld to scale zeros. During

tempezature~ change is changed the volume of liquid and glass

reservoir of thermometer. The visible expansion of liquid ~V is equal

to a difference in the expansion of liquid AY’ and of ther mometer

AT”. It is obvious

t~V—t ~V’—ttV” , (48)

whence
r_ L dX  (49)

Vo di V0 d~ V0 di - -

where T
~ 
is a volume of liquid with 0°C.

_—~_.-._g- --— -- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Li
ii

Fig. 21. Thermometers, a) stick, 1 — thick—walled capillar y, 2 —

reservoir, 3 — the scale, plotted/applied on the surface of

capillary. b) with the inserted scale. 1 — capillary. 2 — reservoir,

3 — the scale, plotted/applied on plate to plate from frosted glass,

4 — protective clothing.

Page 43.

After introducing the concepts: the coefficient of the visible

expansion of the liquid
V0 di ’

of the coefficient of the •zpansi.m of the liquid

V0 dE ’

~~~~

——  — . — 

~~~

- - -

~~~~~~~~
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of the coefficient of the expa nsion of the glass
,, I dV

V0 di

we viii obtain the formula
2 (50)

It is obvious that
V0 -dl =2— dI , (~1)

where dL is a chang. in liquid level ii capillary;

f — the cross—sectional area of capillary.

At data m, V0 and dt value dl the greater, than less f, i.e.,

the thermometer sensitivity dL,,’dt the greater, the greater the ratio

v1,f.

The properties of the liquids, used for filling of thermo meters,

are given in Table 4.

.1

Rercury thermometers are applied f or the measurement of

temperatures to 750°C; in this case the space of the capillary above

mercury is filled with nitrogen or another inert gas, whic h has

pressure of approx imately 70 atm.

Table 5 gives corrected values of the coefficient of the visible

expansion of mercury for the different types of glass from which are 

—-—- -- , —~ -~~...- -- .-‘~ ---- -- - .— . -- - -—---.——---—--- - - - - - - -- - - - — - - - — - .-- -— - - - — — - - - - . - - .
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wanufactured the capillary tubes of thermometers.

Vith technical the precision determination of temperature it is

desirable to load thermometer into medium before the calcu lated

division. If this is im possible, then one should introduce correction

for the protruding column.

a._s_r n -~~~~ — -_-- -‘~~~ -- -. -— - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —.- . -- - - - --—--~~----~ - ________________ ________ — ____________
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Table 11. Properties of thermometric fluids with 760 am Hg .

K Tei~nepaTypa R ‘c~i) —

BewecT,O(l) ~~~ 
pac~ inui 

5)aTsep*esaHHI 
~(~

) xun euii~

npn ~;)c 
~ _ _ _  _ _ _

Memaoawll CJ1N~ T CH3OH 0,001220 —93,9 —97,8 +64 .2 +66 ,0
3T UOBI~~ cnHp 1~-1~~ C21150H 0 .001100 111.8 —117,3 +77 ,7 +78 ,4
flSHT*H ~Ih HCThhAf~ C5H 1, — —130,8 —147,5 +36,0 +36.5

C H 5C113 0,001090 —92 .4 —102 +102 +110.6
Ptym (rb) Hg 0,000181 —38,87 —38.87 +356.7 +356,7

Ney: (1). Temperature in C. (2). Substance. (3). Chemical formula.
(4).  Coeff icient of expansion with.  (5) . solidification. (6) .

boiling. (7) . from . (8) . to. (9) . Methyl a.~cobol. (10) . Ethy l

alcohol. (11). Pentane (pure/clean). (12)~. Toluene. (13) . Merc ury.

Page 114.

Fig. 22, shows the schematic of the setting up of basic (measuring)

thermometer in tube and auxiliary for the introduction of correction.

Auxiliary thermometer holds on basic by ru bber clamping collar s so

that the reservoir of auxiliary thermometer would be the

approximat ely halfway pro trudi ng column of the thermom etric fluid of

ba sic ther mometer.

4!
rig. 22 0~ and 02, indicate zero thermometers. During the

i*troduction of correction, it is assumed that the part of

.

~ 
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thermometer t2 and reservoir have temperature of medium -
~~~~~~ but the

upper part of t her mometer t 2 — t 1 has temperature  4 e (i.e. the

temperature , shown by the auxiliar y thermometer).

the actual temperature of medium is ~etermim.d from the for mu la
~i— ai,(i.—.- s~id . (52) __,

~~~~,#_ ~

_ _ _ _  

~~
- -‘~-~~~~~~~t~~~-L . ‘

~~~~~“Formula (52) — approximated, since • in the ma jority of the

practical cases it it is possible to use, if value m is is taken at

temperature E,° C.

Planometric thermometers.

flanoaetric thermometer s are liquid , steam and gas. The schematic

of manometric t her mometer is shown in Fig . 23. Heservoir (sensor of

thermometer) 1 to 600/0 is filled by the easily vaporizing liquid (b y

methyl ether , methylchlorid e and so forth) ; which t ransmits  va por

pressure capillary tube 2 is most frequently filled by the same

liquid.

In view of the tact that between the temperature of reservoir

and the va por pressure of thermometric fluid there is no d irect

proportionality, the  scale of thermometer pro ves to be non uniform.

- _  - - - 

- - - - - - -- - - —~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -~~~~~~—- -~~~-~~~--- -~~~~~~ - - -~~~~~~~~
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2! #
Fig. 22. Schematic of setting of basic a~d auxiliary therm ometers.

- 

lable 5.

CflCOPT cIekAa I ~
~2JNOMeTp)s~ecxII* l6I~ 1,57.I0—~
WoMoMcTpnqecxni~ 59111 1. 64. 10- ~

1,79-I0~~
TepMo~.eTpw~ecInI1%~~~ 1,58~I0—~roc-r 1224—4 1

Key: ~1). ~‘ype of glass. (2) . Thermometric. (3). Quartz.

Page 45.

As a resul t of the number of the shortcomings: the insufficient

strength of capillary, low accuracy/precision, difficulty of repair,

L 
these t hermo meters , are almost completely displace/superseded

LI
_____ ____ ____ _______  _________  ______- .__._ p - - - - - - — — -- - — — — — —— — - ~~~-- — -4
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electrical.

Besistance thermometers.

The operating principle of resistance th ermometers jS based on a

ch ange in the elect zical resistance of so me conductors under the

ef fect of tempe rature. Sens ing ele ment whose resistance is changed

depending on temperature, is connected iii the balanced bridge whose

schematic diagram is represented in Fig. 24.

Sensing element of thermomete r is resistar1ce I~~ Duri ng

te m pe rature, change the value of resistance ~~ changes, which is led

to the diseq uil ibrium of bridge, which is record/fixed by

galvanometer G. Dial face is thoroughly calibrated into °C.

Feed/supply of ins t rument  is realize/accomplished from bat tery or

another source of direct current.

Resistance thermometers make from platinum , copper, n ickel, iron

and special alloys. It should be noted that platinum is ca pable to

long retai n its physical properties. As a result of which, platinu m

resistanc. thermometer is applied for interpolation of international

tker.ometr ic scale within limits from —180 to 660°C.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Fig. 23. Schematic of manometric thermometer.  1 — the sensor of

thermomete r, 2 — the transmitting tube, 3 — tem perature in dica tor

(manometer).

Fig. 214. Schematic diagram of resistance thermometer with balanced

brid ge. H 1, H 2, H 3 are th e fixed resistors. r 3r , are the t r im drag ,R~
— the resistance of sensing element.

Page ‘46.

Communicat ion/connection between the temperature of medium tOC

and resistance in the range 0 to 1100°c with high
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accuracy/precisio. is •stabliab/isstall$ by the equation

~~~~~~ 
R~r — R ~ +~(—~—~~i\+~ L(L _. 1\ ( _ . . ._ 1 \  (53)R 1~ —R 0 \IOO / lOo’Io0 P444 ,6 1’

in which constant values 1~, ~~~~ 6 and they are determ ined

experimentally from standard points.. Here P0 a nd H 100 resistance at

te m peratures of 0 and 100°C.

Dy roughness value of platinum can it serves the rela tion of

resistance R100/R0; for platinum of the brand of the “extra” first

class R1•0/R0 = 1.389±0.0007.

Copper, utilized for resistance thermometers, has large

temperature drag coefficient (a = 4.25.10 3—4.28.10 ’) and sakes it

possible to determine temperat ure r.sista~ce 
~~~~~~ 

accorlimq to the

linear equat ion
R,— ’R0(1 + ~ 1). (54)

Short comings in copper are its low specific re,jstamce (p

0.017 Q’mm’/i) and the oxidizability, vhi~ L l i m i t  th e fiel d of its

application/use to temperature of 150°C.

Wickel possesses high tempe rature coefficient (a

6.. 21.10 3— 6.3 .10 3) . However, nickel baa the ccmplex dependence of

temperature coefficient on temperature, what is essential

shortcoming.

- -  I 

______ ______ ____ ________
i 
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Resistance thermometers and the limits of the measure d by the m

temperat ures are standardized (GOST 6651— 59) and given in Table 6.

Fig. 25, shows a change of the ratio of resistance R~ to

resistance P0 depending on temperature for some metals.

The construction of the receiver of resistance t hermome ter is

give n in Fig. 26.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -a.~ --- — r - a ~~~~~~~~~~~ - — - - — — ~~~~~~~~~ -. “- 

- -—— - -.  - ___ .a_ ______ _ _ _______ _ _ — - - -—- -- - -- . — - - - - - -
— --- —---- -

- -- -—-- --I--- - — - -- - - - ---— - - ------ - -- -- -~~ - -- - -------—- -~~~~~~- ---~~~~~~ - -- _ _
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Pig. 25. change of resistance of metals depending on temperature. 1 —

gland, 2 — nickel, 3 — copper, 4 — platinum.

Table 6.. Capacities of tempera tures by the resistance ther mometers

ITP, lTD and ETH.
— 

flpiaeav NaaIep ’sstI
M.,ep.us1 YCA0..o. Tuinepalyp P ‘C (~

)
~~ UC?SU?SA bMOI O o6.su - -___________________

~AtUSNTI
TS pMONSTpI NSMMt Nb-

(•~~ ~~~~~~ 

m~~~~ 5

I1AaTNSIa(5) 3111 —200 +500 
-

Meu L~”~ 3TM —50 +150
9TH —50 +200

Key: Cl). Capacities of the temper atures in 0C. (2) . M ater ia l of

sensing element of thermometer. (3). The conventional designations of

thermo meter. (1$). smallest. (5). Platinum~. (6). Copper. ( 7 ) .  lickel.

Page 117.
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Sh ielding tube 1 is made from the stainless steel , heat—se nsitive

element 3 is made from the nickel wire with a diameter of 0.05 mm and

it is wound around mica plate 4.

Aviat ion resistance thermometers work from the source of direct

curre’4t with stress 27~2.7c.

‘Thermoelectric thermometers.

The principle of temperature measure ment by thermoelectric

thermometers is based on the phenomenon of thermoelectricity,

unearthed into 11S8, by Russian academician F. Aepinus. This

phenomenon is explained to the facts that all metals consist of the

positively charged fixed ions and the free negatively charged

electrons which can be likened to the free gas , f i l l in g th e

intermolecular space.

In different metals the density and the pressure of electron gas

with the same temperature , is different. It we weld or to solder two

wires A (copper) and B (platinum) , as shown to Pig. 27, then

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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electrons frcm copper wire will begin to transfer/convert to

platisum. Near joints 1 and 2 copper wire will be loaded posit ivel y,

platinum — is negative. Appearing in joints 1 and 2 electrons of one

material in another and with certain potential difference the process

of the transit ion of electrons will be discontinued, since wil l set

in dynamic equil ibrium , i.e., a quant i ty  of outgoing from th is

material electrons it will become equal to a quant i ty  of t hose who

cone in.

If we heat joint 1 to temperature of t , in this case temperat ure

t 0 of joint 2 it wi l l  remain  constant/ invariable (t 0 ( t ) ,  the n in

the circuit, comprised of conductors A and B, will arise :urrent ,

i.e., circuit it will become the generator of electric Foyer.

Conductors in the circuit in question ate called of therm3electrodes,

and their joint — thermocouples.

I
_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _
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— _____________ 
_______ _____

rig. 26. Receiver of resistance thermometer. 1 — shielding tube , 2 —

isolation/insulation, 3 — heat—sensitive cell/element , 14 - mica

plate, 5 — additional resistance, 6 and 7 — packing, 8 — plug—typ e

connector, 9 — branch.

rig. 27. Thermoelectr ic circuit.

Page 148.

As will show numerous experiments, for a thermoelectric circuit

is correct the equation

EAa (t , I,) e,~ (t) + eRA (4). (55)

mere E AA (l , f fl) is t her mal— ~~~~~ ...,~~ of circui t is 4irectiom of flow

from om. &t. 8 ,

_ _ _  --  -
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e ,o(j ) ar. thermal— ~~~~~~ v~ joist 1;

eaA (4) _ th.ruai— e.Yn.. ’. ~~ joint 2 in direction of f low from one

Ito A

With the equality of the temperatures of both joints thermal—

~. of circuit, it is equal to zero, i... t if

1=

then

EAR (t , to) = 0.

In this cue
eaA (to) .~ — eAl (tO)

and, therefore, equation (55) can be recorded thus:

EA,(I , IO)~~eAa (1)_ eA,( to) . (~6)

Equation (56) makes it possible to determine tem perature of t,

if are known thermal— aa~ of circuit and temperature to, i.e., the

temperature of the cold—soldered joint. Value E,~A
(
~ , t .’) can be measured

with the aid of pyrometric millivoitmeter or potentiometer.

Temperature t0 of the cold—soldered joint it is desirable in the

process of measurements to support with constant and strictly

defined. Best of all joint 2 to place into medium , having temperature

or exam ple into water with melting ice.

Daterial.s of t hermo.lectrodes are selected so that value
EAB (t , t 0 ) would be possibly larger.

I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  

i

_ __ __  
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Thus, the measurement of temperature of t in principle is

possible with the aid of thermoelectric circuit (thermocouple) ,

depicted on Fig. 27.

Quantity galvanometer in circuit thermal— a “ .4.  can be

included according to two schematics (r ig . 28) . Ia th. fir st

schematic the galvanometer is incl ud ed betwee n cold—soldered joints 2

and 3, in this case joint 1 will be hot (see Fig. 28a).

In the second schematic the galvanometer is included in the

breaking of electrode B, then in circuit joint 1 will be hot, 2 —

cold, and 3 and 4 — neutral (see Pig. 28b) in circuit are identical.

I

- - - - — a - _ ._ . a .- .-. s. . A — ~ _ —- - _ _ —

— - -- -- --_—- - - -  —__--- --—-—- 
—_- .—

~
-

---_ - - . —
—--- --—- - -  --4
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Fig. 28. Connection measuring meter into thermoelectric circuit.

Page *9.

of different circuits will be equal, if the

total resistance of the corresponding wire/conductors and electrodes

and temperature of cold and hot junctions of these circuits they will

be also eq ual.

In fact , the circuit on Fig. 28a consists of three cond uctors A,

B. C (pr esence of instru•ent does not change the correctness of the

given conclusion/derivation) . on the basis of the second law of

thermodyna mics with the equality of te.~eratures ~~ a e therma l—emf

in circuit is equal to zero. That means that for this case it is

possible to write:

or

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (57)

~~~~~~ _ _ _  
_________

— - -- -- . _-- _ _ -  - - ---- --- - -_ --- --- --- _  

a-~~~~- — — ~~~~- —- —- ~~~— — - - — — . — — — - — --- --— — — .~-—
- — —- — ----- - -~~~~~~~~ —~~~
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j f joint 1 has temperature of t , and joi nt 2 and 3 — temperat ure

to, then
E~~(t , to) =e Aa (O+ ex (tO) + ecA (4) .  - (58)

After substituting of formula (5$) the value of the

from for mu la (57), me will obtain
EAR (‘. to) ~~ (t) — eA.(4). (59)

As is evident , formulas (56) and (5~) are idemtical; therefore

it is possible to confir, that thermal— e.ft, -c by the de veloped

circuit, shown in Fig. 28a and by initial circuit (Fig. 27) are

equal.

For the circuit, depicted on Fig. 28b, is correct the equalit y

E, (1, t~)~~ CAR (1) + eac (1,) + eca (t a) + eRA (1,), (60)

‘~~ After taking into consideration of the .gsality

e~~(i~)= e~,(t,
) (6 1a)

and

eaA (4) = eAB ( tO) , (61j)b

we will obtain
EAR (1, ‘~) eAR (t) — CA, (4). (62)

Thus, and th. circuit , gives is Fig. 28b, viAl also prov, to be

equivalent initial (see Ti9. 27) .

11 .. . 
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It can seen that in schematic in Fig . 28a the temperature of

cold—soldered joint 2 is equal to t ,, and joint 3 is equal to t0.

Then

E~~eA. (t) + e~~ (4) + etA (4). (63)

Page 50.

D.duct ing equat ios (63) from (5~) ,  we sill obtai n

~~A, (1, 4)— E = eRA (4) + cc, (t0) + e,c (/ ~) . (64)

After taking into consideratio n the .qual*ty
eAR  (6)= eAC (to) + cc, (‘s). (65)

instead of the equation (6*), let us record

EAR (1, 4)— E CAC (6)— CAt (6). (65)
Similar ex pr essioms cam be obt ained also in th. case of the

inequality of the temp eratures of neutral joints 3 and £~ i n schematic
in Pig. 28b.

If the temperature of the cold—soldered joint of circuit a) or

b) is changed and it will beco., equal to t~, th en thermal— Q.M.4.

also will be changed and it will become equal to

EA, (t , 4) ’=~EA,(t,4) — C A,(4) + eAa (4) .  (66)

As is evidsit, equation (66) makes it possible to calculate -EA,(t,4)
on m easured valve E~,(t ,6) sad correctio. for tbi tesp.rature of the
cold—soldsrsd joist: CAR (~~~~CA, (1~).

a- - - - - — , __ _ __ _ 1_4___ _ n _ - --.-~~_._ -_~-__~~ - - - - - - ---- — -—- - - -—--——----- —- - - - - — - —  — — _ - - -—- -
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The thermoelectric circuit, assembled according to schematic

(P ig. 28b), can be used for the measurement of a difference in the

temperatures.

In this case joints I and 2 are hot junctions, a d i f feren ce in

temperatures of wh ich is determined. Joints 3 and 1$ become cold,

th eir temperature must be identica l (its value it is ind i f f e ren t) .

Allowance for temperature of the cold—soldered joint is

determined from the calibration graph of thermocouple (Fig. 29).

Let there be t hree m at er ials A, B and C. Let us compose of them

three ther mocouples LB . AC , BC. For these thermocouples are accurate

the eq ualities~ E A.tt , to) = eA, (fl—e Aa (t o) -, ( 67)
EAC (1 , t~) — eAC (1) — 1AC (4); (68)
E,~ (t , ‘~) = e,, (I) — e,c (~)• 

(69)

After taking into consideration th. equation
eAR (4) + e~c (‘a) + eCA (4) ~~O

ai~d after making uncomplicated conversi ons, we will obtain

E,~ (1,4)— E RA (1, t~) — 

~ CA (1, to). (7°)

This equation makes it possible to conduct th. calculation of

any ther mocoupl.s from electrodes B, C, D and so forth, it are known

LIT -~~~~~~ - - 

. A~~~~~~~~~~
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to their thermal— ~~~~ relative to electrode A, which is called

normal. As normal th.rmoslectrode is a pplied chemically pu re

platinum.

Work of thermocouple and the capacit ies of the temperat ures to a

considerable degree depend on materials of thetmoelectrodes;

therefore it is very important correctly to select them.

Page 51.

To materials are presented the following requirements:

1) th ermal— ~~,mç- with an increase in the tempera ture mus t

increase (it is desirable — linearly) ;

2) value therma l— e. rt~.c must be sufficiently large;

3) th e coefficient of electrical resistance must be min imum , and

electric conductivity high;

) their physicochemical properties must not change under

conditions of the normal of operation ;

5) materials must be n on—corrodible;

- - - - - - - - - — - a - . . - — - - a — - . - _ - — - - - — 
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6) me lt ing point must noticeably exceed that which is measured;

7) materials of thermoelectrodes must be sufficiently uniform.

Widest use received thermocouples from metals (noblef precious

and ignobl e), but for the measurement of high temperatures , sometimes

are applied metallic thermoe]ectrodes paired with nonmetals, f or

example , tungsten— graphite.

The list of the most frequen tly used thermccouples is given in
Table 7.

- - - - -  - -- -~~~~ 
1~~~~~~±~~~I T  1::: ~~~11IT~~ -  -
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Fig. 29. Introd uct ion of correction for t emperature of cold—soldered

joint. e1 — measur ed e mf , e~, — value of emf , which corresponds to

correction for the temperature of the cold—soldered joint, e = e1 •
— total emf , t~ — the temperature of cold—scidered joint, t — the

measured temperature.

Key: (1) . mY.

fig. 30. Characterist ics of thermocouples. 1 — Chromel—Copel. 2 —
chrome l—al unel , 3 — platinum—platinum—rhodium.

Key: (1) . mY. 
-
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raoI~ 7. i~~~~iq~ c,-f- appI icaq,o,~) 0 4 c
~~~ei ~m oc. C~~’p l v ~~ .

(I) Tepi~onapa - —r O6Jlac-r b ~~ iueiieuii~(.~)

IIpHAHI%-upwnnep oAnA (~~
‘) (‘s) ~o 2000

FI JI 1THH3-nIIOTHHOpOJLHI%(5) 0÷1450
XpoMeJ,b-az~oMeAb (�.‘~ —200÷ 1200
XpoueJ,b-iconeJu, (i)  —200+800
Meiua.K0HcTaHTaH($ ~ —200÷350

Key: ~1). Thermocouple. (2). Field of application. (3).

Iridium— iridium—rhodium . (14). to. (5). Platinu .—platinum—r hodi Un.

(6). Chromel—alumel. (7) . Chronel—Copel . (8) . Ccppor—coast aatan.

~ I
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Page 52.

Fig. 30 gives characteristics of some thermocouples, used during

testing of YRD. The device of thermocouples is described in the

section, dedicated to measurements in flows.

The schematic of the generally accepted thermocou ple pyrometer

is represented in Fig. 31. Thermocouple 1 is connected wit h

instrument with the aid of jum pers 2—14 and 3~ 5. If thermocouple is

made from cheap materials , then wire/conductors 2—4 and 3-5 can be

made from the same materials.

It the thermoelectrodes of thermocouple 1 are made fr om precious

metal~, appears the need for the jumpers which one should make from

the cheap materials, which have the therm oelectric characteristics,

close to thormo—electrode materials. It is always desirable so that

the temperature of joints 2 and 3 will be identical.

Joints 4 and 5 are cold. They are removed from joints 2 and 3 a

considerable distance, which simplifies the maintenance of their 

a- - - - ,  - - - - - 
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temperat ure , equal to each other and to constant during ex periment .

Best of all these joints are immersed in test tubes with oil , and

test tubes to place into thermostat with melting ice. If it is absent

lethal dose, then the cold—soldered joints can be loaded into vessel

with oil (temperature of which is checked) , and during process ing of

measurement data to  correct for the tempera ture  of the cold—soldered

joints.

For the measurement of the temperature in large quant ities of

points, are applied the schematics of the connection of thermocouples

to instrument with the aid of switch. In view of the smallness of the

current of thermocouples (0.5— 1.0 mA) all wire/conductors must be

thoroughly isolate/insulated. If the scale of elect ric mea suring

instra*ment is graduated in degrees , then the resistance of all

pyrometers must be identical. Impeda nce match ing  is made w ith the aid

of additional resistance 6. Instrument to joints 14 and 5 the y connect

by copper wi re.

For the calculation of thermocoupl.s ,p are necessary the data on

ma terials of the thermal of electrodes, jumpers and on the resistance

of instrument. Table 8 gives some data of the lost widely used

mater i als.

Sign N .N before the value thermoelectromotiv e force ind Icates

that in the cold-sold•re4 joist the current is directed tree this

material to platinum.
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Pi9. 31. Schematic of the thermocou ple pyrometer. 1 - ther mocouple,

2-14, -3—5 jum p ers, 6 — addit ional resistance, 7 — galvanometer.

Page 53.

Using data by Table 8, it is possible to determine

thersoelectronotive force of some thermocouples and possibility of

their application/use.

Example. It is necessary to determin e thermoelectromoti ve force

of chromel—alumel thermocouple with t = 100°C and to 0°C. if they

paired wit h plat inum develop thernoelectromotive force

Ei~ (100’ ,0 1 —+ 2,70 m~~
E *j i(100 ’,0 ° ) — — 1 ,3S a,~~

Key: (1). mY.

Thermoelectromotive force of chromel—alume l thermocouple will be

EXA (IOO’ . 0’)i Exn(100’, 0’)—f*nOO0’, 0 ’) u u + 2 7 0 — ( — 1,38)’.

— +4 .08 ri,I/,

- — - a a — - -
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Sign N~~M indicates that in the cold—soldered joint the current

flows from chronel to alumel .

For the measurement thermoelectromotive force of thermocouples,

applies nillivoltmeters and potentiometers.

Fig. 32, gives the schematic, which elucidates the essence of

potentiometric (compensating) method. In this schematic resistance B

is known, and source of current B supports current I during

measurement by virtually constant. On the rheostat slides runn er b to

which is connected the source of current  A and one clamp of

thermocouple. Null instrument N Pby one terminal is connected and to

point a, b ut another to switch P with the aid of whic h is possible

the start of thermocouple or source of current A.
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Table 8. Thermoelectromotive force of met als paired with chemica lly

pure platinum with t — 100°C and to — 0°C~u

T..u~~)aTypa ‘.~‘.(a- ‘.- ‘.eiieMNi a ‘C -

H1HNSNOUHKS Odosua’iea’.e _______________ i epso-~. 1. c.
NeTaaAo. nan COCTaB MI

HaR

aIbn~Meab 95% NI+ 5 s 1000 1250 —1.02+1,31’
-, (Al+ Sl+Mn)

B~~b~pau W 2000 2500 . - 

~4-O.?9 
-

)I~e~e3o (XH’.HqecxH qHcToe) Fe 600 800 
- 

+1.80
KO~~ T$HT5H 60% Cu-I-ION NI 600 800 —3.50
K~ thb 

56% Cu4- 44N NI 600 800 —4.00
(xu’.’.qec,c,t q’.c,a’.) Cu 350 500 +0.76

rI~~*~Ha .9KcTpa Pt 1300 1600 ±0 .00

flJ,~’4I~HopOAnh1 90% P 1+ 10% Rh 1300 1600 +0 .64
fla~~~i.o’.pi~~nIt 90% Pt+10N Ir 1000 1200 +1.30

Xp~~~aI 90% NI+l0% Ct 1000 1250 +2.7++3,13

Key: (1). Designation of metals. (2). Desiguaticn or composition.

(3). Temperature of application/use in °C.. (4) - Thermoelec tromotive

force mY. (5). prolonged. (6)-. short—term. (7). Alumel. (8).

Tungsten. (9). Iron (chemically pure). (10). Constantan. (11). Copel.

(12). Copper (chemically pure). (13). Platinum °eztra” (14).

Platinum—rhodium. (15). Platinum—iridium. (16). Chromel.

Page Ste.

Durin g measurement of thermoelectromotive force, the instrument

NP by switch P is included in t he circuit Cf thermocouple and by

I - 
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runner b changes the resistance of circuit until pointer of NP shows

zero.

it is obvious that in this position

where R~ is a resistance of sect ion mb;

E, — thermoelectromotive force of thermocouple.

The n by switch p connect s source A. and by runner b the y again

attain zero readin g of NP. For this case

where E1 are emf of the normal cell/element A; R
~ 

is a new

resistance of section ab.

Converting obtained equations for E~ and E’., let us find

the value thermoelectromotive force of the thermocouple

ET =E,-~ - . (71)

This ethod provides the high accuracy of the measureme nt of

temperat ur e and is found a use in resea rch practice. At pr esent in

research and plant practice are use d extensively automatic electronic

poten.tiometers.

_ _ _- -- _ _
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Calibration of thermometers  and their accuracy/precision.

The calibration of resistance thermometers and thermocoup les is

produced in water or oil thermostats or at the high temperatures in

tubu lar electric furnaces.  Pig. 33, shows thermostat for testing of

thermome ters in the temperature range froa 5 to 300°C.

For the good—quality calibration of thermometers , the thermostat

must satisfy a series of the requirements:

1) the temperature field of thermostat must be unifor m, with

takeoff/run-up it is not more than 0.5°C;

2) for the t ime of two readings the temperature of liquid must

not be changed more than by 0. 1°C;

3) liquid level in thermostat during the conduct of calibration

must be constant.

During calibration as controls serve the specimen mercury

t her mometers of the first  or second class with scale value 0.10C in 

.-- ‘ -- - -  ~ - -  — - - - — -  -a- - - - - - - -
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range from —70 to •102°C and 0.2°C in range from .98 to 302°C.

In readings of mercury thermometer during calibration, it is

necessary to correct for the protruding column .
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Nfl~~~
’ 

_

Fig. 32. the schematic diagram of potentiometer. A . B — current

sources , z, — emf of ther mocouple, NP — null instrument , b —

runn er, P — smitch .

Page 55.

Verification/ch eck in the range of minus tempe tatures prod uces in the

ethyl alcohol, cooled with carbonic acid or Freon.

Setting up for the calibration of thermocouples in tubula r

electrical furnace is shown in Fig. 34. During calibration as

control, is applied the specimen platinumr hodiu u— platinum

thermocouple, which has evidence of the committee of standar ds,

measures and measuring meters.

The temperatures of hot junctions of control and calibrated

-1.
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thermocouples lust be ident ical, for whic h them is d ipped in nickel

block possibly nenrer to each other and at identical depth. As shows

experisent , the difference in insertion on 5—7 mm is led to a

difference in the temperatures of joints in 7— 10°C.

Thermoelectromotive force of thermocouples measure with laboratory

potentiometer..

The information about the hig hest accuracy of the measure ment of

temperatures is given in Table 3. The accuracy/precision of the

thermometers , used during tests, can be different. for example, the

resistance thermometer TUE—48 for the measurement of the temperature

of water, oil and surrounding air has a scale from —70 to +150°C with

scale value 10°C. An error of measurement at ncrmal  temperature  does

not exceed ±1.50/0.

Ii
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Fig. 33. Thermostat for graduation of thermometers in range from 5 to

3000C. 1 — working vessel , 2 — metal casing, 3 — thermal insulation ,

14 — heater, 5 — mixer, 6 — the drain cock, 7 — rheostat, B — electric
motor.-

Pig. 34. Tubular electric furnace for the graduation of

thermocouples. 1 - metallic bloc k, 2 — rheostat, 3 — electric

furnace, Is — the believed thermocouple, 5 — specimen thermocouple , 6

— coupling (copper) wire/conductors, 7 — thermostat f or the

cold—soldered joints.

- - -
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Page 56.

One Ought not to mix the accuracy/precision of thermo meters with

the accuracy of the measure me nt of tempera ture, since in the practice

of measurements rarely it is possible to make even the te.perature of

the sensor with the temperature of the measured medium. The

accuracy/p recision of thermometer is determined by the

accuracy/precision of measurement of temperature of its sensor.

3. Neasurement of flows and expenditure/consumptions.

The methods of flow measurement of gases will receive

considerable development for the latter of 50 years in connection

with aeronautical developme nt and power engineers. In the USSR

extensive work on pressure units and temperature gauges in flows are

carried out in TsAGI ECentral Institute of Aerohydrodynam ics

in. N. Ye Zhuk ov sk iy (central aeroh ydrodynanic institute) and TsKTI

(central boiler and turbine institute).
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~easurenent of the temperature of flow.

To measure the temperature of the liquid, vhicL moves at low

speed , compa ratively is simple. Fig. 35, shows an example of the

setting up of the receiver of resistance thermometer for the

measurement of the tem perature of oil. For an increase in the

accuracy of the neasurenent oL -JLe wall of channel, it is necessary

to heat—insulate, and receiver to arrange to the towards incident

flow.

Precise measurement of the temperature of the fast—lo ving hot

gases is among of complex experimental tasks. At the speed of flow to

50 n/s of the temperature of the quiescent and driving gas, they can

be considered identical. During motion at larger gas veloc ity, is

braked in heat receiver and its temperature is raised.

- -
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_ _ _

rig. 35. Setting up of receiver of resistance thermometer in

oil—piping layer. 1 - the receiver of thermome ter.

Page 57.

The temperature of the adiabatically stagnant flow (i.e. ~.vtV/t.. absence

of heat ex ch ange between the zone of measurement and the surrounding
space) is calculated according to the formula

T =T+ -~~ —- , (72)2gc,

where 7’ is temperature of the adiabatically stagnant flow ; T —

the temperature of the driving gas; A is the heat equivalent of the

mechanical work

(A=~~~~J).~/Krit);

Key: (1) . kcal /kgu ’ m.

1’

a- 
a-~~~~~~~~~—--
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g — the acceleration of gravity c, is heat capacity of gas at a

constant pressure; c — gas velocity.

In actuality always occurs heat exchange with the surrounding

space. To account for heat exchange wi th  the environment and the

account of the incoapleteness of braking, is introduced the

temperature recovery factor of r; then formula (72) of signs the form

T’=T+r-~~--. (73)
- 2gc,

Temperature recovery factor r is determined by the expression

(74)

In form ula (73) it is possible to introduce criterion N:

T*—T(1+r~~ -’- M’). 
- (75)

The theoretical methods of determining value r do not exist and

therefore recovery factor is determined experimentally. To the

temperature of flow 300°C, va lue r in essence is determined by the

degree of braking flow in the zone of sensing element.

The thermocou ple, placed into flow, emits heat to its

surrounding walls of channel, which have Zower temperature. As a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- ---

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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result of emission/radiation the temperature of thermocou ple proves

to be less than the temperature of its washing gases.

Let us examine the question concerning the heat exchange of

thermocouple with the environment (Fig. 36). let us assume that

shield 2 temporarily is absent. Let T1 be temperature of the walls of

tube, T~ — the temperature of ther mocouple, 
~: 

— the temperature

of the adiabatically stagnation gas. 
- 

-

A quantity of heat, obtained by thermocouple from gases, is

determined by the expression

Q 3F 1(7~ — (76)

where a is a heat-transfe r coefficient from gas to thermocouple; F3
is a surf ace area of the thermocouple, receiving heat.

- -- a-- —— -a- - -  -‘- - - - - - -- -- — - - --- ---—----- --------
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rig. 36. Schematic of shielded thermocouple. I — the wall, of channel,

2 — shield, 3 — heat receiver.

Page 58.

Zn trimmed/stead y—state a quantity of heat, received by

thermocouple, equal to the sum radiant heat, scattered by

thermocouple to the walls of channel, and the heat, abstract/removed

on thermocouple and its housing.

A quan tity of ra dian t hea t, loose ned by thermocouple, is

determined from the formula

QA = .C0F 1 — 

(
~~~)4 J . 

- 

(77)

where ~ is given enissivity factor; C~ is a radiation factor.

Magnitude of given esissivity factor is determined by the

expression

‘78
‘

S~ ‘i’ ’i

P 
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where s is emissivity factot of thermocouple; • is a relative

radiation factor of canal surface ; ?~ is the surface of the wa ll of

channel, which takes part in heat exchange with thermocouple.

latio F3/F1 is close to zero and therefore

Q1=C0ef3 [ (~
) 4 —(~ fl, (79)

In formulas (77) and (79) C0 = 4.9 kcal.m 2.h.°K’, an d val ue

depends on material, state of its surface and temperature. For

example, for a platinum wire ea 0.O7—0~ 182 at temperature of

225—1375°C for gland ea a 0.08-0.13 in the range of temperatures

1000— 11400°C.

Accepting equality QN— Qfl and disregarding the heat, diverted

on thermocouple and its housing, we viii obtain

T~ — ~! — 

(

~~~~~~

)4 ] .  (80)

The examination of formula leads to the conclusion that value T3

that is n.arer to T ,  than is lass S~, is more than a and is

nearer than t5 to T,. Yelu. e3 it is impossible to affect in

pr act~ce.

- — —a -  -— - -—- -- - - —~~~~~~ -- - —-- - - - — a -- —-—- -
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An increase a can be obtained by an increase in the velocity of

the flow about the heat receiver. Last/latter it is possib le to

achieve by means 3f the suction of the gases, which surround

thermocouple. This method is too comple x and usually they resort to

other — to the met hod of shielding, makin g it possible to dr aw

together the temperatures of thermocouple T3 and of gas. . T ,.

Page 59.

If we between the vail of channel 1 and thermocouple 3 place

shield 2 (Pig. 36)’, then its tempe rature T3 will be above than the

temperature of the cooled vail of channel 1, w hich will lead to

lover~ng of the losses by thermocouple. Usually the shields of

thermocouples design so that  they are at the same time and the

chambers of braking,  i.e., by the chamber s in which the gas wa shes

thermocouples at the lowered/reduced velocity.

To evaluate the effect of shielding on the value of the

measuring error of temperatures, let us examine an example. Let the

thermocouple show temperature T~ 1073°K, and the temperature of

vail i. eq~~i to ?~ = 773°K, a a 200 kcal.h.l*.OK and C, 5—4,22.

Then T’?~~Ts~~204°C, i.e., measuring error proves to be very large.

-
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Setting of the shield 2 reduces the difference T .—T3 to 37°C,

i.e., measuring error to decrease 5.5 times. Fuxther ~ecr•sse in the

error can be obtained, after introducing the thermal insulation of

the walls of channel and the second shieLd. During the mea surement of

the temperature of hot flows (having T >600°I~) the basic source

of errors is the heat exchange.

Let us examine construction and the results of the tests of some

thermomete r bulbs.

For braking of flow about thermocouple, are applied the chambers

of the brakings in which the thermocouple is furnished along flow

(horizontal chamber of braking) or perpendicular to the incident flow

(the vertically—operated camtras of braking). For the measurement of

temperature fields, are applied the combs, which represent by itself

several thermocouples, arrange/located in the determined places, in

cue housing.

rig. 37, depicts heat receiver with the vertically—operated

camera of braking and is shown a change in the temperature recovery

factor of r depending on the rate of flow (A) and of the

relationsh ip/ratio of the intake areas and chamb er exit (K —F,~&F11).

I
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Characteristic for this heat receiver is comparatively sma ll change r

in the speed of flow.

Heat receiver for the measurement of the temperature of flow at

rates to H — 1.2 is shown in Fig. 38. Thermoelectrodes are insulated

with the aid of porcelain tubes. The relationship/ratio of areas K

for this heat receiver is equal to 0.2.

are most complicatedly arranged the heat receivers of precise

(controls) t her mocouples. As an example ?~ig .  -39, gives the

construction of control heat receiver, the special

feature/peculiarity of this heat receiver is the presence of four

shields from wh ich internal is ceramic. The parts of receiver, washed

by hot flow, are made from heat—resistant alloy.

rig. 40, shows the construction of the sensor TGZ—47 for the

measurement of the temperature of the stagnation gases.

Page 60.

thermocouple is made iron nickel—cqbalt alloy (LIK) and specia l

alumel (SA). The distinctive special feature/peculiarity of

thermocouple of the alloys IlK and SA lies in the fact that

thermoelectromotive force appe ar s with a difference in tem peratures 

— -

-

- ~~1 _ a - - - - . a- - . a- 
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*>t0 300°C, thanks to which in work with this thermocouple virtually

there is no need to correct for the tempe rature of the cold—soldered

joint.:

Thermoc ouple 2 from tube  3, made from heat—resistant stee l, is

isolate/insulated by ceramic tube 4. The housing of thermocouple

establish/install by intake 1 by diameter of 3 mm to towards gas

flow; gas at low speed washes thermojunction 2 and emerges through

hole 12 by diameter of 0.8 am. flexible hose 10 protects

wire/conductors from breakage. Jumpers they connect to contacts 11.

L ii ‘E T  ~ ~~~~~~
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Pig. 37. Characteristic of heat receiver with the vertically—operated

camera of braking.

rig. 38. Thermometer bulb for the measurement of the tempe rature of

flow.

I:
Pig. 39. Construction of control heat receiver.
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Fig. 140. Construction of the heat receiver TGZ—147. I - intake, 2 —

thermocouple, 3 — tube, 4 — ceramic tube, 5 — tcm ay, 6 — nut, 7 —

housing, 8 — ceramic shoes, 9 — nut, 10 — f lexi ble hose, 11 —

contacts, 12 — outlet.

Page 61.

Independen t of construction all heat receivers must pass

calibration at special settings up. One Of the possible installation

diagrams f or the calibration of heat receivers in high—temperature

flow is sh own in rig. 41. The calibrated and control of thermocouple

alternately (with the aid of coordinate spacer apparatals) they

establish/install in one and the sale point of flow at the nozzle

out let . Rode/cond itions must be kept constant/invariable durin g 3—5

____________ ____________________
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m m .  for the exception/elimination of the effect of inettuess.

Pressure measurement of flow and its velocity.

During testing of aggregate/units of VRD, usually it is

necessary to measure the pressures of the driving liquids; in this

ca se static— pressure probe can be the hole, m ade in the wa ll of the

tube along which f lows the liquid. The total pressure measures with

the tube, placed by hole towards to flow.

Let us examine, as it is possible to deter mine the speed of the

subsonic flow of gas with the aid of the combined tube. In the

combined tube (Pig. 42) with pitot tube, serves central hole 1, and

by static— pressure probe — hole 2. Braking in subsonic flow occurs

according to the law of the reversible adiatatic curve and the

measured pressure ptm is the pressure of isentropic braking.

- a- --- a - - — - —- —  — -
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Pig. 441. Installation diagram for the calibration of heat receivers.

1 — sect, 2 — precom bustion cham ber, 3 — thermocouple for main taining

the mode/con ditions, 4 — control thermoco u ple, S — the tested

thermocouple, 6 — thermostat, 7 — potentiometer, 8 — switc h, 9 —

•anome ter, 10 — coordinate spacer.

Page 62.

Inlets 2 are furnished at this distance that the received by them

pressure wculd be equal to static pressure p of the incident flow. If

are known p and pa, then A of flow is calcula ted accor ding to the

known formula

A_ V [ ‘— (~-Yi~ 
(81)
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where k is an adiabatic index, or it is determine d with the aid of

gas—dynamic tables.

At known temperature of stagna tion the critical speed is

determined from the expression

a~= i/—
~~

- gkRT’ , (82)

and the speed of flow is found by th, formula

c=’Aa. (83)

The speed of supersonic flow determines also by the com bined

tube. But in this case the holes of 2 tubes are furnished so that

measured by them the pressure p would b€ equal to the static pressure

of flow to the normal shock according to the law of which occurs the

braking.

Then A flow calculate according to carve/graph or to the tables

of the gas—dynamic functions:

p (1 k — I  k—I I \
h_ I

p* kA 2 k + l , )
~ k + 1  )2~~ ‘ (

where p — static pressure in flow to shock wave; p* — the total

pressure after shock wave.

For the measurement of the total pressure in flow, it is most

conven ient to utilize the receivers, whic h possess weak sensitivity

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~i: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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to misalignments. Fi9. £43 and 44, shows construction and rece4ver

responses, virtually which does not distort the total pressure during

the deviation of velocity vector from the azle,axis of receiver of

angle to 250 .

An error of measurement of the total pressure is estimated

according to the formula

~p PD PO - 100, (85)P 0

where Po is the pressure, measured in the absence of misalignment; Pu

is the pressure, by reading instrument.

The airflow or gas, which takes place through the engine, in
different cross sections has the different total pressure.

I

I
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4p.

Pig. 2. Schematic of combined tube. 1 — pitot tube, 2

static—pressure probe.

Page 63.

Therefore for explaining the picture of the losses of pressure and

determination of the speeds in flow, is establish/installed a

considerable quantity of pitot tubes.

rig. 45, shows an example of the setting up of pitot tubes on

the edge of stator blade. during the measurement of the total

pressure of hot g~s (for example, at the nozzle outlet of

TRpp Cturboiet engine with afterburner]) applies cooled

aultipoint pitot tubes (comb).

Static pressure of the flow of gas measures both on the
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boundary/interf ace of flow and in its cross sections. the measurement

of static pressures on the boundary/interface of flow prod uces with

the aid of the holes, drilled in the wall s, which limit flow. As

showed experiments, small, to 100 slope/inclination of the axle/axis

of hoAe to wall does not affect the accuracy/precision of readings.

The diameter of the drilled holes usually lie/rests within limits

0.3-1.2 mm. The edges of holes must be pure/clean, without projecting

edges. 
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Fig. 43. Pitot tube with duct .
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Pig. ~1s. ieceiver responses of the total pressure with duct.
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Static pressure in the cross section of tics measures either
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with the already examined combined tubes or special static—pressure

probes..

Pig. 146 , shows needle receiver for the measurement of static

pressure and is given its characteristic on A , i.e., the dependence ~~

(instrument) on A (flow) with d = 5 mm , 6 = 5 ii.

The schematic of the combined receiver for the measurement of

complete and static pressures, and also its characteristic are shown

in Fig. 47. As can be seen from figure, in this receiver it will be

possible to obtain linear ctaracteristic in all range of cha nge A.

During testing of nozzles, tutbineS and the compressors w hen it

is undesirable to encumber cross section, tempe rature and the

presssre of flow it is possible to measure with the aid of one

rearrangea ble coordinate spacer apparatus of receiver.

t3-\~uspe~ no RPU~MNUN// - 
- 
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Pig. 145. Setting up of pitot tubes on the edge Cf the blade of guide

device. 1 — the tube of the total pressure, 2 — the housing of

receiver, 3 — blade.

Key: (1). Receiver. (2). Cut/section on receiver.

—

1,2 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

‘,‘ M a ,  s,u ~z ~,a

Fig. $6. Needle static— pressure probe.
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Coordinate spacer apparatus — the mechanism, which makes it

: possible to establ ish/install receiver to necessary position a nd to

I record this position in rectangu lar or polar coordinates. The drive

of coordinate spacer apparatuses can be manua l cr electrical,

&

-1. 
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Neasurement of flow direction.

Flow direction can be determined by silk filament or the arms,

placed into flow. However, this determination of direction

inaccurately and is sometimes impossible due to the severe vibration

of direction marker.

In the practice of tests, is applied the pneu.ometric method of

determining the direction of speed. Pig. 48, shows the schematic of

the pseusometric receiver, which allows a more accurately in

comparison with visual methods to determine flow direction in plane,

and is given its calibration curve.

On the axis of abscissas, is deposit/postponed value N of flow,

while on the axis of ordinates — derived

d.- \ pci

where p
~ 

and Pa are pressures in tubes 1 and 2; p is gas density; c

is speed ; a is a rake angle.

— -
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rig. I4 7~ Character istics of the co,bined receiver.
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To use this graph is possible as follows. Let p = 0. 114 kgf

s1/~4, 0 — 170 m/s, N — 0.5; through curve/graph find

i j’~ PI f l \ o,o374
du~~ pci I

da d (p 1 _p2) ;

After substituting appropriate values for p and :. vs will

obtain

I ~,/0 pt~~fl
0.0374 \ pci

If the differe nce

d(p1 — p,)~~6O KF/.K’,

then

the given example shows that by pneumo .etric receiver it is

possible to dstetmiae flow 4irectio~s with sufficient

accsracy/pr.cisi.a .

- _‘_l_ -__ 
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Neasurernent of the fluid flow rate and gases by throttle instruments.

For the measurement of the expenditure/consumption of the

stationary fluid f lows and gases, are applied throttle instruments —

diaphrag m and nozzles. Let us examine operating principle and the

character of the flow of liquid or gas in throttle device in an

49.

I
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rig. 48. Pmeiaomet ric receiver for  rn~sstsreosnt of direction of f low

an d its

Fig. 49. Schematic diagra m of throttle instrument (diaphrngm) and

distribution pressure along the length ~~ channel.
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Let us examine the flow of gas on section 1—2 As is eviden t, in

cross section 1 cur ren t  gas completely fills tut e .  With approach to

diaphragm and a fter dia phragm it is possible to separate two f ields —

the field of jet and the field Of circular eddy/vortex; moreover eddy

region altec diaphragm jS considerably more than to diaphragm. As a

result of contraction before the diaphrag m, the gas is accelerated in

ax ial and radial directions, which is led to the appearance of the

- - - - - - • - . - - - - - a -  a - - -  —-—--—-
~~~~~~ 

— - -
~i~~
j
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corresponding pressure differentials .

Chang e in the pressure on the wall of tu be by repr esen ted solid

line, and pressur e along the axis of jet — broken.. The presence of

radial Pre ssure d i f f e r en t ials will entail the shif t  of narrowest  jet

cross—sect ional area F 2 into field behind diap hragm. The phenomenon

becomes co mplicated b y t he  presence of forces Of frict ion on jet

boundaries.

Let us examine the simplified theory of throttling device for an

incompressible f low.  Let cn section 1—2 the re  is no f r ic t ion, the n is

correc t the eguation of D. Bernoulli

- 

(86)
-r 2g

where c’2 — ideal veloc ity in the absence of fr iction (remaini ng

designations are given in Fig. 49).

From the equatio n it follows that

(87)

The value of jet cross—sect ional area P 2 it is possible to

express by P~ :

F,.p F 1, (88)

- - 
- - 

— ---
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where p is the coefficient of contraction which is determined

experimentally.

/3 fter taking into consideration the equation of the continuit y

F~c =F,c , (89)

from formulas (88) and (89) we will obtai a~

c;==c . 
- 

(90)

After substituting Value of C~ from (90) in (87), we will obtain

the value of the ideal velocity

= 
~~~/
‘ j /2g~~’ ~~~ - (91

Page 68.

jn the actial flow there are losses to friction and

nonuniformity of the speed in cross section 2. Furthermore, averaged

even in the ideal flow of pressure p and p not at all are measured ,

but are me asured pressures Pa and Pa — before and after diaphragm. To

account for this, let us introduce correction factor ~~, then the
‘1 value of the real velocity

,la(&)
’ 
-l/2~ P’ P2

• (92)

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a -- - - - - - - - -
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The weight f low rat e of the inconFre ssible gas can be cal culated

by the form ula

G F 1TCr (93)

After the substitutious of values F2 and c~, we will obtain

0—F 0 

~/ 
_~~2(~ :.Q)’ 

V2g~ (p1 —j~. (94)

To separately determine values p and ~ is sufficiently d i f f i cult

and tkerefore in practice is introduced the coefficient of the

expenditure/consumption

a— -
.

j ,/~I _ i~2(&)

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ c ~~~-a- IT 
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T hen expenditure/consumption can be caLculated by the for mula

G=aF0 V2g ~ (p~ —ps). (96)

Value ~ for gases usually is determined accordi .g to equation

of state

(97)

where p~ is the static pressure to d iaphragm;

— the temperature of stagnation of the flow before the

di aphragm.

Temperature is measured at a distance, equal to 10—20 d ia meters

of tube in order to eliminate the effect of heat receiver on flow in

throttle instrument and on its readings. Thus, the specific

gravity/weight of gas ? in this formula — value is conditional.

During the de te rmina t ion  of the gas f low to account for

compressibility, is corrected for the expansion of the mea sured

medium e and formula for the calculation of the

expenditure/con su m ption of gas of signs the form

G= uF0y2g1(p1 __p ,y (98)

Page 69.
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For gases and vapors i<1, for liquids ~~1.

Device and the size/dimensions of throttle instruments are

standardized. The method of the calculation of throttle devices is

give n in “ rules 2 7—5 4 on application/use and the verification/check

of flow meters wi th  normal  diaphragms, nozzles and Venturi  tub es”.

Fig. 50 , shows s tandar d d i aphragm and nozzle arid the

constructions of flanged devices for the selection of pressures. In

the upper part of the cut/sections, are given disk, while in lover —

chamber flanged devices.

Chamber devices are more complex and more expensive, for the

measurement of ~zesEures in the annular grooves, it gives lore

accurate results and makes it possible to reduce the lengt h of entire

section of measuring device. Dia phragms are simpler than nozzles and

better are investigated, but in compariso n wi th  nozzles they possess

high hydraulic resistance.

Throttle instruments are applied without calibration, if D >, 50

ma and d/D lie/rests within limits of 0.2—0.85 for diaphragms even

0.2—0. 8 — for nozzles. 
-
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?o~ the manufac tu re  of d iaphragms and nozzles, utilize corrode

the materials: stainless steel, brass, bronze or common steel with

protective coa t ing.

Operating conditions of diaph ragms and nozzles are extremely

diverse and therefore during the calculation of the gas flow

according to readings of throttle instruments, it is necessary to

introduce a series of corrections.

The coefficient of expenditure/consumption can be rep resented in

the form of the product

(99)

where a~ is an initial coefficient of expenditure/consumption;

‘- I) -

X~,— nonpaBo MHad~ MHO,lCHTeJI b Ha B~3KoCTb; (t)
K, — HA wepOxo3aT~~m;

(‘I -

K,— . . Ha H~ OCT~ OT~ ~~~~MKH ;

K,— . HA ?eflJTOBOe PICIIfHPeHHe AKa4,parubl

(ci a).

— 

1*,: (1). correction factor to ductility/toughness/viscosity. (2). to

ro.Øasss . (3) • to the nnnskarpneu of ~~ge. (s). far the thermal 
- -

enpuasiom ci diaphra gm. (5) . (scen ic) . 

-- 
- - -  - —  - --- - 
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Pig. 50. Standard d iaphragm (a) and nozzle (b) -

Pag~ 70.

The values of correction factors depend on the pa rame te rs of

process and construction of the throttle instrument:

K~_f (-~- Re=~~ ). 
-

vhete ,_ . a kinem atic viscosity coefficient of gas into m tm/s;

K 11
..., (0 *)

—- -- - —a--- - - - - - - - - - -
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For diaphragms and nozzles, there are curves , on whic h it is

possible to f ind values of correction factors. Th us, for instance,

for a diaphragm at the diameter of tube D a 100 mm and d/D - 0.5

value X~= 1.015 (at Re = 1~ 000) , value K,— 1.008 and !~‘ 1.008.

Under th. same conditions for nozzles I(~~~0.965 and (—

1.000 vaI n. K, is alwa ys eq ual to one.

Value ~~‘ depends on material of diaphrag m (nozzle) and of

temperature. Values of correction factor F (i - for brass are given in

Table 9.

She n selectin g diaphragm or nozzles, one mus t take into account

the permissible magnitude of losses of pressure, the possibility of

manu facture and the cost/value of instrument, operating condition. It

is important to also observe the rules cf the setting up of th rottle

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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instruments.. During horizontal or inclined instrumentation , it is

necessary to provide the holes: during the measurement of fluid flow

rate — for an issue f r o m  the chambers of air and vapors, d uring the

measuremen t of the gas flow — for the  descent of condensate.

In fron t and from behind instrument must be rectilinear dampi mg

sections. The lengths of damping sections up to instrussat 1~ aid

after instrument 11 depend on the presen ce in the f b i  of the

perturbation devices and plenum chamber,  and also from rat io d/D. For

example, if before an d af ter instrumen t stan d tap/cranes, then with

d/D = 0.5 for a d iaphragm wi thou t  the chamber is required 1~/D =1 7, 4/D—5

also , for diap hragm wi th  the chambe r 11/D 12, 1,/D —.5 Thi s

example it shows, as is great the  role of the chamber for the damping

of pressure in the zone of measurement .

_ _  
-~~~~~ 

a- a-
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Table 9. Values ‘C, for diaphragms it p u t ,  from brass.

1° C 20 100 200 300 400 500

IC, J 1.000 1.003 1,007 1.011 1.015 1.019

Page 71.

For the measurement of the large fuel consumptions at the

experimental stations there found limited application the third type

of throttle ins t rument  is a Ven tu r i  tube (Fig.. 51). Essent ia l

advantage of Venturi tube in comparison with nozzles, an d in

particular wi th  d iaphragms , low resistance. Dur ing  the mea sure me nt of

the fuel consu m ption, it is comple tely acceptable accordin g to

size/dimen sions and it is reliable.

Volumetric flow meters.

For the measurement of volumetric fluid flow rate, appl y fuel

meters and rotational flow meters (latter they can be used also for

the measurement of the expenditure/consumption of gases).

rig. 52 , show s fuel meter with photocells for the time mark of

the passage of the fuel level of control scratches. Fuel meter is

establish/installed in f u e l  system.
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Service tank 2 is connected by sleeve with holes I wi th  the

housing of 15 ball cock. To centra l tube 3, are planted disks 13,

wh ich isol at e measured capacitance/capacities. Wi ndow 14 serves for

visual observat ion of the  passage of the fuel/propellant through

measured scratches. Adapter 5 with branch 6 for the pass of

fuel/propellant connects service tank 2 with compensation tank 10.

in compensation tank 10, is window 7 for observation of liquid

level during the control of counterpressure. Overflow pipe 9 serves

for the pass of air fro. compensation tan k 10 into service tank 2.

Air pressure in com pensation tank 10 is regulated by the tap/crane,

establish/installed in cap/cover 8. Branch 6 and case of cock 20 are

connected with the main line, which feeds fuel/ pr opellant to fue l

meter , and output bra nch 17 is with the main  line, which fee ds

fuel/propellan t to engine. photocells 12 are Placed in column and

~observe ” the passage of fuel/propellant of the disks of 13 measured

capacitance/capacities.

During operation of engine, the float in housing 15 stan ds in

upper position and its lever rests in plate 16, as shown in figure.

If lever 18 of cam 21 stands in vertical position, then cam holds

valve 22 opened. The spring of cam in this case has minimu m length .

LI
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Fuel/propellant is passed t hrough the valve into the housi ng of 15

ball cock and fu r t her into engine.

The tube, which supplies fuel/propellant  to com pensating tank

through branch 6, and service tank 2 is filled by fuel/propell ant,

and the large part of compensation tank 10 — by air. The fuel level

in compensation tank can be regulated, changing air pressure by the

tap/crane, establish/installed on cap/cover 8.

I
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I,

rig. 51. Venturi tube.

Page 72.

For the measuremen t of the fu el copsua~tion the cylin der of cam

21 they tu rn  by hand  in the  position, shown on figure. In this case,

valve 22 is closed, and the lever of 18 cam 21 goes for th e cam of 19

float. Since valve is closed, fuel/propellant begins to be

expend/consumed from service tank 2, and the place of fuel/propellant

from compensation tank 10 enters air. In the space being freed in

tank 10 through branch 6 of the main line, en ters the

fuel/propellant. Tube 9 does not make it possible for this 
-

fuel/propellant to be recasted into service t a n k  2 until

fuel/propellant in task 10 ii achieved the upp.r edge of tube 9. Den

fsel ~sv.l La ach ieved float chamber, float lover s and it. cam 19,

~.ia g tur*.d, it fres/relesssl lever 1$. 
-
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Pig. 52. Fuel meter. 1 — sleeve, 2 — service tank, 3 - central tube,

14 — window , S — adapter , 6 — branch, 7 — the window of com pensation

tank , 8 — cap/cover, 9 recast ing tube, lO— c o up e n s a t i o n  t ank , 11..

upper flange, 12 — photocells, 13 — disks, 14. lower flange, 15 — the
housing of the ball cock, 16 — plate—detent, 17.-output branch, 18 —

lever, 19 — the cam of float, 20 — case of cock, 21 - the

open/disclosing cam , 22— intake valve.
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Page 73.

Sprin g turns  cam 21 and it automatically open/discloses valve

22.

Photocells are included in the syste m of the automatic

measuremen t of the fuel  consumption which  is give n in Fig. 53. When

fuel level is passed through “observed ’ by photocell field , it gives

the signal throu gh the am pl if ier 4 and t hy ra t ron  relays 5 for the

“launching/ s tar t ing ’ of chronograph 6 and of t he  spark ill uminator  of

8 camera. At the torque/moment of the overshoot of spark, are

photographe d clock rea d ings 13 and of the revolution counter of 12

shafts of engine.

fig. 54, gives the schematic of rotary—disk meter with the oval

gears which, being located frierd with other, they are rotated under

the action of the pressure differentials of liquid at entrance and

exit from instrument. 
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1 2 3 *  
-

~~~ 5 7 8 9 V

Fig. 53. Diagram of autom atic syste. of measurement of fuel

consum ption. 1 — fue l  meter , 2 — t he  bulb of i l lumination, 3 —

photocells , 4 — ampl i f i er , 5 — t h y r a t r o n  re lay ,  6 — chr on3graph , 7 —

high—volta ge generator , 8 — spark i l luminator, 9 — objective, 10 —

photograph ic film, 11 — camera, 12 — revolu t ion  counter , 13 —

stopsa tch.

key: (1). Launching/starting is stop.

Page 74.

The volumetric flow rate of fuel/propellant is determined

according to counter mechanism or calculate according to the formula

V—.~~i~ j-4Vi~ - (100)

I
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where v 1 is the vQlume, seized by gear;

~~~~
— the charge/weight  ra t io, wh ich considers cleara nce losses;

n — the numbe r of revolutions of cyl inder per minute.

Standar d coun ters of such type are a pp lica ble accord i n g to their

dimensions and weight only for operation under ground cond itions.

Pig. 55, gives t he  schematic of ro ta t iona l  gas counter .

Blade/vanes (the “eights”), establish/installed in the housing of

counter, are profiled so that they clear neither housing nor each

other; rotation from one blade/vane to anotner it is transferred by

gears, wnich are located beyond the limits of working cavity.

Blade/vanes are rotated under the action of pressure d i f fe ren t ia l

cetween entrance and exit; this jump/drop on normally work ing coun ter

does not exceed 30 am water column.

rotary— disks meter are reliable and are sufficiently precise,

but they do not p~ssess high product iv i ty .  Flow meters of this type

can also be applied for the measurement of nonstationary

exp nditure/consum ptions.
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Rotameters.

The device of rotameter is shown in Fig. 56. In conical tube 1

with the sca le in the ascending propellan t stream , is loca ted float

2. During the motion of liq uid, the float is establish/installed on

such height/altitude where its excess weight is equal to the lift

force, whi ch de pen ds on the speed of the tlov about the fl oat.
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1~1 sq.

Fig. 514• Schematic of rotary—disk meter.

Fig. 55. Schematic of rotational gas coun ter.

Key: (1). Entry of gas. (2) . Output/yield of gas.

Page 75.

Excess weight is equal to a difference in the weight of float in void

and in the weight of liquid in the volume of float.
A

let us write the equation of the equilibrium of float in flui d

flow

(101)
S

where ~~•
_ the excess weight of f loat ;

I 
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V,— th. volume of float ;

1. the specific gravity/weight of float;

ly—sp.citic gravity of fuel (it is measured by hyd rome ter) ;

C,— the drag coefficient  of f loa t, depending on tha

ductiL ity/toughness/viscosity of fuel/propel lant, the rate of flow of

fuel/propellant and fo rm of f loat , and al so f r o m  the posit ion of

f loat ;

the area of the ma x im u m cross section of f loa t ;

c,— the rate of flow of the liquid before the float.

Ifter sim ple conversion we will obta~.n expression for

determining the v91umetric flow rate of the fuel/propellant

Q~~f  (102)

~V 
f C ~ IT

where fp
— is a cr3ss—sectional area of tube.
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The rotameters are compact, are simple an d show the

instantaneous value of the volumetric flow rate of fuel/propellant.

They are suitable also for the measuremen t of the gas flow. However,

readings of rotaneters depend on the specific gravi ty/weig ht of

liquid , its ductility/toughness/viscosity and on temperature. This

considerably decreases the accuracy of measurements.

Gravimetric method of the measurement of the fuel ccnsumpt ion.

Setting up f3r the measurement of the fuel  consum ption by the

gravimetr ic  method (Fig. 57) consists of weights, 3, service tank 7,

compensation tank 5, flexible hoses 6 and 8, compensating tube 2,

three-wa y cock 9 and of air cock 4.

For filling of setting up tap/crane 9 is placed in position of

a, tap/crane 4 — they close, and tap/crane 1 — is open/disclosed.

Fuel/propellant from main l ine fills a tank 7 and the part of

compensation tank 5. Tap/crane 4 serves for pressure adjustment of

air in com pensation tank S and torque/moment of the beginn ing of the

overflow of fuel/propellant into tank 7.

I
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rig. 56. Schematic of rotameter. 1 — conical tube, 2 — f loat.

Page 76.

In or der to measur e  the fu el consump tion, three—way cock 9 is

placed in position of 6 and are measured time and fuel loa d, spent

from tank 7. With expenditure tank 5 is charged by the

fuel/propellan t th rough  compensating tube 2; when the fuel  level in

tank 5 is equaled wit h the upper edge of overflow pipe, begins the

overflow of fuel/prope l la nt into tank 7 and measurement  it becomes

impossible.

Weights must be arrow type and sufficiently sensitive. The

sensitiv it y of balance in setting up system can be tested,

controlling their reaction for low loadin g with the

I
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expenditure/consumptions, which correspond to three basic engine

power rati ngs. The gravimetric method of measurement more complex,

than volumetric, but does not require the measure ment of the  specific

grav ity/we ight of liquid (fuel/propellalt. oils).

Accuracy of the measurements of flows and expenditure/consumptions.

The data on the highest accuracy of the measurement of the

temperature of fixed media and the accuracy/precision of measurement

by working t hermometers are given in Table 10 and 11.

Error s during the measurement of the temperature of the

fast—moving gases appear from different reasons.

~~
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f r—4

//oft,trc,, t~~~S ‘~ Qwe,m:
aj ~~~~~~~~

Fig. 57. Installat ion diagram for weight measurement of fue l

consumption. 1 — main tap/crane, 2 — compensating tube, 3 — weights,

4 — the air cock, 5 — compensa tion tan k, 6, 8 — flexible hoses, 7 —

service tank, 9 - three—way cock, 10 — fuel  pipe.

Eey: (1). Positions of tap/crane 9 at the torque/moment:  a)  fi lling.

b) measure ment.

Page 77.

During the rat tonal selection of form and size/dimensions of the

chamber of braking, which plays simultameously asd the role of single

- 
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shield, an error of measurement by the thermocouples of flow to 900°C

can be considered equal to j1.0— 1.5o/o. This error is obtained upon

the setting of heat receiver into the uncooled tube and dur ing the

measuremen t of thermo— eaf by a potentiometer of the type PP.

I
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Table 10. The •etcotogical (is highest) accur acy of the measurement

of the temperatur, of bodi.s .

TeMnepaTyps flOrpewHOcTb
CTOrp1Ay C MOI WXUM 113Mepe1101 HaKueHouiuse np i4opa

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ________ (S.)

—183 ±0,005 TeflMoueTp conpov’RiteHH~ 3T~~ JI O I1

M I.IA ~1~)
0 ±0,003 To

100 ±0.005 To ~
444.6 ±0.012 To * 

-

500 ±0 ,020 TepMp~ çTp conpomaJlerntR o6pa3-
uo~ biA( (,)

600 
- 

±0,100 TepMonapa n .TaHopo~Lufi-n~aTHHo-
8a~ , 3TaJI OHHa~ ( 47)

1300 jO ,201) To ~iKe(~ )
2000 j4 ,0 OnTI.~eCKNA IU4POMCTP 9TaAOIiHW*~ ~~‘

3000 ±5,5 To

N a y :  (1). Temperature of centigrade scale °C. (2). Error of

measurement °C. (3). Designation of instrument. (s) . Resista nce

thermomete r is standard. (5) . The same. (6). resistance thermometer

is spscim.n. (7). Thermocouple platinum—rhodium—platinum, standard.

(8). Th. optical pyrometer is standard.
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Table 11. Accuracy/precision of the measurement of the temperature of

media by waking tk.raomet.rs.

Tswnepa Typa
1I3MepeHH~ HaHueHoaaKHe npn6opoB

wx aAbI

_____ (2)  ________

—183+600 ± 1 ,0÷ 1,5 OT BepxH,ro TepuoMeTp conpOTII8JIeHI1(~)
npe~e~a IUKaJU.a( 4)

600-i- 1300 +0 ,3 TepMona~ aJiJiaTIIII opoAHi%-nA a-
THHOBaR ( (.)

600÷1300 ±1,0 OT ~~~~~~~~~~ 
TepMoI1!~~ xpoueJ!b-aJI IoMeJIe--

(t) TeNxIepaTypM
~~ 1400 1 OIITIUIeCKNI RHPOKCTP i~ /6)

2000 1 To

N ey: t i ) .  Temperature of centigrade scale °C. ( 2). Error of

meaSurement 0/0. (3). Designation of instruments. (s) . from the upper
limit of the scale. (5). Resistance thermometer. (6). ther mocouple

plat inu m—rhodiu m—plat inum. (7) . from the measured temperat ure (8).

Thermocouple chroael—a]uael. (9). tO. (10). The optical py rometer.

(11). The same.
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Page -78.

The accuracyfprectsion of the measurement of the temperature of

flows by series electrical resistance tberuometers is characterized

by following data.

The standardized electrical resistance thermometer TIJ E—48 for

the measurement of the temperature of OIlp water and air in the range

from —70 to t -i50°c  gives error ± 4.30/0. An error in the

thermocouple TGZ-1e 7 in operating range 400—900°C, accordin g to the

data of plant calibration is equal to 8—20°C. U pon setting by engine,

th is err or grow/rises due to the intensive heat exchange.

During the measurement of the pressure of driving gas to errors

in the manometers, are added errors in pressure units. Errors in

pi tot t ubes in subsonic and supersonic flows are very small.

The measurement of static pressures, as a rule, it is less

accurately. Static— pressure probes give error usually not more than

1. So/o.
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The accuracy/precision of the determination k of flow is

determined by the accuracy of the measurement of pressures. For

needle recei vers the average quadr atic error in the calibrations,

determined by the deviations of experimental points from linear

characteristic, in the range X 0.3—1.4 does not exceed 0.60/a.

Duting the execution of throttle instruments in precise

conformity with rules 27—54, can be provided the  accuracy of the

measurement of expenditure/consumptions with an error in order

.t lo/o. An error in the throttle instruments sharply grow~ rises in

the case of the measurement of the expendi tures  of pulsati ve flows

and can be determined dozen percent.

The accuracy of the measurement of the fuel consumptions with

the aid of fuel meters deFends on the accuracy/precision of

calibration, determination of specific qraV&ty/weight and measurement

of t ime. Time is •ea~sured with the ai d of com mo g stopwatch wi t h error

of approximately 0.3 a., and experimenter’s error with the reading of

the passage of fuel level is obtained a~o.ut 0.2—0.3 a.

With the duration of measurement 30 s. an error in the

evaluation of the consumption of the fuel/Iropellant of order 1.50/0.

H 
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If we increase the volume of the used bulb/flasks, and to design them

for 60 s., but as stopvatches to Use chronoscopes with the

half—period of the oscillation/vibration of balance 0.01—0.02 s..

th en error is obtained order ± 0.50/0. Accuracy/precision can be

raised, after using the automatic recording of the time of the fue l

consumption from measured volume.

An error in the volumetric counters with oval gears 3f the type

SYSh 3— 16/40 is equal to t-0.5o/o of the measured value. An error in

the rotaneters is equal approximately ±~2..5o/o.

The accuracy/precision of the gravimetric method of the

.easutenen t of the fuel ccnsumption is determined by the

accuracy/precision of weights and recordings of the t ime of fuel

consumption. The accuracy of the measurement  of weight is obta ined

or der 4- - 0.2o/o. If we tot recording of time use chronoscope and

photocell, then during the measure ment of expenditure/consumpt ion

during 30 a. (error  of measurement  of the time Cf order 0.1 S.) we

will obtain a cou.on/general/total error in order ± 0.50/ 0 .

For an increase in the accuracy of measurements with this
I -  

equipment, it is possible to recommend th, method of repea ted

measurements. The evaluation of result is ottained by the averaging

of findings.
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Page 19.

4. Gas analysis.

The gas analysis of combust ion products is carried out only

during the special studies of the combustion chambers. In practice

von acceptance of two types of gas analyzers — chemical and

electrical. Electrical gas analyzers are less precise.

The simplest includes the gas analyzer chemical portable GKhPZ ,

determining percentage of CO, CO2. 02. The action of gas analyzer is

based on the ability of solutions to absorb gases and the measurement

of the volume of the gas, which re mained that which was aDnab s orbed.

On ?ig. 58, is represented the diagram of GKhPZ . The test

sections of GKhPZ are made from glass. Gas is gathered into burette

8. which has volume 100 at; with th. aid of this same burette is

measur ed the volume of gas after absorption. The lover part of the

burette, utilized with the reading Of t~ absorbed gases, it makes it

possible to m asnr e the volume of gas more accurately than upper

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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(since it has th e sialler dia neter). Burette is subaerged in vessel

with vater~ which decreases the temperature variations in the process

of gas analysis.

&bsotbisg vessels 7 (U—shaped for m) ate filed by glass t ubes

and absorbing solutions; tubes increase the absorbing surface and

accelarat• thus the course of analysis.

Distr ibutive comb 6 connects vessels 7 and burette 8 with gas

filter 2 or pear 9 (depending on the position of three— way cock 5).

~~~z: ~~~~~~~~ :“~i: ~~-~~~-
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Pig. 58. Schematic of gas analyzer. 1 — equalizing vessel, 2 —

filter, 3 — rubber follicle, 4 — connecting tube, 5 — thre e— wa y cock,

6 — distributive coab, 7 — absorbing vessels, 8 — burette, 9 — pear.

Pa ge 80.

in gas filter 2, which is the U—shaped tue., well— pac ke d by glass

wool , at. retarded the solid particles , which ar. fou nd in the gas ,

un dertakes for ana lysis. Pear 9 serves for the suction of the gas
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tkroagh filter 2 and the flushing of distributive comb as 6 analyzed

gas, which enters from butette 8. Tub. is connects absorbing vessels 7

with rubber follicle 3, which insulates syste m fr an air.

Gas analysis is divide/marked of f during two operations —

training/p reparation and strictly analysis.

During training/preparation filter 2 they connect by the cooled

copper tub e with the  sepa rator of gas; by ta p/crane 5 main line and

f Liter 2 they connect with pear 9, by w hich they suck gas. Burette 8

and comb 6 was h j f l  gas with the aid of qqsalizing vessel 1 and pear

9; lower ing v.sSel 1 w ith lock liquid, gas they take away into

burette 8. Then is removed the mixture of gas apd air by the lift of

vessel 1 and by pear 9.

After f lu shing the system is filled with the pure analyzed gas.

Ey tap/crane 5 measuring system is insulated from filter 2 and pear

9. Pr•SsUte in system must be equal ezterqal (i.e. th. level of lock

liquid in burette 8 is identical to the level in vessel 1) .

for analysis is open/disclosed the tap/crane of first absorbing

vessel 7 and by the Lift of equalizing vessel lè several t i... the y

d istul gas from burette into absorbing vessel; when vessel 7 is

filled with gas, liquid from it departs to its another part (vessel

- - ---.-- -  _ _ ---.--- - - , _ .-_ .~~~-.
_
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of the U—shaped f3rm), and air — on tube is to follicle 3.

When absorption in the first absorbing vessel ends , the

tap/crane of this vessel is closed and determine the volume of the

remaining gas. Then operation is repeated with other vessels. With

the measurement of the volume of the nonabsorbed gas the levels in

vessel 1 and burette 8, must be combined.

As lock liquid in equalizing vessel serves salt water (sometimes

— merc ury) . For ab sor pt ion Co2. is applied the Solution 100 g of the

potassium hydro xide (KON) in 200 g of the distilled water ; for

absorption 02 — solution 80 g KOlI and 30 g of pyrogallol in 100 g of

the distilled water;  for absor ption Co — solution 250 g of asmonium

chloride (IH,Cl) and of 200 g of cuprous chloride in 750 g of the

distilled water. Nonabsorbed there remains only nitrogen.

Accur acy/prec ision of the examined method of determin ing the

composit ion of gas approximately 0. 1—0. 2o/o.

5. B asursment of the thrust force and torque/moment.

The measurement of thr ust/rod is a necessary cell/slsmeat of the

I
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tests of tll jet engines, incLudi~g turboprop, during testing of

which, furthermore, it is necessary to measure torque .

The neasurement of thr ust/rod or torque/moment is reduced to

force measurement, for determining which we apply: lever/crank

dynamometers , dynamometers, spring dynamometers with electric

sensor s, etc.

Page 81.

lever/crank dynamometers.

To Pi g. 59, is shown the schematic of lever/crank dynamoneter

with the optical transmission system of readings and increase in the

scale~.

The thrust force of engine (or the force, which affects from

torque/moment) is transferred by transfer table 1, on whic h is

esta~~ish/inatalled the engine, through b~aucking/fork 2,
intermed iate thrust/rod 3. horiwoatal 1—s haped lever is and thrust/rod

to weights 5 (effort/force must dilate/extend thrust/rod 5). Thrust

force is absorbed b7 vertical 1—shaped 1..er 16 and with th. aid of

I
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intermediate thrust/rod 17 is transferred to the receiving lever

dynamometer 18.

I
I 0

/ 2

F
(0

fq
(~J 1 ‘4.

3 2 16

o O

4 1

• ~ 1 1?

“ 11

rig. 59. Schematic of lever/crank dynaaos.ter with the optical

transmission syste. of readings and increase isa the scale. 1 — nobile

plates, 2 — the transmitting branching/fork, 3 — intermediate

thrust/rod, Is — horizontal 1—shaped .~.evsr, S — thrust/rod to weights,

6 — load for the initial load of system , 7 — vertical thrust/rod, 8 —

the a~r.v#’prop.llsr of fine ad justment, 9 
— the counterweight, 10 —

optical system (tube); 11 — mirror. 12 — the scale of dyna mometer, 13

— the shield of dynanoneter, 1* — the load of the installation of

—~ -.- _ - -~~ 
-
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scale value, 15 - damper, 16 — vertical I—shaped lever , 17 —

intermedia te thrust/rod, 18 — receiving lever of dynanoaeter , 19 —

damp er.

Page 82.

To lever 18, is connected load 6 for the initial load of syste. and

oil damper 19 for the vibration dam ping of system.

furth er effort/ force is transferred through thrust/rod 7 to

balance— weight lever Ill, employed for setting of scale value, and

damper 15, which ‘amps oscillation/vibr at ion and by that  smoothing

load changes.

Them the effort/force through the rod and the steel strip, which

tests on airfoil/profile, is transferred tc pendulum with load 9,

which balances the measured force. During a change in the

effort/force, scale 12 is moved and its readings with the aid of bulb

10 and the system of mirrors 11 are transferred to the shield of

dymamo.eter 13.

The exa mined dynawoseter is ver y Ma ple amd reliable in

operation. However • vibr ations can lead mechanical system in 

— — -  —. .-.~ — --‘~ _ - ~~~~~~- - -- - - - -—- - — - -—---- -- - - ,- . —- - -. .- - - - S .  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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resonance oscillations, which sharply decreases the accuracy of

measurements. Is removed this shor tcoming by the adjustment of the

syste, of dynsmo.eter.

furthermore, in the system of dynaaometer there are many hinge

joints in which ate applied the antifriction beatings. Dur ing

operation bearings must be shielded fro. contamination and water,

since their blockage decreases the accuracy/precision of dynamoseter.

To the accuracy/precision of measurement, also has effect the

appearance of dents on the pat h/tracks of Learings. Therefore in

similar type, measuring systems they try hinge joints to f ulfill in

th. form of prisms or flexible strips.

Liquid dynamometers (dynamometers).

In the practice of laboratories and experimental stations, find

a use non—flow and flowing liquid dynamometers (dynamometers).

Ion—flow (i.e. without the constant duct of liquid) ~ynamometers

with the rotating cylinder or the pistom, give. into action by

special .l.ctric motor, are complex, but the y possess that which was

tncre.asd, in conparison with other mon—flow dynamometers by

I
I
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accuracy/precision . Dynamometers with separating diaphragm are sim ple

on device, but for obt aining precise measurements , they require

absolute airtightness, the absence in the system of air locks,

insensitivity of system to temperature variations.

To Pig. 60 , is shown non—flow dyna.ometer with separating

diaphragm. Liquid dynamometer (dynanometer) consists of piston 3, the

housing of 1 and separating diaphragm 4. Support ring 2 li mits piston

stroke , elastic diaphragm/membranes 5 direct its motion. Bra nc h 6

serves for the measurement of oil pressure.

Liqui d dynamomete r works as follows. The measured for ce is

applied normal to piston and is balanced by the counteraction of

membranes 5, diaphragm £4 and of the pressure of working fluid.

Page 83.

As working fluid are app~.ied transforner oil, glycerin, mixture of

glycerin with alcohol and other liquids. ebich retain low

ductility~toughness/viscosity at low ambient temperature. The

pressure of working fluid is measured by a precise manomet er,

calibrated on the measured effort/force. The effect of the elasticity

of diaphragm/membrane and diaphraga is considered by calibration.

Piston stroke must be small — order 0.05—0.10 mm. When, in the
4
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system, air sacks and temperature effects are present, on the volume

of liquid, the accuracy of measurements is depressed. These

shortcomings to a considerable degree is deprived flowing

dynamometer.

The schematic of flowing dy naione ter with the regulat ion of

intake and output area is shown to Fig. 61. From oil tank 1 through

filter oil, it enters oil pump 2 in which the re is a reduction val ve,

wh ich supports constant pressure in intake lain line 3. moreover is

kn owingly higher, tha n it can be required in force gauge.

Oil under high pressure (for example , 50 kgf /cn 2) is fed to

intake cha mber of is cylinders of dynaaometez 5. In intake chambe r 4,

is spring 6 and intake shutoff valve 7. on one stock/rod with intake

valve 7 sits out—gate 8 with spring 9. In piston 10, is a hole for

the jettisoning of oil through main l i f le  .11 in oil tank.

I

1~
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Fig. 60. I on—flow d yn amometer with separating diaphragm. 1 — housing,

2 — thrust rin g , 3 — piston, 4 — diaphrag m, 5 — directing

diaphragm/membranes , 6 — branch.

Pig. 61.. Schematic of piston dynanometet with the adjustable intake

area and oil oUtlet. 1 — oil tank , 2 — oil p u m E ,  3 — i n t ake  main

line, £5 — intake chamber , 5 — the cylinder of dynan ometer , 6 — the

spring of intake valve , 7 — intake valvq, 8 — out—gate, 9 — the

spring of out—gate, 10 — piston, 11 — out put lain line.

Page 814.

Under the action of the measured force P, piston 10 is nisaligned and

valve 7 is open/disclosed. Oil ent ers the cavit y of piston unt i l

_______ -. --— _ - .  —
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force P is balanced by oil pressure and by the force, whic h ef fects

in the system of valves.

If force P decreases, the n piston will go away to the left ,

valve 7 will discontinue the access of oil, and valve 8 viii  ope n

outlet and oil pre ssure in the cavity of piston will fall. Oil

pressure in the cavity of the piston is measured with high

accuracy/p recision — order +0. 10/0.

for the measurement of oil pressure in the cavity of piston, can

be used hydro-receiver 1 (Fig. 62) with precise pendulum weights of

2. Oil from the piston cavity is fed to the hydro—receiver of

dy na .oaeter; the force, which effects on the piston of

hydro—receiver, is balanced by precise pendulum weights. Entire

measuring syste . is calibrated with the aid of precise loa ds.

To Pig. 63 , is given the cut/sect ion of the membrane/diaphragm

flowin g dy namometer, working on the same principle, as flowing piston

dyna momete r. Since the measurement of effort/force in flow ing

dynamometer is carried out in the torque/moment of equilibrium , the

accuracy/p recision of its readings do not in practice a f f ec t  air

bubbles and a chan ge in the temper ature conditions. The pistons of

djna.omete rs accom plish very low displacenent/movenents. Decrease in

piston strok e of d ynamometers coatribut~~ to an increa se in the

—~ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - — ‘--— “- —
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accuracy of measurements.

Considerable interest for the tests technique of turb oprop

engines are of torque meters (1KM). 1KM is component part of

TVO Cturboprop engine] and makes it possible to measure the

torsional moment both on the stand of experimental station and in

flight.

Are most common h y draulic 1KM. One of the possible Sc hematics of

hydraulic 1KM is reptescated on Pig. 64. During the t ransfer  of the

power of the engine through planetary gear to output shaft 5, appears

reactionary torque on fixed gear 2; torque/moment from wheel (force

P1) is transferred to the housing of the reducer through the

ball/spheres, which convert the rotary motion of wheel into

forwa rd/progressive piston stroke 3 (under the effect of force T).

Piston str oke 3 will  be discontinued at the torque/poment when the

force, which affec ts the piston , is bala4lced by the oil pressure,

which grows due to contraction of area of out let. The value of torque

is judged by pressure of oil.

‘ 1. iLL IiT~~_T 
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rig. 62. Pattern of t l~e precise measurement of oil pressure in

dyn amo.eter . 1 — hydro-receiver , 2 precision weights.

Page 85.
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Pig. 63. Constr~~tion of flowing dynamoneter with the adjustable

intake area and oil outlet. I — intake branch, 2 cylinder, 3 — int ake

valve, with spring, Is- — steel diap hragm/membrane, 5, 7 - packing of

fiber, 6 — packin; rubber, 8 — pusher, 9 — out—gate with spring, 10 —

collar, 11 — piston, 12 — the plates, which prevent the misa lignme nt

of piston, 13 — output branch.

~ 1
Key: (1) . drain. 
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Pig. 614. Schematic diagram of hy dr aulic 1KM v i th  ball/Sphates. 1 —

the shaf t of engine, 2 — gear , 3 — piston. 1$ — hole for oil drain, 5

— output shaft.

• Pa ge 86.

Insufficient accuracy/precision of 1KM does not make it possible

still to forego the bench measuring systems of the torsional moment ,

although in the operation of turboprop engines 1KM they had extens ive

application.

Spring dyasmoseters with electric sensors—

- - -— - -.— • - - — - - “ - 
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - . 
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In such dynamometers the acting force is absorbed by spring and

it defor ms it. The deformation of spring can be measured by the

inductive, extensometric or other sensor. To Fig. 65, it is given one

of the possible diagrams of inductive deformeter. In this diagram the

voltage/st ress of the outpst diagonal of the bridge

a U—Q I~. (103)

where k is the cosfficieit, de pending cm construction of coils r1,

U — the voltage of alternating feed current of bridge ,

6 — the displacement of anchor • from free position.

The displacement of anchor 6 disturbs balance of bridge and

value dU is proportional to this displacement. Anchor Can be

connec ted with the elastic cell/element, receiving the measured

torce~ thus, the amount of force can be read on the scale of

mi llivoltneter, corres pondingly that which was calibrated completely.

~

‘ I
Accuracy of the measurement of force and torque/moment.

) 
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Met hods described above and instrumeqts for determining

effort/forces give different errors.

With the aid of the non—flow dynamometers, oil pressure in wh ich

is measured by the piston gauge, the acting forces can be measured

with accur acy/prec ision +O. 2o/o. With tha t error ~ 0.1o/o falls on the

piston gauge even •O.Io/o on dynamometer.

Approxi mately the sane accuracy/precision provide flowing

dynamometers, but to obtain this accuracy/precision considerably more

easily, since in this case is not required absolute aictightuess and

cleaning air bubbles from system, and also Less considerably

manifests itself the effect  of a change in the ambient temperature.

Spring dynamometers thus far still do not provide the necessary

accurmcf/p rec ision.
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Pig.. 65. Diagram 3f inductive defOtmetet. a — anchor , Z1, z 2 —

magnets, r 1, r 2 — resistance, r0 — contro.l resistor, U — volta ge

across terminals.

Page 87.

6. Measure ment of revolutions.

Insturments for determining the engine speed and a ggr egate/units

are called tachometers and total countetw. In the practic. of tests,

von acceptanc. the mechanical, electromechanical and different

magnet ic and electrical tachometers, measuring the instantaneous

- 
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value of number of revolutions. During testing of gas turbine

engines, are applied the tachometers into the range of 1000— 20000

r/min; some aggregate/units have large revolutions, for example

turbines Of air~~ a ft t u rborefrigerating aggregate/units ha we

revolutions to 100 , 000 r /min. With very high revolutions the latte r

are reduced to the value which can be measured by the tachometers,

produced by industry, or they are measure d by the speciall y created

tachometers.

Total counter s measure the sum of revolutions in the deter.ined

interval of time.

Tota l co~mters.

Total counters are simple, reliable and with constant engine

revolutions are characterized by high accuracy/precision. Such

counters record the number of revolutions of shaft, made for the

determined time interval (1—2 miii.).

To Pig. 66, is shown the schematic of total counter.

TT ITTITIII .1 L1 a l~~~~~~~~ •
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Pig. 66. Schematic of total counter. I — driving/homing cy lind er , 2 —

worm gear, 3 — friction coupling, ~l — the tags of disks, 5 — the

disks of counter, 6 — the knob/stick of the  j ettisoning of counter

readouts, 7 — throw—La lever of counter, 8 — the additiona l

knob/button of stopwatch, 9 — stopwatch, 10 — the knob/but ton of the

retur n of the arrow/pointer of stopwatch to zero position.

Page 88.

• 

• 

Counting mechanism consists of a series of disks 5 wit h ta gs 14,

Connected consecutively with gear ratio 1/10.~ If right wheel makes

• 

..:~ ~~
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1000 revolutions, then following after it 100 revolutions, that

follows 10 and so forth. On the surface et disks, there are numerals,

thanks to which it is possible to read numbe r in decima l syste m.

On cylinder 1, freely sits the worm, and to as long as it it is

not coupled beaded , computing mechanism does not work. If we build up

lever 7 upward, then is clutch, after being drop/omitted, it will

connect worn beaded 1 it will include/connect computing mechanism.

Similtaneous~y it will occur and the con*ection/inclusion of

stopwatch 9. (~o stop counter is possible by pressure lever 7.

knob/button 10 serves for the return of stopwatch to zero position,

while knob /button 8 is for the independent starting/Launching of

stopwatch.

Electrical tachometers.

Let us examine operating principle and the elements of the

construction of th. magnetic—induction tachometer of ty~. ITE— I (Fig.

67). Durin g the rotation of the rotor of 2 sensors in the wind ing of

stator 1, is excited t hree -pha se cur r e~~t with the frequenc y,

proportional to engine revolut ions. Current on wire /conduc tors is

transferred to the winding of the stator of 6 synchronous motor of 

- 

-
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the meter of revolutions and rotates its rotor 4.

On the rotor shaft of engine, is fastened a 12—pole

six—conjugate magnet 5. Between magnet pqles, is arrange/located

nsing element — disk 7 in which during the rotation of magnet are

induced the edd y currents. The torsional moment, applied by magnetic

field to disk 7, is proportional to engine revolutions. Helical

spring 8 balances the effective torque/mqment ; th us number of

revolutions is measured by the angle of rotation of arrov~pounter 11

and the value of numbet of revolutions absolute or in percentages

they are read on scale 10. -

For the damping of measuring system used magnetic retardation;

between fixed magnets 12 on the cylinder of arrow/pointer 11 is

attached aluminum disk 9 in wh ich are aimed the eddy currents.

L
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Pig.. 67. Schematic diagram magnetic—induction tachometer ITE— 1. 1 —

the winding of the stator of sensor, 2 — the rotor of sensor, 3 —

hysteresis disks, 4 — the rotor of meter, 5 — six—conjugate ma gnet , 6
— the winding of the stator of synchronou s motor , 7 — sensing

element, 8 — spring, 9 — aluminum disk , 10 — the scale, 11 — pointer,

12 — fixed magnets.

Page 89.

The interaction of the magnetic fields qf disk and magnets is led to

the appearance of braking, damping torqme/.oment.

On Fig. 68, is given the longitudinal sect ion of the mete r of

tachometer. Meter consists of two assemblies; synchronous motor and

- - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the mechanism of meter.

Synchronous motor consists of stator 17 and rotor Is, carr ied out

in the form of two crucifor m magnets 5 and of the cell/element of

starting/launching — three hysteresis disks 3, arrange/located on

slee ve 2. The permanen t magnet s are arrange/ located on sha ft freely

an d are connected with it with the aid of spring 6, throug h wh ich

they transfer shaft torque of engine.

Magnetic assembly 8 consists of two pay/boards with pressed—in

of them permanent magnets 9. OppoSite of magnet pole on walk against

each other and concentrate magnetic flux around the peripher y edges

of sensing element (disk) for obtaining maxi mum torque. The mechanism

of meter has sensing element 10, arrange/loca ted in air gap  of the

magnetic assembly between the end/faces of cylindrical magnets.

Arrow/pointer 11 shows on the scale of 12 meters num ber of

revolutions per minute of the shaft of aircraft engine. Ma terial of

• sensitive cell/element is the aluminum—magnes ium alloy, whi ch has the

• low temper ature coefficient of electrical resistance, than ks to wh ich

temperature change does not have considerable effect.

• The temperature compensation in meter is realize/accomplished as

follows: to the magnets of 9 magnetic assembly, is installed magne tic

L.
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shunt 16, manufact ured fro. the special alloy whose magnet ic

permeability with an increase in the temperature is decreased, and

with a temperature decrease, it increases. wit h constant/ invar iable

temperature of the environment , the shunt draws of f on itself the

part of the working magnetic flux and thereby decreases the working

flow in the clearance between ma gnet ends of magnetic nodes.

With an increase in the temperature the working magnetic flow in

the gap increases, while durin g decrease in the temperature — it is

decreased. A change of working magnetic flow in the gap because of a

change in magnetic permeability of shunt will agree with a change in

the electrical resistance of sensing element, retaining by almost

constant/invariable the value of torque of system, created by

magnetic a ssembly.

The assembly of sensing element is fastened on three struts by

114 adjusting nuts 15. In instrument there is a special mag netic

assembly, as a result of action of which the movable syste m ob tains

• braking torque/moment , which raises the stability of arrow /pointer.

Sensor DTE— 2 of tachometer (Fig. 69) , used together wit h

indicator ITE-. 1, is three—phas e a—c generator wit h constant

four—terminal magnet as rotor.

t
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11 12 13 14 15 16 17
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Fi9. 68. Meter of tachometer ITE—1 . 1 — shaf t , 2 — sleeve, 3 — the

cell/elements of starting/ launching (disk s of hysteresis) , 4. rotor ,

5 — crucif or , magnets, 6 — spring, 7 — cap/cover. 8 — magnet ic

assembly , 9 — the perman ent magnets, 10 — sensing element, 11 —

rifleman/g unner , 12 — the scale, 13 — azl./azis, 14 — strut, 15 —

adjusting nuts , 16 — shunt, 17 — stator, 18 — thr ee—pha se wind ing, 19

— ball bearings.

--
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Rotor 2 they cast from the alloy A RK , which possesses high induction

and considerable coercive force. Rotation from shafting of aircraft

engine to the rotor of sensor is transferred with the aid of stem 4.

Stator 1 for decrease in it in the losses from eddy currents is

collected from the plates of transformer iron. The plates of stator

are isolate/insula ted from eac h ot her. The stator winding —

four—terminal three—phase, is made from copper wire. Each phase of

the stator winding has ~4 coils. The connection of phases by star and

the connection of the installation wires, which go from metet to

sensor, produce with three—pronged jack 6~ With adapter nut S sensor

is fastened to the drive of aircraft engine.

Toget her with the sensor DTE, is applied also more precise

standardized ferrodynaaic bench tacbometer(i~~j).1.

P

_ _
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Pig. 69. Sensor of tachomet er DTE-2. 1 — stator, 2 — rotor

(four— terminal magnet) , 3 — shaft , 4 — stem, 5 — the adapt er nut , 6 -

three—prong jack.

Page 92.

The cirrest fr .guemcy of sensor, proportional to the revol stj ons Of

• 
_ _ 

the shaft of aircraft engine, is this case is measured by the

— _ - - —- - - - - - • - _ --. --— _— -~~~
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freq uency meter ,  carried out according to resonance—compensating

schematic (Fig. 70).

For the measurement of frequency in sche ma tic, is utilized the

compensating ferrodyna.ic logometer of alternating current with steel

•agnetic circuit 1. For the projection of yoke 1, is wound coil 3.

Nobil.e coil—frame 4 can be turned around axle/axis — steel core.

Pointer 2 showing revolutions is attached on mobile framew ork 4.

Framework i4 is closed to throttle/choke 5~, During the passage of the

current through coil 3 in yoke, appea rs the alternating/va riable

magnetic flux, which induces cmi E and calling the appen rance of a

current within coil—frame 4. As a result of the interacti3n of the

fields of the yoke and coil—frame, appear s torque N , whi ch attempts

to turn arrow/pointer 2 for position 00, to wha t contributes the

inductance of throttle/choke 5. The eff~ctive torque/momen t is

obtained as a result of the supply of variable voltage U and of the

appearance of emf E~ in circuit with con denser/capacitor C0 and

effect ive resistance r 0.

Fixed coil 3 feeds from the sane source of variable stress U

through Condesser/capacitor C. The curr nt of the framewor k I is

function E., indeced within  framework 4, and also E1~ that which was

conducted to the framework of measuring circuit . Role E~ fulfills

voltage on throttle/choke 5.

-I 
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Torque of ferr odyn a.ic measu r ing mechanism depends on the value

of the current of the framework 1~, of the magnet ic f lux  of fixed

coil ~D, and of the phase angle betwee n them;

M—k 4,I~- cos~ . (104)

Schematic is comprised so that the isductance of fixed coil 3

and the ca pacitance of series—connected capacitcr C at the

average/mean value of the measured freq uency of this range of

revolutions would be found in resonance.

~~~~~~~~ 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fig. 70. Schematic diagram of resona nce—compensating frequen cy met er.

1 — yoke—magnetic circuit, 2 — pointer, 3 — coil, Is — coil—frame, 5 -

throttle/choke.

Eage 93.

• The capacitance/capacity of parallel circuit C0 the effective

resistanc. of parallel - circuit r0, the inductance of throttle/choke 5

and the effective resistance of framework 4 are selected so that at

the medium frequency of the measured frequenc y band the current

within the framework j1 was shifted relative to the flow fixed coil ~~,

to angle of 90°. With such relationship/ratios the torque/moment of

the framework is equal to zero, movable part it is located in

equilibrium, and the rifleman /gunner of instr umen t shows the middle

f

__________________
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of the scale.

During frequency change to any side, is d isturbed the resonance

in the cir cuit of fixed coil 3 and the phase angle 0 of the current

of the framework ‘A becomes no longer equal to 900 relative to

magnetic flux ID,. Torque/moment N of the framework in this case no

longer equal to zero and the framework diverges to the right or to

the left from the mid— position until the phase angle 0 bet ween the

current of the framework 1~ and the magnetic flux ci’, of fixed coil

again becomes equal to 900. Torque agailp proves to be equa l to zero

and the framework is stopped in the new of positions of eq uilibrium.

which corresponds to angle ~~. Beca use of the in ductance of

throttle/choke 5 in the circuit of the framework, is provided true

equilibriu, of the moving element of the logometer.

To each value of frequency w ithin the limits of this range

corresponds the determined angle e of throw of pointer from fr ee

position 00. Di al face can be graduated in the portions of
• revolutions, revolutions or hertzes.

The meter of the described diagram possesses good

accuracy/precision, weak sensitivity to the fluctuations of value and

forms of cue voltage.

- -

—4
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‘Iósting tachometers and accuracy of the measurement of revolutions.

In given below Table 12 is shown the effect of afl err or of

measuremen t of revolutions on the accuracy/precision of the

determination of thrust/rod and specific consumption of the

fuel/propellant of one turbojet engine with n 12 000 c/mm .

Tables 12.

flocpemHoc~ . K3MC-
• ~~~~~ ~ttaa o6 po~os OTHOCUTeU.Ha* ouzii6sca B N

(
~‘a~coaiorua* ~~ OTH OCHT eJIbHa B 

-

(o6/MHH) N pacxo iLa TonuIHB ~

10 0,083 ‘ 0.38 • 0,32
20 0,167 0,80 0,6.3
40 0,333 1.57 1.27
dO 0,667 3,13 2~60

1.7: (1). Error of measurement in the num ber of revolution s. (2) .

~~lative error, in 0/0. (3) • absolute (c/sin) . (4) . relati ve 0/0.

(5). thrust/rod. (6). the fuel consumption.

1.
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The pre cise m easurement of number of revolutions can be reached

under the condition of applying the high— -quality tachometers of their

systematic test ing . Tachometers are checked by means of the

comparison of their readings with data of control tachometer. As

monitoring instrument are accepted total counters, precise hour

tachometers, the crystal or tuning fork -e lectron—tube osci llat ors of

frequency.

One Of the possible installation diagrams for the coo trol/check

of tachometers it is represented on Fig. 71. Installation consists of

electric motor 5, which can be moved with the aid of lever 3 and the

friction drive, which consists of small disk 2 and large disk 1. To

the shaft of friction drive, are connected checked and control

tachometers 4 and 7. Prictico drive makes it possible to smoothly

chang. the revolutions of tachometers in necessary range. The

accuracy/p recision of the calibration of tachometer depends on th.

accuracy /p recision of control tach ometer.

I
-
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The accuracy/precision of total counters is sufficiently high:

during the measuremen t of revolutions during 60 s., the error in

easur ement of time is obtained by 0.0 3—0 .05 s., which gives e rror

with the evenl y r unn i n g  shaft of the engine of prder •—O.lo/o.

The acc uracy~ prec ision of the magnet ic—induction tacho.eters

ITE—1, IT1—2 is charact er ized by data given in Table 13.

Larger accuracy/precision possess the bench ferrod yna mic

tachometers of types ?T—4 9 and ?T—49/ 13.5; error of F T—49 does not

exceed •—0.So/o, and error of FT—49/13.5 does not exceed s—0.35o/o. 

- - • ,  • .-., - - - - — _ - - - — --- - 
_ _ _ _
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Fig. 71. Installation for the comtrol/check of tachometers. 1— large

disk of friction drive, 2 — small clutch plate , 3 — lever for

displacing electric motor , 4 — the checked tachometer, 5 - electric

motor, 6 — directing of electric motor , 7 — control tachom eter.

Table 13. Accuracy/precision of the magnetic—inductiom tachometers

ITI- t ,~ I1’E—2 depending on temperat ure.

I) / a-) florpewHOCm B N npH ie~ nepa~ype B
fl peaeA M3MCpeH HII

N +20 +50 —60

IO—60 ± 1,0 ± 1,5 ±2 .5
60—100 ±0.5 ± 1,0 ± 1,5

100—lOS ±1,0 ±1.5 ±2 ,5

Key: (1). Capacity. (2). Error in 0/0 at the temperature in °C.

I _ 
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Page 95...

Very good accuracy of the measurement of ~evolutiom s provi des bench

tachometer TSPU— 1 (error of measurement it does not exceed ‘—0.20/0) .

7. Neasurement of the rapidly changing values.

The rapidly changing values in YRD [ BPLL — j,t engine] measure

with the special sensors, which convert the nonelectric pa rameters

into electrica l whose change is record/fi xed by oscillogra phs. The

recording of the rapidly changing revolutions is necessary during the

stud y of transient processes of the engine. Measuremen t of the

rapidly changing pressures and tem peratures makes it possible to

study such important processes as surge and the excesses of

temperature.

The steadiness of engines — one of the most important indices of

their suitability to operation. Equilibrium can be estimated, after

recording frequenc y and the amplitude of the vibrations of housing .

The recording of the vibrations of the parts of compressors and

~~1
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turbines helps to determine resonance engine operating moses and to

remove a breakage in th e parts from oscillation/vibrations.

Let us examine below the device of oscillographs and sensors for

the recording of vibrations, revolutions, rapidly changing pressures

and temperatures.

Oscillogra ph s f or the recordin g of the rap idl y changing processes.

Oscillographs are applied magnitoelectric (train) and electronic

(cathode).

Fig. 72, shows the schematic of the tail (or vibrator ) of

•agnitoelectric oscillograph. Tail consists of permanent magnet 4, in

field of which is located current—conducting icap 1, by stretched

spring 5 and which rests on two insulatin g pr isms 2. To loop is st uck

mirror 3. If through the loop passes alternating along amplitude

current, then due to the interaction of the fields of loop and magnet

mirror will oscillate and the falling/incident to it ray/b ea u will

diverge. For the damp ing of oscillation/vibrations after the

disappearance of dr iving pulses, this system is immersed in oil. The

frequency of record/written by such loops oscillations does not
-h
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exceed 10 000 Hz.

Fig. 73, shors the optical diagra m of loop oscillograph. Light

beam from bulb 1 passes through 2 and diaphragm 3;

with the aid of r efracting prism 4, it heads for the mirror of loop

10.

Under the effect of alternating current, passing through the

Icop of circuit, the mirror oscillates and the keam of light, which

goes to deflecting prism 9, also oscillates.

Page 96.

The part of the ray/beam, passed through deflecting prism 9, f ails on

rotating angular mirror dr um 8. Because of the faces of drum 8, it is

possible to obtain scanning ray/beam from time and to observe the

curve of process on matte screen 5.

The part of the ray/beam , which passes above prism 9, through

cylindrica l, lens 6 fails cn rotating drum 1. on which is located the

photographic paper. Along with the curve of process on photographic

pa per, be is record/written the sinusoid curve the period of

• - oscillation/vibration of whic h is accurately known (for example, 500

Hz). This curve gives one of the tails cf oscillograph, called time

- • -— — _%—-——, — — - -
~ - — — - — — — —  - 
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marker. The cur ve of t ime marker is design/projected also for matte

screen 5.

Vide acceptance in our industry obtained universa l eight— loop

aagnitoelectric portable osciliograph NP O— 2 . It is convenient in

oparation, has small dimensions and weight. The optical recording of

processes in it is produced to the moticn picture film with a width

of 35 mm up to S u/s in speed. Because of large sensitivit y of motion

picture film in MPO— 2 as the light source is applied the electric

lamp by the power altogether only 7.5 W.

For recording of high—frequency osciilatiois, are applied

electron oscillographs (Fig. 74).

- I

— -•- - 
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Fig. 72. Tail of magnitoelectric oscillograph. 1 — loop. 2 — the
knife edge, 3 — mirr or , 4 — magnet, 5 — tension spring.

-- 
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7

‘Ii
4.

6

0
0 7

Fig. 73. Schematic of loop oscillograph. 1 — the light sou rce, 2 —

condea~~r, 3 — diaphragm, 4 — the refract ing pr ism, 5 — the matte

screen, 6 — cylindrical lens, 7 — drum with photographic paper , 8 —

angular mi rr or drum , 9 — the  deflecting prism . 10 — tail.

- . .-.- - • - - -- -~~~~ — -_ -- - - - - -  T~~LiT1~iT  :1~~~~~~~~~~~~~J
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Fig. 7~$. Schematic of cathode—ray osciliograph. 1— cathode, 2 —

diaphragm, 3 — the anode, 4, 5 — the deviating~deflecting plates, 6 —

shield.

Page 97.

Incandesce nt cathode 1 emit s the  electrons which are passed throug h

the slot in diaphragm 2 and are accelerate/dispersed with the

electric field of anode 3; narrow electron keam passes between

deviating/deflecting vertical and horizqqtal plates 14 and 5. Each of

the pairs Cf plates has the isolated/insulated conclusion~ derivations

fr om t ube. On of the pairs of plates it is connected to the voltage,

wh ich changes according to that determined, for example, to linear

law. To the second pair of plates, is cqnnected the studied voltage.

Under the e f f ec t  of the fields of plates, the ray/bea. is described

curve on shield 6, covered with the fluorescing composition. With the

aid of pho to attachment the curve can be photographed and then

studied.

Measuremen t of engine vibration.

I
During testing of full—scale engines, they are record/vritten

I I
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their vibration. Instruments for the measurement of vibrat ions call

vibrograpks. They consist of sensors, the integrodifferent iating

amplifiers and indicator. Thus, for instance, in the assembly of the

vibrograph AV— ’42 enters 6 sensors (4 horisontal and 2 vertical) • 3

integrodifferentiating amplifiers, switchboard and the con nection

hoses’. Readings of vibrograph can be recorded with any loo p

oscillogra ph.

We will be restricted to the examination of the device of the

sensor of vibrogra pb (Fig. 75). Heavy magnet 14 with the ai d of

axle/axes 8 is supported in bear ings 6, pressed by cap/covers 1, and

it can freely be moved along housing.

springs 2 and 5 are the resilient mountings of magnet. The

natural frequency of the system of spring — magne t is considerably

lower than the frequency of the engine being investigat ed or

assembly; therefore during engine vibration, magnet remains f i x ed

(along axle/axis), and the housing of sensor, fixed by flange 9 to

engine, oscillates. Nagnetic flux is passed through clearances and is

closed to the iron housing of sensor.

Pa ge 98.

Magnet is inserted into coil 3 with the wfnd in g  whose one •nd emerges

I

~~~~~~T
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to terminal 7, and another is connected with the housing of sensor .

As a resul t 3f the motion of the housing of sensor and coil

relative to magnet in coil is induced emf whose value is determined

from the formula
E— cv , (105)

where E — emf in m Y ;  c — coefficient in mY s/mm; v — the speed of
relative motion in mm/s.

Sensitivity of sensor is determined from the formula

(1O6~Is

where s is amplitude of vibrations in mm ; f is a vibration frequency

in Hz.

Since a change in emf of proportionally to the speed relative

motion of housing and magnet, in amplifier is included the schematic

of differentiation of eaf and its integration ; integration gives

displacement/movement curve, and differentiation — accelerations.

Vibrograph normally works at frequency 20—300 Hz; to the

amplitude of acceleration 0.5—10.0 ig, to the amplitude of speed

10—375 mm/a , to the amplitude of displacement 0.02—1.5 mm.

I
I
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9

Pig. 75. Sensor of vibrograph. 1 cover, 2, 5 — spring, 3 — coil, 14 —

magnet , 6 — bearing, 7 — terminal . 8 — the ax le/axis of ma gnet , 9 —

flange.

t _ _ _ _ _ _
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Fig. 76. Circuit of the  recording of the jnstantaneous value of

angular velocity and the specimen/sample of oscillogram. 1 —

oscill ogram , 2 — is curved of revolutions, 3 — base line.

Key: (1) r/min. (2). Ptoa tachogenerator. (3)-. Tail.
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Measuremen t of the rapidly changing revolutions.

An oscillograph can be utilized as total revolution coumter and

for the recording of the instantaneous value of angula r ve locity.

Fig. 76, gives schematic for the recording of the instantaneous value

- - - - - - - -  -—- - ~~
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of angular velocity and the specimen/sa mpLe of pacillogram . The

voltage of thr ee-phase tachogenerator is fed to the seleni um

rectifier. For the smoothing of pulsations into sche.atic, is

imcluded the filter.

Mectified constant voltage V is fed through the additional

resistance R~06 to the shuuted ( Rw)  tail cf oscillograph. For

sensitization, the schematic is equipped by the compensati ng d uct in

which ente rs the battery B and resistance R~. The currents of source

B and of tachogenerator are deducted; during a change in the

revolutioms, a difference in the currents is changed, which is led to

the deflection of the tail of oscillograph.

Measurement of the rapidly changing pressures.

For the measurement of the rapidly changing pressures, they

apply two groups of the sensors:

I) the sensors, sensing element of which are elastic

diaphraga,4 membrames;

L 2) the sensors whose sensing elemept changes its phys ical

-

- -- —------~~~
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properties under the effect of the changing pressure.

The first group of sensors includes capacitive, the meters with

the wire—strain gauges, inductive, ion—mechanical.

optico—mem brane/diaphragn , magnetocompenaating.

To the second group of sensors, are related piezoelectric,

.sgnetostricti ve, electrokinet ic, radioactive— ionizing, ca rbon.

Page 100.

With the oper ating principle of these sensors, it is poss ib le to

become acquainted in detail according to G. P. Katys’s book. 1•

POOTWOTE $ . G. P. Katys, methods and instruments for the measurement

of the paramete rs of non stat ionary therma l processes, Nashgi z ( M~wn.~

— State Scientific and Technical Publishing House of Literature on

Machinery Manufacture], 1959. EIDFOOTNGTE.-

Let us examine the operating principle of the most frequen tly used

inductive and piezo*lectric quartz crystal sensors.

iL -—  —- -
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Fig. 77 , shows pressure unit with inductance pickup. In this

sensor under the action of pressure differentials, is deflected

diaphragm/ membrane 3. With sagging/deflection is disturbed bridge

balance in which is included the sensor and this

disturbance/breakdown it is recorded in the final analysis with

osciliograph.

This receiver depending on the thickue~s of diaphragm/membrane

can be utilized for recording of different pressure differentials.

Th us, for instance, with the thickness of diaphragm/membrane 0.025 mm

it is possible to measure the jump/drop from 0 to 0.05 kg/cm 1. and

with thickness 0.20 mm , are from 0 to 5 kg/cm1. Because of the low

size/dimensions of the cavities the distortions of measured drops do

not exceed lOo/o to frequencies tOO Hz. Receiver has insignificant

weight and Can be made miniature/small.

Piezoelectric quartz crystal sensor for the measurement of the

rapidl y changing Co rsiderable pressures (orde r of several doze n

atmosphere) is shown in Pig. 78. This sei*sor enters in piezoelectric

quartz crystal indicator.

Most importan t element of sensor is quartz plates 6 wit h pressed

between them isolated /insulated slip ring 5.

I
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1 2 3c ~1p-4

Fig. 77. Pressure unit with inductance pickup . 1 — magnetic circuit

from Permalloy, 2 — winding, 3 — diaphragm /membrane , 1$ — branch for

the supply of pressure.

Ii~~~~~
2

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

rig. 78. Piezoelectric quartz crystal sensor for the measurement of

the oscillating pressures. 1 — the isolated/insulated

concl~sioa/derivation, 2 — insulator, 3 — water pipe. ‘4 - the housing

- - 

- of sensor, S — the isolated/insulated electrode, 6 — quart z plates, 7 
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— the spring of the precompression of the column of quartz plates. 8

— coolant passage, 9 — cap for the transfer of effort/force to quartz

plates, 10 — sealing diaphra gm/mem brane.

Ti9. 79. Schematic diagram of piezoelectric indicator. 1 —

piezoelect ric quar tz  crystal  plates, 2 — piezoelectric qua rtz crystal

sensor, 3 — condenser/capacitor, 4 — electrometer tube, 5 — am plifier

tube, 6 — the tail of oscillograph. 
-

Page 101.

The variable pressure of gases is transferred through sealing

diaph r agm~ memb r ane 10 and cap 9 to the piezoelectric quartz crystal

plates, wh ich convert the work of forces of pressure into electric

power’. So that th. sensor would not be overheated, it is cooled by 
a

Vate~~

Pig. 79, shows one of the possible schematics of piezoelectric

qvartt crystal indicator. Piezoelectric quartz crystal pla tes are

LI
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arrange/located so that the electric charges, which are formed as a

result of their compression, have one sign (minus) and are

remove/taken b y slip ring. Positive charges depar t to mass. The value

0-f this appearing charges is proportional to the effective

effort/forces. Thus, force measurement is such indicators is replaced

by the measurement of electric charges.

As the meter of charges, is applied the vacuumtsbe voltmeter.

Charge from quartz plates I is fed to ccqdenset~capacitor 3 and

ccntrol grids of electrometric tube 14. Under the effect of the

created potential changes the anode current of tube, which can be in

principle measured by galvanometer. This current will be proportional

to the acting on quartz plates force. The currelit of tube 14 too weak;

therefore it is strengthened with the .id of tube 5.

La the anode circuit of tube 5, is connected the tail of 6

oscillograph. Zn parallel to tail 6 throug h adjustable resistor 8, is

included batter y for  the  compensation for the zero current  of

ampl ifier. Pie zoelectric quartz crystal indicators are used

extensively dur ing the study of fluc tua t icn s  of pressure.

& shortcoming in the piezoelectric quartz crystal sensors is the

dependence of the value of piezoelectric effect from tempe rature. At

temperature of 570°C, quart z completely loses property to create

•
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electric charges under effect of pressure.

Page 102.

Accuracy of the measurement of the rapidly changing values.

To determine the accuracy of the m easurement of the rapidly

changing values is very complicated. Vibrograph described earlier

AV—42 gives a basic error in the determin ation of any para mete r of

vibration without  t ak ing  in to account of an error in inter pretation

.—lOo/o in frequency range 25—300 Hz and •—15o/o in frequency range

20—25 Hz.

An error of measurement  ang u la r variable speed is com posed of an

error in the t ime  marker and interpretation of oscillogram s. The

accuracy/precision of interpretation can be increased because of an

increase in the velocity of the movement of photographic paper. A~
error in the tails with oil damping reaches to + 30/0, and with

electromagnetic - to +—1.So/o.

An error in the meters of the rapidly changing pressures is

evaluated at 5-7o/o and is com pr ised fro. errors in the receiver,

I 
_________
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amplifier and oscillograph.

8.~ Measurement of oscillations and temperature of rotating par ts.

Is developed a series of the methods of the measurement of

oscillat ions and temperature of rotating parts. So, for the recording

of oscillations are appl ied capacitive and strain gauges, the sensors

of the carbon type, etc. For the measurement of the temper ature of

parts, are applied the ther mocouples , t l~e met hod of measurement

according to the scale of hardness, with the aid of fuse links,

thermocolors, etc. Let us examine widespread method of the

measurement of oscillations with the aid of strain gauges and the

method of the measurement of the temperature of rotating parts with

the a~d of thermocouples.

Oscillation measurement with the aid of strain gauges.

Oscillation measurement with  the aid of strain gauges is ba sed

on th. use of a property of some metals to noticeably chan ge its

ohmic resistance durin g deformation. As materials for strain gauges .

— — - J_ - - -__ •_ ___ - - — —a—---— - - S -— •
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are applied coustantan, Michr ome, Nanganiq, Chrom.l, etc. In strain

gauges usually is utilized the wire with a diameter of 0.01—0.03 mm.

The wire is glued up between the strips of fine/thin papet in the

form of flat/plane loops, as shown in Fig~ 80. Strain gauges stick on

the part being investigated wi th  which they together t ransform.

During deformat ioi  ~1 mm of resistance strain gauge its is

changed according to the law

(107)

where ~g is a change in the  resistance Qf wire; k — strain gauge

factor; R is an initial resistance; i is length of wite with zero

volt-age.

Page 103.

The accuracy of measurements with the aid of strain ga~-~es in

essence depends on their quality and the quality of g l u i n g .  The

surface of part are worked with purity,fisish not below V S; the

primes of treatmen t must be furnished per pendicular to the ioops of

sensor. For cementing and gluing, are a pplied the glees: celluloid ,

carbi nol , bakel its , bakelit .—phemol (IP—2, 1r—~), etc.

Strain gauges with the aid of wire/conductors are con nected in

_ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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the measuring system , fulfilled usually according to the schematic of

potentiometric or single brid ge.

~~~~ :~~~T±T , 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~±i - - .
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rig. 80. Types of strain gauges. a is a strain gauge for a base 5—25
mm , I — the lower layer of pa per, 2 — an ‘apper layer of pa per, b —

strain gauge for bases 5 mm an d less wi th fis h win d ing, c — strain
gauge of foi l  with th. smaller coefficient of transverse s t ra in

sensitivit y, d — stra in  gauges for the analysis of the complex

stressed state.
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5$ bi)
Pig. 81. Connections of strain gauges. a is a schematic of

potentiometric switching on, i~ — resistance, R~ 
— strain gauge, C

— condenser/capacitor, H — meter (electron oscillograph) , b are a

schematic of single bridge, R28, — res ist a nce , H 1 and B , — strain

gauges.

Page 104$.

The schematic of potentiosetric switching on (Fig. 81a) is

applied when they are interested only in variable componen t of

resistance. The constant component resistance they precipitate on

conVerter R5 by condenser/capacitor C. As meter H usually is

utilized the oscillograph.

More consi derably frequently apply the schematic of the single

bridge (Fig. 81b), in one or two arms of which connect working

I-
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converters. For dy namic •easurements usually is utilized the

schemati c of nonequi]ibrium bridge. In this case the measure ment is

conductu dir ectly from read ing of mete r H, conn cted in diagonal

bridge.

Since a change in the resistance of strain gauge very little,

should special attention focus on the compensation for a change in

its resistance due to the fluctuations of temperature, and also to

the effect of a difference in the coefficients of the expa nsion of

part being investigated and material of strain gauge. Temperature

effect on the accuracy of measurement cai~ be considerably

attenuate/weakened by the inclusion into adjacent bridge arm (on

opposit. side of measur ing diagonal) of the special compe n sati ng

sensor for which are created the same temperature conditions that and

for a basic.

I 
_________ 
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rig. 82. Arrangement of strain gauge on blade and the schematic of

wiring/run from st rain gauge to slip ring . I — strain gauge, 2 — the

silver electric insulated rings, 3 — brush.

I

_ _ _  
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Fig. 83. Heasurin; circuit of temperature by compensation method. 1 —

the millivoi tmeter of f ixed t hermocouple, 2 — thermostat, 3 — the

junction of fixed thermocouple, 4 — the cold—soldered joint of the

rotating thermocouple,, 5 — zero—ad justment instrument. 6 — turbine

rotor~ 7 — hot junction of the rotating thermocouple (is

establish~ installed in part) , 8 — cont act disks, 9 — the sliding

clasped contacts, 10 — rheostat.

Page 105.

Ti9. 82, gives an example of gluing strain gauge on compressor

blade~ Transmission of current to sttain gauge and from it, with the

imsigmificance of current itself and its oscillations. represents

difficult task. In the case in q.sstion it is solved as f3 llovs.

- t  _ _  
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The wiring/run of strain gauge 1 is connected to the electric

insulated silver rings of 2 anchors of slip ring; on these rings slip

fixed brushes 3 of the constantan wire with a diameter of 0.2 mm.

Brushes 3 are pressed against rings 2 by elastic force an d provi de a

gOod current pickup wi th  the ins ignifican t wear of rings.

Measurement of the temperature of parts.

The measurement of the temperature of stationary parts does not

usually present special d i f f i culties. Thermocouple is fi l led up  into

part and its wire/conductors are lead off as much as possible over

isothermal surface (for decrease in the heat withdrawal fr om the

r.gulms of thermocouple). Considerably the comple x problem of the

measurement of the temperature of the rapidly rotating parts , for

example blades and tutbine disks.

Let us examine the met hod of measurement of the temperature of

the blades by compensation method with the aid of thermocouple s,

shown in rig. 83.

4
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Mot junction of 7 thermocouple is sealed into Uade. Wire/cond uctors

on turbine disk and shaf t  are matched up disks 8 with the contacts,

made from si lver. For wire insulation, are applied steatitic tubes.

Wire/conduct ors connec t up disks by soldering.

Contact disks 8 transfet  current to sliding contacts 9 of the

constantan wire. The cur ren t  of measuring thermocouple is compensated

for by the current of cold—soldered joint 4, submerged in ther mostat

2. The temperature of thermostat measures with fixed thermocouple 3.

At the torque/moment when the temperatures of the joint of 7 joint 4

are equal. highly sensitive m irror galvanometer 5 shows zero current.

The advantage of compensation method is a considerable

reduction/descent in the role of contact resistance in cir cuit and

therefore the increased accuracy of measurements. A shortc oming in

this met hod is the duration of experimentation due to the thermal

inertia of ther;ostat.
0~~ 
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Chapter IV.

Testing laboratories of engines, their assemblies and

aggregate/ units.

Laboratories are organized with the ez~erimental design bureaus

of plants, in scientific research and academic institutes.

Prima ry task of plant laboratories is an adjustment of operating

conditions and strengths of aggregate/units and engine components

above which works this plant or the group of plants.

j n  the laboratories of institutes, are carried out s:ientific

research works in the region of operating conditions of engines and

their aggregate/units, and also intensified research on t ie

cbaradteristics of eng ines and their cell /elements.

-
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H igh—altitude stands of full-scale engines usually are located

in the system of scientific research institutes.

1. General informa tion about the equipment of laboratories.

To experimental laboratories present the following basic

requirements:

1) the equipment of laborator y must correspond to assigned

before it missions ;

2) the systems of measurements must provide precise and rapid

recording of the necessary values;

3) laboratories must be provided with all, forms of power

feed/supply;

•) combustion products of fuel/propellants and spent fluids m ust

not cpntaminate the surrounding space;

- —a___--______ - - — - - ——------ — — - -- - —- ---- - —- - -- - — - .—- — --— — -
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5) testing units m ust have sound—deadening devices.

Let us examine power—supply systems and the basic equipme nt of

laboratories.

Pneumatic system.

Whe pneumatic systems of installations are more complex than  the

similar systems of plant experimental stations, especially in the

case ~f the imitat ion of flight conditions..

Page 208.

For obtaining on the engine inlet of the necessary speed and air

pressure, is compressed in special blowin~g plants, it is preheated

either is cooled in heat exchangers, is dried or is moistened. In the

ui~its of short— tern action, the air is preliminarily pumpe d by

compressor into receivers (bottles) and during tests is fed to

engine. In the units, intended for endurance tests the air is fed to

eqgine from the compressor, which ensurqs the necessary flow rate and

air pressure.
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For air compression, are applied the centrifugal or axial—flow

compressors, drive n by electric motors, steam or gas turbines. Piston

compressors find a use when is necessary a comparatively small

quantity of air with large pressure (for example, for puls e

instaLlations with receivers).

To obtain the necessary air speed at the engine inlet is

possible an d by other methods, for example, usi qg as blowers a series

of TED Eturbojet engine) whose part of the air is

take/selected directly after supercharger and is fed to the

common/gen eral/total pneumatic system, which feeds engine. The

ad vantages of the application/use of a series tur bojet en g ine for

obtaining air with the comparatively high parameters are e xplained by

tke compactness of the obtained un it, which combines in one

aggregate/unit the source of thickness — turbine, strictly the source

of air — com pressor and all the necessary power supply units, cooling

and regulation.

Cu the most widely used schematic of blower on base of TED (Fig.

84$) decrease in the quantity of gas, passing through the turbine of

e~gine , is compensated f or by the expansion/disclosure of jet nozzle.

Thus turbine works on pressure differentials increased in comparison

with design. For the increase in the service life of engine, utilized

as blpver. it follows as far as possible to restrict the temperature
of the gases before tur b ine value Ta3 = 800—850°K.
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Fig. 84. schematic of blower with air bleed after compressors of

turbolet engines. 1 — the entry of air in TED, 2 — TED, 3 — the

ejection of gases from TED, 4 — air bleed after compressor, 5 — the

throttle plate, 6 - air collector/receptacle, 7 — ejector device, 8 -

the supply of air to the cabin/com partment of tests.

Page 209.

For an increase of the mass of air into system , can be in:luded the

ejector, but this is led to pitot loss.

For the prevention/warning of sweating or snow in the system of

air supply, the air is dried. As moisture absorbers are applied

silica gel, the alumogel and the activated bauxite. rig. 85, shows

the schematic of the drying device. During operation of shutter/valve

_____  —- - . ,  .—
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a, b, d, are closed and air passes throug h filters 5 an~ 1 and dry ing

sectipas 6 into channel. After the situration of dryer by moisture is

produced its regeneration, for which shutter/valve b, c. e they are

closed. During the regenerat ion of moisture absorber, the air is

drawn in through inlet cascades 4 by fan 3, it is preheated with the

aid of the combustion of fuel/propellant in the chambers, it passes

through drying sections 6 and is abstract/removed through

shutter/valve d. :ooler 2 in this case is turned off.

j n accordance with the charac ter of the leading tests entering

engine air it is necessar y either to heat or to cool.

barge quantities of air are preheated by the combustion of

fuel/propellant or with the aid of the heat accumulators. In the

first case the air is contaminated by combustion products, which is

reflected in the work of the tested object. Fig. 86, shows the part

of the hea t accumulator , which is of steel matrix/dies the total

weight of 36 t, heated by electric heaters by the power of 1500 kW.

Along the length the storage battery/a ccumulator  is divided on three

sections; the established/inst alled between them shutter/valves make

it possible to support with the aid of pneumatic regulators the

assigned out let temp erature from each section.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - —  - - - - - - -
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Fig. 85. Schematic of air—dryer. 1 — preheating torches, 2 — the

coolant of air, 3 — faa , 4 — inlet cascade, 5 — primary filter, 6 —

drying sections, 7 — secondary filter.

Page 110.

Special thermostats limit the maximum permissible temperat ure of

matri;/dies.

Electrical. preheating during the fulL—scale tests of engines is

unprofitable due to the high expenditures of electric power (heating

50 kg/s of air on 540° it requires sore than 25 altitudes kE) . The

majority of stands of full—scale YRD work with the preheaters in

_ _ _ _
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which is burned the hydrocarbon fuel (gas, kerosene, petroleum).

Por the decrease in the temperature of air, which enters the

ei~gine are applied centrifugal expanders, which are a turbine whose

power is absorbed by brakes. The role of brake usually fulfills the

centrifugal impeller, draw— in air from the atmosphere. For cooling of

air, are utilized also freon refrigerators. In this case t he air is

cooled in the heat exchanger th rough  which circulate the vapors of

Fr eon~ The pressure of the entering the engine air is regu lated with

the aid of throttle/chokes and bypasses.

The size/dimensions of air—supply main lines must be sufficient

for the transmission of calculated quantities of air with the

permissible losses of pressure. 
-

The serious problem of the design d the air duct is its

adaptation to a wi de range of the air flow rates. Virtually it is not

possible to  rapidl y change pressure and temFerature of air at the low

consumption in the conduit/nanifol ds, designed to considerably larger

consumption. To a considerable degree this is related to air heaters.

Hence follows the conclusion that the propulsion test facilities must

have several feed systems of air from receivers or compressor

4 statipa.
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Exhaus t system.

For decompression of gases for the purpose of the imitation of

high—altitude conditions on exhaust the testing uni ts equip with the

system of precooling and suction of gases. Gases can be drawn off

with the aid of the exhausters, given into action by electric motors

or turbines.

- L
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rig. 06. Part of heat accumula tor with matrix/dies.

Page 111.

It is possible to apply the exhausters, carried out on the base of

series turbojet engines. In some cases are utilized also the

multistage steam ejectors, fed by vapor from the storage —

battery/accumulators, loaded from boilers.

Cooling exhaust gases can be reached in heat exchangers (the

cooling agent — water), or by injection of water in the f low of

gasesa Syste m with inject ion simpler and is more advisable , si nce

reduces to the minimum explosion hazard, possible wit h

starting/launching or hitch of the tested engine, Sometimes are

appli•d simultaneously both methods.

- 

I
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Fuel system.

the fuel systems of laboratory are characterized by

universality, grea t possibilities of the flow—rate control, pressure

ai~d temperature of fuel/propellant at the engine inlet, and also a

large quantity of monitoring—measuring equipment. With the imitation

of high—altitude conditions, are required two independent fuel

systems. The fuel tan k of the first system is furnished outside

heat an dpres sure simulation chamber, the fnel tank of the second —

vithia heatandpressure simulation chamber , which makes it poss ib le to

change pressure and temperature of fue l/propellant in tank.

Su pport systems.

in the number of the auxiliary devices of laboratories, must be

located the pu mpin g pla its, wh ich easur q the supply of large

qsant~tiea of water for cooling of install ations, exhaust gases,

fuel/propellants, etc. The existing pumping pla*s with high—a ltitude

I
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laboratories for the studies of jet engines provide water supply to

25 m 3$min. With large consumpt ion the wat er is cooled with the aid of

saltp.ns or in basins, whence it returns to laboratory.

barge value for laboratories have the distribution sy stems of

electric power. In electrical equipment of laboratories, enter the

electric motors of alternating current, dynamotors , direct —c ur rent

generators , currem t transformers, the freq uency converters , etc. The

total power of expendable electric power is measured in tens of

thousands of kilowatts. The electric system of laboratorie s must

provide the connection of the instruments of direct and alternating

curreat with different voltages.

Complexity of invest igations, unwieldiness of installations.

requirement for safety engineering and large nu.ber of measure ments

(reaching several hundreds), conducted during experiments during

brief time, cause the need for remote control, observation and

record ing the parameters.

Page ~12.

.

observation is conducted directly through special windows or w ith the

aid of television equipment. lecording it is expedient to carry out

by the aut~~self—squeaking instruments.

)TI1I~J~ 1’ - - 
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Readi ngs can automatically be transferred to electric

calculators, which analyze results. Such systems can consider

calibration and provide the curren t readout of tests. Ent i re  cycle of

measurements and their treatment in indicated conditions occupies

approximately 1 m m .  For the installations of short—term action this

period is great. On them successfully are utilized automatic

measuring systems with the accumulation of the obtained lata. In such

systems the introd uced readings are converted into the digital

signals, record/written on magnetic tape. After completion of tests,

the tape is passed through the appropriate converter, giving punched

cards which then are processed in calculators.

Pig. 87, show s one of the possible schematics of con t rol of

tests and recordin g measurements. Readings are transferred on

wire/conductors to instrument room. In instrument room the signals

are cpdsd and all information is transferred to control location, and

the.n heads for memory unit .  After analysis in electronic compu ter,

the data are recorded or are record/written graphically by automatic

methods. If necessary, some data can be examined and are

aetom atically recorded separately during tests for purposes of

contrpl.

I
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,ig. 87. Block diagram of control. 1 — analog—digital converter for

transfer operations; the converters of the measurement: 2 —

çressares; 3 — temperature; L$ — number of revolutions; 5 - fuel

consum ption; 6 — thrust/rod; 7 — block of processing; 8 — junction

box; 9 — input/introduction of numerical data from other cells; 10 —
memory unit; 11 — computer ; 12 — post of manual control; 13 —
tabulator; 1’~ — automatic instrument for graphing ; 15 -
electromechanical indicator of data.

Page 113.

2. Laborat ories f3r the altitude tests of engines.

lii
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Takin g the high—altitude and speed characteristics ot engine on

the earth/ground requires special complex equipment and t he  specia lly

fitted out for these purposes locations — the high—altitude

laboratories in wh ich are solved the foUoving problems:

1) taking the altitude—speed engine characteristics;

2) the determination of the range of stalled conditions and the

selection of the mode/conditions of operation ;

3) test ing of startability of engine at d ifferent

height/altitudes at different flight speeds;

•) combustion research under high—alti tude conditions ;

5) the determination Of the effect of climatic conditions for

the work of engines, etc.

in or der to r eproduce on the stand of the condition of the

operation in flight, it is necessary to ensure the possibility of

pressure adjustment, temperature and air humidity, which enters the

- . engin, and the hea tand pressur. simulation chamber and exhaust

pressures. During performance testing and calibration taking into

accona t external resistance, it is neceesary to create the

p
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appropriate conditions of the flow about -the engine.

Schematic of one of the high—alt i tude installations is depicted

on Fig. 88. Unit makes it possible to conduct an investigation of

operating conditions of full—scale engine and processes of bur ning in

the separate chambers to altitude H = 15 km.

Air, in passing by through the f i lter, it enters two- stage

centrjfnga l compressor 1, given into action by electric motor.

I
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12 13 14 75 18 19 20

Fig. 88. Diagram of high—altitude installation. 1 — compressor , 2, 6,

1;, 18 — heat exchangers, 3 — air— dryer, 4, 8 — turboexpan ders, 5. 7

— air brak es, 9 — meterin g nozzles, 10 — air heat er , 11 — stan d of

combustion chamber s, 12 — heatandpressure simulation chamber , 13 —

diffuser, 15 — preheater, 16, 19 — injection coolants, 17, 20 —

exhausters, a, b, c, d, e, f, g — valve/gates and valves.

Page 114.

Between cascade/sta ges and af ter compresspr are establish~ installed

the coolers. The tempera ture  of air at the output/y iel d of com pressor

can be order 3000C, pressure 5.6 atm(abs.), the air f low ra te is

constant , equal to 3.17 kg/s and is regulated by bypass valves. From

o.pre or the air enters tubular heat exchanger 2.
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Further air passes into air—dryer 3, which consists of two pairs

of the stan dar d sections, working on activated ox ide of a l u m i n u m  and

included alternately. After air—dryer the air enters turboexpa nder 4

whose power is absorbed by air brake 5 (by centrifuga l. com pressor).

At output/yield from heat exchanger 6, temperature of air grow/rises.

Operating temperat ure of the latter is reached with the aid of second

turboexpander 8, in which the temperat ure can k~e lowered/red uced to

—100°C, and pressure — approximately to 1.05 atm. With the aid of

by pass val ve b, is establish/installed the necessary tempe rature.

after turboexpander the air branches. The part of it, that goes to

the test bench, enters the group Of metering nozzles 9, connected in

parallel and havin g different diameter, which makes it possible to

carry out precise measurements over a wide range of the air flow

rates.

After metering nozzles is arrange/located electrical air heater

10, equipped with lamel]ar thermostat. In~ passing by throu gh the

preheater, air heads either for stand of combustion chambers  11 or

into heatandpressure simulation chamber t2.

Heatandpressure si.ulation chamber has inner diameter

appro; imately Li a and length 12 m. From the entry of air, the chamber

is carried out dim mountable/release, vhich is necessary for unit and

taking tested eng ine. Access to it in the interval/gaps between tests

7
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it is provided through the hatch, arrange/located in side vail. The

chamber is cove’red outside with thermal insulation lay.r. Wi th in  the

chamber the air will be fed directly to the engine inlet.

the thrust/rod of turbojet engines is determined either by

calcuLation op the basis of the measurement of the parameters of

exhaust gases or by dynamometric device. The power of turboprop

engines is absorbed by the hydraulic brake, establish/installed

withia the cham ber.

Fuel/propellant is fed from the tank, arrange/located within

heata~ dpressure s imulat ion chamber , through a series of the heat

exchangers, which make it possible to rqgulate its temperature. Fuel

tank is found whose value changes depending on the degree of height

in th. chamber. The jet nozzle of engine ~.s introduced into diffuser

13, which makes it possible to increase the height of the chamber.

Diffuser is cooled by water just as entering it exhaust pi pe of stand

of combustion chambers.

Page 115.

From diffuser the gases enter tubular water—cooled heat

•xchaager 14, in which they if necessary can be cooled, pass into

preheater 15 and through valve f, employe e for the control. of height,

1--~
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into injection coolant 16, the being series of the injectors,

injection water into the flow of gases. Two Last/latter

aggregate/units support the parameters of gas at the entry into

exhauster 17 in accordance with his operating point.

Preheater 15 is necessary in the case of emd of burning in

engine chambers wh en the temperature of gases at the entry into

exhauster proves to be too low. So that the unburned fuel~ propellant

would not be ignited in preheater, it was made tubular and with

preheating hot water. A fter exhauster the temperature of gases again

grow/rises approximately by 200°C; therefore before entrance in

second exhauster 20, gases again are cooled in heat exchanger 18 and

injei*ion coolant 19.

Design conditions of exhauster must be supported by appro priate

pressure adjustment, inlet temperature and of the air flow rate.

Otherwise the exhauster can leave to stalled condition or to the

inadmissible numbe r of revolutions. The weight flow rate of air in

exha uster 20 is •ore than in exhauster 17, because of air suction

from the environment into injection coolant 19. Pressure at the entry

into exhausters is supported by constant with the aid of bypass

valves. The drive of ezha uzters is realize/acco.plished through

multipliers from e lectric motors .

IT i__ _ _ :ITI1T~ ::1 ‘~::i~iii ii~
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jf necessary for the supply of a large quantity of air into the

tested engine, pressure regulator automat ically closes valve c and is

open/disclosed valve f how it prevents a change in the

.ode/conditions of work of exhausters. During decrease in the air

flow rate, bypass valve c is open/disclosed, and bypass valve g of

exhauster works as safety. The necessary “height/altitude” is reached

by the flow—rate control of air by valve c pressure by valve f. The

necessary temperature of air is reached with the aid of by pass valve

b of the second expansion turbine.

Speci al di f f iculty represents the altitude test of turboprop

engin, with propellers. Fig. 89, shows the schematic of the stand,

which makes it possible to experience/test TYD both under terrestrial

and under high—alt i tude condit ions. In the latter case the air to the

engin, inlet will be fed from the compressor along tubes 2. kit for

the load of screw/ propellers is take/selected from the atmosphere

through the device for silencing 1 and is fed to screw/propellers

with the aid of adjustable nozzle 5. The diameter of the latter can

change over wide limits from 2.5 to 6.0 m~ This control must remove

pulsations of propeller— blades tip. The nozzle can be misaligned

forward and back depending on length of TYD. Exhaust gases of engine

are cpol.d in coolants and are drawn off by exhausters. Jet from

screw/propeller passes mufflers 3.
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Fig. 90. depicts the schematic of the arrangement of basic

constr uctions and devices of high—altitude experimental testing

laboratory turbojet and turboprop engines~

Page 116.

In laboratory can be created the conditions, which correspond high

speeds and flight altitudes (apprpzimately N = 2.5 and H = 21,000 m).
For the control of the indicated parameters in the necessa ry range .

is required to ensure air pressure at the engine inlet f r om 0. 07 to

3.8 kg/cml and tem perature from — 90 to +190°C , but the pressur e of

the which surrounds engine air from atmospheric to 0.035 kg/cmz ,

which corresponds to the maximum base altitude.

the high—altitude units of laboratories require large energy

powers; thus, for instance, only electric motors of the drive of all

compressors can have power on the order of 30,000 kW.

Laboratory has the intake department/separation in wh ich the air

is led to the appropriate parameters, and output section. Both these

depar~ m at/separat ions are pla ced in separate housings.

I
Section for tests under conditions o~ high altitudes consists of

two chambe rs. The first of these cha.bers is the air scoop into wh ich 
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the air enters at required temperature and a pressure. Air scoop is

equipped with the special guide vanes and airfoil/profiles for

flattening of flux and with equipment for the measurement of

temperature and pressure. In the second chamber on the assemblies,

equipped with sensors for the measurement of thtust force with the

aid of special weights, is esta~,lish/installed the engine.

Experimental section is equipped by safety valves.

Testing of PYRD Lramjet engine] and their assemblies

the units, which make it possible to imit ate f l ight speeds with Nach

number = 2—3, is connected with very large energy consumpt ion. In

conneCtion wit h this freque ntly they resort to prod ucing of the wind

tunneLs of supersonic speeds of periodic action. Are possi ble and are

applied three types of the supersonic ii~mtallations of the short—term

actios whose difference is in the method of the organization of

supersonic flow.
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Fig. 89. Schematic of test bench of TYD. 1 — device for the silencing

of air—in, 2 — the supply of air from compressor, 3 — the mufflers of

exhaust and exhaust manifold , Li — TYD, establish/installed for

altitude tests, 5 — the adjustable air notzle.  
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Fig. 90. Schematic of arrangement of basic constructions and devic es

of high—altitude laboratory. 1 — administrative housing, 2 —

substation, 3 — the housing of exhausters (output section) • 4 — the

buildj.ug of test benches of compressors, 5 — primary cooler, 6 — the

af tercoole r, 7 — f uel reservoir, 8 — compressor station (intake

department/separation), 9 are a saltpan, 10 — pressure cha mber , 11 —

pump.
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In the first type the bottles are filled with the com pressed to

several hundreds of atmosphere air whicI~ js produced in the form of

the supersonic jet for the tested objective (engine, model airplane,

projectile etc.).

Ia the second type in receiver, is created the vacuum. Air from

the environment flows into receiver and in airflow tests engine or

another object.

the third type of unit is combina tion the the first two.

The units of the examined schematics do not require pow er fu l

compressors, but to carry out experiments on them is difficult due to

the small time interval, during which the parameters of jet are

supported by constant/invariable.

- - During tests of PYRD , it is ver y important to explain the effect

• 
of angles of attack on the engine operation. For the imitation of a

-i

— — - ---~~~~~
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change in the angles of attack at units, it is usually accepted to

change the slope/inclination of the axle/axis not of engine, but the

blowing off/ou t nozzle. A shortcoming in this unit is not

circumvential nature to change the blowing off/out nozzle during

taking of characteristics of engine accord ing to Mach numb er.

Pig. 91, gives the schematic of the working section of

su personic pressure chamber wi th adjustable nozzle. The supersonic

nozzle of rectangular cross section is regulated with the aid of two

flexible walls which can be moved between fixed walls.

I-
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Pig. 81. Schematic of the test section of the super sonic u nit. 1 —

tranch Connection to exhauster, 2 — the adjustable supersonic nozzle,

3 — the entry of air of the assigned parameters, 4 — angle of

rotation for the imitation of dowawash, 5 — the expanding ducts of

altersating/variable geometry for the blowing off/out air, 6 —

plungers for displacing the walls of channel, 7 — engine, 8 — the

exhaust duct, water—cooled. 9 — to subsonic diffuser and the coolant

of bipuing off air, 10 — to coolant of exhaust gases of engine.

Page 119.

Diffuse: for the air, which blows off/out  engine, also ham adjustable

sid, walls. The imitation of dowawash at entry is reached by the 

T~~~~~
- 1j___ L_ __:*
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rotation of entire nozzle. Pressure in the section of the chamber, in

which are placed the engine and diffuser, is supported in accordance

with kssigned flight altitude.

Basic control occurs by changing n~~tle throat. Air b leeding and

contrpl of the cross section of diffuser are produced automatically

in accordance with bigh-’altitude pressure in the chamber. Control

system must prevent/warn the emergence of surge in grid/network.

During the design of the feed systems of air in units with free

tiowout there is special interest in the ratio of the area of the

blowing off/ant nozzle F~ t.~ the area of tàe intake part of the

.aqia~ 
Fa.. The graph of this teconmandel relatiova F~IF ~ for

axisyum.tric puffed with the different Mach numbers warn given in Fig.

92.

-

• 

3. Stands of rotod ynamic machines.

investigations and the finishing of compressors and turbines

occupy large place in works on creation of YRD. In contemporar y jet

engine s are used extensively th. multistage axial—flow com pressors

an d th. turbines , basic cell/element of which is airfoil c asca de. The

I 
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correct se lection of grid/cascade will ensure an improvement in the
characteristics of rotodyna uic machine and increase its efficiency.
It is logical; therefore considerable attention is given to the study

of grid/cascades.

~-1
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Fig. 92. The size,ldiaensions of those who blow gf f/out it puffed.

necessary for the iaitation of the conditions of flow at the entry in

EYED. 1 — the caxi.ua sizes of nozzle at high angles of attack and

during subcritical code/conditions, 2 — the •ini.al sizes of nozzle

at low angles of attack and during supercritica]. code/conditions.

Pig. 93. Schecatic diagra. of setting for p.rfor.ance test ing and

calibration of grid/cascades. 1 — electric cotor, 2 — cult iplier , 3 -

throttle/choke, l~ — co.pressor, 5 — ceter iag nozzle, 6 - receiver, 7

— nossle, 8 — stator blades, 9 — the test section of th. unit with

grid Cascad..

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Page 120.

Scheaatic diagral of setting for deteraiaisg the characteristics

of the grid/cascades is shown in Fig. 93. Air fron coipressor through

the receiver, the nozzle and guide vane enters the test section of

the installation in which over wide h u b s  it is possible to change:

angle of attack, the angle of setting airfoil/profiles and lattice

spacing.

zig. 94 shows one of the versions of the design concept of the

test section of the setting. Angl. of atback cai be changed with two

rotary shaped insets 4. Insets for, the supplying section in which

can b. establish/installed the grid/cascade of guide plates 2, that

easur•s b tter flattening of flux. The assigned magnitude of 0~~ is

controlled on dial/limb.

~h. pressure field and velocities before and after airfoi l

cascade 1 being investigated is remove/taken by sounding (pneu matic

..thod) . It is necessary to note that the indicated method is very

laborbcons uning, requires the high exp.adjtur. of tins for conducting

experi ments, but during their careful ex cution it provid.s

-- — - -~~~
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sufficient accurac y of measurements.

Below method of the weighing of reaction force in question ma kes

it possible to obtain the integral characteristics of grid/cascades

with the con siderably smaller expenditure of tile for the pr od uction

of experiments. The high prod uctivity of method makes it possible to

easily obtain a comparative evaluation of grid/cascades, which are

distisgeished by the for m of a irfoil/profile, by the geometric and

regime par ameters.

h g .  95, shows the installation diagram for the weighing of the

reaction force, which makes it possible tp also determine its

circular/neighboring and axial components.
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i_
3

rig. 94. Design conCept of the test section of the settin g for

determining air foil data. I — the grid/cascade being investigated, 2

— directin g plates , 3 — thrust/rod , 4 — the rotar y shaped insets.

rig. 95. Installation diagram for determi n ing the reaction for ce of

grid/cascade. I - diffuser, 2 — grid/cascade, 3 — receiver , 4 —

I
~
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flexible cell/element, 5 — support, 6 — metering nozzle.

Page 121.

air from the compr essor through metering nozzle 6 and diffuser  1

heads for receiver 3 in which is establish/installed grid~ casc ade 2

be ing investigated. Receiver with grid/cascade is fastened on the

vertical section of air duct, which has in upper part fixed support

5.

the tested gr id/cascade is estabhi~~/iastalled in horizontal

plane.. Reaction force is received by fl4x~Lble cell/element 14, carried

out in the form of the section of conduit/manifold with fine/thin

wall. On its surface along two mutually perpendicular axle/axes ab

a~d CD, are stuck four strain gauges (cross section AA ). the presence

of tup sensors on one axle/axis raises the sensitivity of brid ge and

contributes to the r mocoape nsation. Two Sen sors, dead in line, are

formed two bridge arms, the ot hers of tvo arms are removed to the

ap.cisl sl ide wire, which makes it possibile to conduct the

calibcation of bridge.

lith the aid of a.nsota, rtange/ locat.d on the axis ab , they

measure th. axial component R. of r.act.tpn force B, while wit h the

-
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aid o( the sensors , located on the axis CD — the circular~ neigbboring

componen t R~ of reaction force.

The knowledge of the real consumption of the air 0,, measured

with the aid of metering nozzle, and reaction force 1

(108)

components of which R. and R, are determined by the means of

strain —measuring weights , it makes it po~sible to determine average

outlet velocit y

C1iIuuui~~~~ ., (109)

the ve locity coefficients and consumption

(110>
CIT

(111)

and aL so the mean angle of flow at the ou*put/yield

cI~ai 1rC tg~~t . (112)

• The valu, of velocity c~, sad of  consumption a,., is located

through common gas— dynamic to melss.
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The examined setting makes it possible to deter.ine effect on

the characteristics of the grid/cascades only of Mach number.

rig. 96, gives th e installation diagram fot the blasting of

grid/cascades, which makes it possible to consider effect on the

characterist ics of Re number .

Page -122.

In this case , it is possible to change Mach numbers and Re

independentl y of each other , which is achieved by a change of the

jump/drops in pres sures and air density, whic h flows aroun d

grid/cascade in hermetically sealed durin g tests system. The results

of such tests are utilized during the calculation of altit ude

performances of en gines.

The entering from compressor 3 air is cooled in heat exchange r 14

and through nozzle 6 is fed to tested grid/cascade 7. The air flow

rate is determined with the aid of metering nozzle 5. In setting is

provided for a whole series of sbutt .r/va~ ves (valve/gates) ,

necessar y for control. Air densit y in the closed system of setting

descends with the aid of vacuum pump 11.

Let us pass to the examinat ion of insta llations for performa nce

LI -
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testing and calibration of compressors and their step/stages.

Pig. 97, shows the schematic of stand of the step/stage of

axial—flow compressor . By the appropriate change in the revolutions

of electric motor, position of the throttle plates and thermal effect

on air in heat exchanger and coole r it is possible to

establish/install on the tested compressor stage mode/condit ions w ith

the different values of the flow rate of the air and parameters at

entry.- The schematic of stand of f u l l — s c a l e  compressor is sinilat

that which was described. Frequently the In~’estigation of compressor

is conducted directly in the system of qngine. however , in thi s case

the characteristic of coa pressor can be removed incomplete ly, and

oflly in a comparatively narrow range.

Fig. 98, depicts the schematic of closed type vacuum system,

which makes it possible to conduct tests with the same volumetric

flow rate of air, as in actuality. The weight flow rate of air in

this case will be less. In system enters *he test ed compressor , that

throttles device, heat exchanger and air turbine, which returns the

part of the power, spent on the dri ve of compressor.

— --— - - - — --— -
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rig. 16. the schematic diagram of setting for the blasting of

gr id/cascades. 1 — electric motor ,, 2 — multiplier, 3 — compressor, ‘4

— heat exchanger, 5 — metering pozzle, 6 — nozzle, 7 — the

grid/cascade being investigated, 8 — discharge valve, 9 -

th rottle/choke, 10 — the valve/gate of vacuum—pump,  11 — vacu um pump,

12 — inlet valve.

Page 123.

As power plant cam be used a powerful electric motor (as shown in

schematic) or gas turbine.

th. air , which fills setting, preliminarily is dried to a void

th. iCing of measuring meters in low—temperat ur . mode/conditio ns. The

mode/conditions of tests regulates by change in the revolutions,

_ _ _ _ _  -- --_ _——  -- -- - - - - - -~~~~~~
—
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guant~ ty of abstract/removed heat , pressure at the entry in to

compressor and by throttling/choking. Temperature of air a t the inl et

ii~to Compressor can be changed over wide J iaits which is very

important for the imitation of high—altitude and high—speed/velocity

conditions during testing.

to apply in setting air turbine not is compulsory, since

throttle/choke and heat exchanger make it possible to

establish/install the necessar y parameters. Howev er , in this case

ap pear considerable losses with the throttling/choking of air, and

heat excha ngers are very bu lky.

Turbine performance are remov e/taken with special settings.

Bhe power of turbines is absorbed by hydraulic brake or the

compressor (Fig. 99) , draw— in air from the atmosphere. The power ,

consused by air brake 3, is regulated by a change in the air flow

rate ty shutter/valve 1. As can be seen f rom schematic , in to turbi ne

* being in vestigated enter the gases fro, chamber 13.

-5
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Pig. 97. Schematic of stand of com pressor stage. 1 — electric motor,

2 — multiplier. 3 — compressor stage, 4 — the throttle plate, 5 —

cooler, 6 — air—dryer. 7 — heat exchanger, S — measured diaphragm, 9

— air filter.

Pig. 08. Schematic of closed type vacuum system. I — air turbine, 2 —

spring, 3 — compressor , Is — multipli er, 5 — electric motor , 6 — heat

exchanger. 7 — vacuum pump with electric motor, 8 — the throttle

plate~ 9 — air dryer.

Pa ge 12*. -

The power of turbine, equal to the power of compressor , is det ermined

_ _ _ __ _ _  
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fr om the formula

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (113)
T ‘K 75A

where T~ 1 is temperature of stagnation of air intake; T*2 is

tempe rat ure of stagnation of air at output/y ield from air brake 3; 0,,

is air flo w rate th rough  air brake ; c~1, is heat capacity of the air.

In the settin g in question the turb in e  and air brake are

regulated autonomo usly, which makes it possible to change the

mode/conditions of work of turbine ove r a wide range. More accurate

results give the tests of the turbijies whose power is absorbed by

hydraulic brake.

5~ Stand s of combustion chambers.

In view of the fact t hat the questions, connec ted wit h

aerody nami cs of the chamber and processes of burning in it , are

extremely complex, the existing combustion chambers are im proved .

mainly, ex perimentally .

For a reduction/descent in the expenditures on the cr eation of

th. new chambers , it would be desirable pass from full—sca le tests to

a 
_______ 
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model, wit h the concluding tests on full—scal e chambers. H owever, due

to the difficulties of the simulat ion of the chamber , this

“t wo—stage” procedure of their creation is not applied.

Fig. 100, shows the schematic of laboratory unit for combustion

research. As can be seen from schematic, air in to chamber I enters

from the com pressor station through heat exchanger 2, in w hich it is

heated by the abstract/removed from the chamber gases. 
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~~ 13 12 1, 10

fig.. 99. Schematic of stand of turbines. -1 — the throttle plate. 2 —
measured diaphragm , 3 — air brake, 4—tested turbine, 5 — compressor,

6 — multiplier 7, 11 — electric motors, 8 — fuel  meter, 9 — fuel

line, 10 — val ve/g a te, 12 — fuel pump . 13 — combustion cha mber .

Page 125.

The presen ce of heat exchangers makes it possible to have at the

entry into the combustion chamber the elevated temperature —

charaCteristic for the modes of the chamber operation of combustion

in flight at high velocities. Furthermore, the special suction system

with coolant ‘4 makes it possible to obtain the low pressures at

•atry~ which correspond to high—a ltitude conditions.

J
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Vhen conducting of the experimental tests of combustion

chambers, essential attention is given to the determination of the

combustion efficiency ~~, of the pressure recovery factor ~* and of

the un iformity of temperature field at chamber exit.

The combusti3n efficiency is defined as ratio of a quant i ty  of

heat, which was really/actually separated during burning Q~
, to the

quanti ty of heat, conducted with fuel/iropellamt QT:

(114)

Value QT always can be determined by calculation, knowing the

flow rate of tnel~propellant and its calorific value, considerable

diffiCulty presents determination Q~.

Zn principle Q, it is possible to determine by the method of

calorimetric measu rement, by a direct change in temperature and

conposition of gases, and also by the gravimetric methods, based on

the measurement of the recoil impu lse of the escape/ensuing from the

chamber gas j et. The enumerated method s of determ ination ~
automatically connect the losses through chamber walls in the

•i vironment.

Ehe method of calorimetric measure ment is very bulky, since it

requir es the creation of large colorimete r for determining a quantity

of best. isol ted by th. cooled in caicrinster ~s..s . coning out from

the chamber.
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rig. 100. Installation diagram for combustion research.. 1 — the

tested combustion chamber, 2 — heat exchanger. 3 — air supply, Is —

water cooler of gases, 5 — high—altitude exhaust system, 6 — exhaust

silencer in the atmosphere (terrestrial conditions).

Page 126.

it is necessary to note that the flow at combustion chamber exit

is nonuniform both according to the temperature, density and

velocities and in composition of gases. Zn connection with this the

sample/test of gases they take/select from several points of cross

sectipn, and averaged—mass value ~ is determined from the expression

where is a gas flow thro ugh the appropriat. section ; c,1 is

-- — —~~~ -
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average heat capacity of gases on sectiom~ 6J,= TL —. 7’; - the

prebeating of gases on section 2—3i.

Considerabl y smaller labor consum~tipn possesses the gravimetric

method, i.e., the method of the measurement of reacting t3rce, whi ch

.scape/.nsues from the chamber of gas j t .  ay this method is obtained

imm.dj at.ly averaged— mass value ~ without  the need for the ted ious

measu rements of loose parts of the flow.

For d etermining the pressure recovery factor of combustion

chambe r

(116)

it is necessary to kno w the total pressure at the entry in to chamber

p*~ and at output~ yie] d from it p*3. The total ~ressutes in cr oss

.ctipns also do not remain constants. Therefore one should appl y the

for mula
~ o~ ~;,

(117)
‘S

gi ving averaged -mass value .*. In th is formula 
~~~~,, ~~,, 

is flow rate

of games and air through section i; pe ,~i,
. — the total ~~essure ona, is

s.ctipus 3i, ii; O
~~
, 0,. are a flo, of a~x and gases through the

chamber.
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Complete pressure at the different points of the cross section

being investigated is measured by total—head tube with coordinate

spacer apparatus or combs. Receivers on the comb of complete pressure

are furnished so that they would be located in the aiddle of the

equivalent areas to which broken this cross section. This arrangement

of receivers makes it possible to determine the average va lue of

pressure. The high temperatures of gases at chamber exit require the

application of the cooled or man ufactured from heat—resistant

materials sensors.

Page 127.

Pig. 101, gives the schematic diagram of stand model combustion

chambers under terrestrial conditions. In this setting used special

device for the measurement of reacting force of the escape/ensuing

from the chamber gas j et.

trap 1 (P ig.  102) , suspend/hung cantilever from rod 2 ,  rigidly

attached in fixed bushing 3, is moved under the action of the flow ,

which enters it from the chamber. Rod undergoes bending st rain; on

its phrallel planes A and B, at equal distance from the axle/axis of

trap, are stuck two identical wire strain gauges (extensoneter) , that

are two ar ms of Wheatstone bridge.

I
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Of these of t wo sensors, placed into ide;tical temperature

conditions, but the experie nce/testing different deformations
(elongation and compression), provide thermocompensation , i.e., is
remo ved the effect of a change in the ambient temperature and rod for
readings , and double the sensitivity of br idge.

F
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pig. .101. Sche m atic diagram of stand modeL combustion chambers under

terrestrial conditions. 1 — fuel tank, 2 — f i lters, 3 — valve

tap/cranes, Is — fuel meter, 5 — fuel pump, 6 — cooler , 7 - th. drain

of water from water jac ket of exha ust receiver , 8 — injector, 9 — the

chamber be ing investigated. 10 — trap for the weighing of the

escape/ensuing gas jet, ii — the rod of trap w ith the stuc k on it

extensome t ers , 12 — exhaust receiver, 13 — the ejection of gases in

the atmosphere, 144 — souls’s water , 15 — ~scillograph, 16 — receiver,

17 — measured diaphragm . 18 — compressor , 19 — the drive of

compressor 20 — the throttle plate.
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Page 128.

The most conven ient schematic for the measurement of defor mations is

the schematic of the nonequilibrium bridge , working on alter nating

current. The changes of the current streagth in bridge, caused by the

deformatio n of rod , ar e propor tional to the e xtent of the move ment of

trap along the axis of xx, i.e., are proportional to the value of

thrust/rod and are record/fixed by oscillograph.

rig. 103, shows the schematic of device with inductance pickup,

employee also for the weighing of the discbargii~g jet. The stock/rod

of receiver 5 is attached on diaphragm/meabranes 3 and £4~ Under the

effect of pressure of combustion products, the receiver is moved and

changes clearance 6 between anchor 6, which sits on stock/rod, and

the magnet ic circuit of 7 induction transformer coil. Peed/ supply of

iI!strament is realize/accomplished by alternating current. The

advantage of this instrument consists in the absence of the need for

strengthening momentu m/ impu lse/pulse e ven at its low values.

S. Stands of auxiliary units of aircraft engines.
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Auxiliary engine accessor ies usually test in laboratories.

Preliminarily at special settings check turbine starters, generators.

fuel. and oil pumps , di f fe rent regulators and distributors, auxil iary

gas turbines, injectors, devices for the drive of aircraft

aggregate/units , etc.

I
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Pig. 102. Schematic of pulse meter with wire—type strain gauges. 1 —

trap, ‘ — elastic rod, 3 — sleeve.

?ig. 203. Schematic of pulse meter with inductance pIckup. 1 —

nozzle, 2 — trap, 3, 44 — diaphragm/mem brane , 5 — stock/rod , 6 —

anchor, 7 — core, 8 — primary winding, 9 — secondary winding, 10 —

audiofreqeency oscillator, 11 — the tail of oscillograph , 12 —

detector. A) the sensor unit , 8) the assembly of compensator .

Page 129.

tor the starting/launching of gas—turbine high—thrust engine, is

required powerful starter. La this case freque ntly is appl ied the

- 111 .: Jill ~lIII lI~J~ -
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turbine starter whose work is limited according to time and number of

revolutions of disconnection. ?ro. the analysis of the specifi c

character of work of turbine starter, it follows that accepted for

the common gas turbine engines of the procedures of bench tests, that

consists in the measurement of the para eters of engine in constant

stabilized mode/conditions, does not make it possible to sufficiently

accurhtely check w ork of starter unit before its setting to main

eqgine. To approach the parameters of starting/launching of

C-rD [gas—turbine engine] the operational under bench conditions

is possible only ‘uring the combination of the corresponding load of

starter with the mode/conditions of continuous

accelerati on/dispersal.

rig . 1044, dep icts the schemat ic of the  stand for the dynamic

tests of turbine starters, which makes it possible to observe close

to operating condition of acceleration/dispersal during en tire cyc le

of starting/launching and to chang e instantaneous power on the

different revolutions of the power take—off. Stand has idle time by

— 
construction double—seat rotor and driving/homing spring. i.e., the

elastic pa rt of the torsion dynanometer. Of similar to the

transmission main engine during sta rting~’lauaching bench rotor

Crea tes inertial resistance to rotary acceleration and ventila tion

bzski*~.
lot ot is the sitt ing on shaft steel disk—flywheel, on face of

whick~ Of a simila r to tie blade/vases tam blower, are rad ially
placed the blades of aerodynamic braking.
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Fig. 104. Schematic of stand for the dyna m ic tests of turbine

starters. 1 — oil tank with preheater, 2 — pump,  3 — therm ometer, 4 —

manometer, 5 — rotary blind , 6 — the blade of air brake , 7 —

flywheel , 8 — the housing of air brake, 9 — the clutch of

cohesion/c oupling, 10 — the torsion shaft, 11 — oil valve , 12 —

tacbo •ter, 13 — turbine starter.

Page 139.

in the housing of rotor, there are holes for entr y and air outlet.

input windows can be throttled with special rotary blind. 

-
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Energ y of turbine starter or starting mode/conditions partially

is accumul ated in flywheel , and it is partially absorbed by air

brake. As meter M~ on the shaft of starter, is utilized hyd raulic

torsion dyna.omet.r.

Considerable attention in laboratories is given to

aggregate/unit tes ts of fuel system. As an examp le Fig. 105, giv es

the diagram of the hydraulic system of stand of fuel pumps. During

their testing are checked capacities of pumps , control and effective

range of the limiter of maximum revolutions, work of valves,

common/general/total airtightness, etc.

In stand oper ation, the fuel/pr opellant from service tank 1

throu~ h check valve 2 by gravity/of one’s own accord proceeds to

booster pump 3. Fu rther fuel/propellant under the pressure, created

by booster pu.p, through low—pressure throttle valve 4 proceeds to

one of rotameters 6 and then through low—pressure filter 7 and

tap/crane 8 into tested pump 9. From pump the fuel/propellant through

radiator 10 and partially through high— pressure throttle valve 13

enters bac k into service tank 1. 
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1~ 16 14161172227 6
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Fig. 105. the hydro—diagra n of stand of f~iel pumps. 1 — service tank,

2 — the st op cock , 3 — booster pump, 4 — low—pressure throttle valve,

5 — distributing cock, 6 — rotameters, 7 low—pressure filter, 8 —

the tap/crane of the ent ry  into pump, 9 — the tested pump, 10 —

radiator, 11 — the stop cock of manometer to 6 kg/cm’, 12 — manome ter

to 6 kg/cm’, 13 — high—pressure throttle valve, 14 — the tap/crane of

na nome ter to 25 kg/c.’, 15 — manometer to 25 kg/cm2, 16 - manometer

to 150 kg/cs’, 17 — safety valve, 18 — the safety low-pres sure val ve,

19 — tap/crane, 20 — piezoneter, 21 — tap/crane, 22 —

telethermometer , 23 — the shut—off valve.

-- 1
Key: (1). Fire drain. (2). From water pipe. (3)s In channelization.

f
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Page 131.

The pressure of the fuel/propellant before rotameters regulates

low—pressure by throttle valve 1$. The pressure of the fuel/propellant

before tap/crane 8 checks by nanometer 12. Pressure at the entry into

pump reg ulates by tap/crane 8, and they check by piezomete r 20.

Pr essure at output/yield from pump regulates high— pressure by

throttle valve 13, and they check by manometers 15 or 16 depending on

the value of pressure. The temperature of fuel/propellant at the

entry into the tested pump checks by telet hernometer 22 and regula te

by the consumption of the water through radiator 10. 
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Page 132.

Chapter V.

EXPER~~E~TAL STATIONS.

1. Classification of experimental stations and requirements for them.

At experimental stat ions aircraft engines are tested unde r

terrestrial condit ions. Station is the cos~ lex of construction

constructions, equipped with the necessary equipment. Basic of them

they are: boxes (cabin/compartment of tests) • where are

establish/installed the tested engines; the cabin/compartmen t of

control, whence is conducted engine control and monitoring of their

work, and technological locatio~s for the arrangement/permutat ion of

the ppwer—supply systems of testing units..

To the auxiliary locations, necessary for operational provisions

of the ser vices of an entire station, they are related: exchange

I
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point/item, shop of mechanic and electrician, department/separations

of nonitoring-measuring equipment, technical and administr ative

services, central fuel reservoir, etc.

The central fuel reservoir, arrange/located at a distance

approximately 200 m of the building of station, is the determined

quantity of the buried tanks, connected with each other.

Fuel/propellant is fed to testing units mechanically (pumps) , either

under the pressure of dry air or the inert gas, forced into

reserwoirs.

Each testing unit is equipped with the single—purpose machine,

which sakes it possible to deter*iue thrust levnl or torsional moment

or each (during testing of TVD (T~~~ 
— turboprop engine)) and by

the systems: fuel, oil, starting/ launching, air (compressorless VED

— jet engine]) , etc. At unit thqru is a control pa nel of

ei~gine with monitoring—measuring equipme~t. The enumerated equipment

and systems provide test work and taking the necessary engine

charaCteristics.

lot the safety control and health a~d hygiene require ments for

the construction of station, are equipped with the ventilation

systems, noise suppression, fire— f ighting protection , etc.

—.—~~ -___ ,-5--__ -- —5 5--  -_5 ___~~~~~
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~n the practice of tests, is found a use of a station of

different types. Depending on the purpose of the tests of station,

are divide d into the experimental and series. By the type of the

tested engine, are distinguished the stati ons f or testing of

compressor less YR D and station for testin g compressor YRD , according

to operating conditions — open and closed type station.

Page 133.

When selecting the type of station the determining factors they

are: the type of engine; the purpose of the teats; the

designation/purpose of the enterprise in syste. of wh ich is located

the stat ion; the t y pe  of the taken by station equipment ; the

character of the localit y in which is arrange/located station, and

its climatic conditions; the cost/value of experimental station.

Simpl est are open type  st at ions, whose tested engines are fou nd

am the open air and are abielded fro. atapspheric residue~settlings

oqly by •omsting f ixtures, and control and observation of them i.

• conducted fro. the cabia/co.partments, arrange /located together. Such

stations are very mobile and easily they can be moved from one

area/site to another.

Ar. possible the cases vhe a it is exped ient to forego test
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bench for installation on it of eagime , and to assemble the latter is

direct on engine bed in aircraft and in this position to

experience/test. This unit makes it possible to measure the act ual

thrust force of engine taking into account losses in suction and

exhaust ducts of a ircraft in all mode/co~ditions of work of TBD

— turboj et engine ).

Open type stations are comparatively cheap, but they have the

essential sh ortcom ings: cannot be furnished them near the populated

areas due to the absence of the special systems of noise suppr ession ;

the engine installation in the open air creates inconvenie nces for

the person nel, which operates station, it impedes the condit ions of

the test wor k, etc. Open type experimenta l stations are applied in

th. report bases.

At the series aircraft engine—building plants, arrange/located

in area of th. large populated areas, are constructed only closed

type •xp.rimental stations, in which th, engine always is Located

indoor. Cl osed type stations provide the necessary conveniences to

personnel, they sake it possible to apply the highly efficient

methods of noise suppr ession.

Depending on the construction of box es and their arra ngement

relative to the ca b in/coapa rtuents of cestrol finds wide application

5 i  
_ _  
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several forms of closed type experimental stations whose specific

character is determined by tasks enumerated below and requirements.

Exper imental stat ion in series production mu st ensure: test work

with the minimum expenditure of time for equipment and engine

installation; the test conditions, which maximal ly  approac h operating

conditions of engine; the supply of large quantities of filtered

feel/propellant; the cost—effectiveness/etficieulcy of tests; f ire

safety ; noise suppression and good ventilatioa..

in chapter is given the basic information about closed type

plant stations for testing the turboprop and turbojet engines.

Page 1311.

2. Dozes.

To boxes are presented the following requirements:

1) the suction part of the box must ~rovid. the feed/supply of

the tested engine by the air’, not clogged with dust and ex ha ust

gasesi
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2) the suction part must be equipped with silencer;

3j box must provide the supply of air from the suction part to

the wprker in whom is located the tested engine;

11) exhaust cas in g of the box must be eguippe d with deflector of

ex ha ust gases and with the silencer, which lowers the noise of the

plume exhaust;

5) box must be equipped by doors for import and expor t of

engines and by lifts;

A) the walls of box must be strong, that ensure the protection

of the service personnel in the case of emergency and destruction of

engine during tests.

Since boxes design/projec t universal, designed for testin g of

any type of gas turbine engine, the parameter, which determines the

— size/dimensions of unit, is the air flow rate through the engine and

• propellers, i.e. , box it is designed for testing promising accord ing

- ‘ to power of TVD .

I
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1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9- MIll~ F’z3 4 5 6 7.8 ~

a) 
-

1 4 5 6 7 2  1111 2 3 4 5 6 7 2

Fig. 306. Types of boxes : 1 — entry with sound suppressor , 2 — stator

blades , 3 — entry gate , q — aerodynamic ring (f or testing of T Y D ) , 5

— engi ne, 6 — ejecto r , 7 — exit gate, 8 — output diffuser, 9 —

output/yield with soun d suppressor.

Page 135.

in the practice of tests, find a use the boxes of fou r ty pes.

show n in Fig. 106. float widely used of tkem are the boxes, present ed

~ Ii
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in Fig. 106a and b. The device of the sil o at entry provid es the

feed/suppl y of engine by pure air. The horizontal ejection of

comb ustion prod ucts makes it possible to successfully stun nois. with

the smaller expenditures of resources, than in the case of vertical

ejection. From this viewpoint , the best conditions for noi se

suppressio n has the box with two horizontal shaft/nines , the ver y

sa me has the best aerodynamic characteristics.

Ike select ion of one or the other ty pe of box is dict ated by the

conditions of the arrangement of plant ,, by type and the power of the

tested engine, by the distance of experimental station from other

ob jeots of plant.

The test pit, as can be seen from rig. 106, it consists of three

basic parts: by the  suct ion , worker (engi ne caUn/compartment) and

ex haust. In engine cabin/compa rt ment on special foundation , is

•ount.d the machine tool to which is establish/installed the tested

engine. If the engine is turbo prop, thea at the entry into engine

ca bin/compartment it is necessary to establish/install aerod ynamic

ring then so that propeller of engine would be located wit bin it a ad

their axle/axes coincided. The distance of propeller— blade tip from

the vail of ring must be not less than 0.5—0.75 m, which provides a

sufficient clearan ce for the prevention of the vibrat ions, exc ited by

the mptioa of blad e tips. Aerod ynamic ring provides the best
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conditions of the flow of air flow about the screw/propeller.

At output/yield from box, is establish/installed ejection pipe

through wh ich are removed the combustion prcducts and b eca use of

which are decreased the temperat ure and the speed of exhaust gases

(because of air suction). Ejection pipe and engine must register.

Pig. 107, depicts the box of testing unit. To box engine feed

through special gate, and the n with the aid of electric hoist

establish/install to the test bench, attached on the special

foundation, which absorbs the vibrations.

Vibration vibrations in foundation are partially absorbed by

insulation pillow 2, made from cork board , the disinfected tree or

felt. For isolation/insulation from lateral vibrations, there is an

air space to 15—20 cm. The foundat ion of machine tool must be deeper

than the foundation of the walls of bu ilding, which decreases their

vibrations.

For the target/perpose of decrease in the fatigue

voltage/st resses, caused by vibr ations in the test section of the

box, ,s recommended the constructing of bhe latter from the

prestressed reinforced concrete with the thickness of walls

appro ximately 200 mm.

I
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Fig. 108, shows the equipment of engine on machine tool in the

box before beginning of tests, while in ?~g. 109, —

established/installed on machine tool of TYD.

is very important the correct selection of the velocities of air

circulation in the suction part of the box and engine

cabin/compartment, and also the rates of the air circulation and

combustion prod ucts in exhaust casing.
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rig. 107. Box of testing unit: 1 — machin e tool , 2 — insulation

pi llow, 3 — air space, 4 — foundation, 5 — en t ry  into box , 6 —

louver, 7 — grid/cascade, 8 — sound suppressor at entry, 9 — entry of

air, 10 — drive , 11 — aerodynamic ring, 12 — engine, 13 — ejector, 14

— electric hoist, 15 — Sound suppressor at output/yield, 16 — recoil

blades.
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rig. 108. Eq uipment of engine on machine tool prior to tests.
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Pig. .109. Turbopro p engine on machine tool.

Page 138.

For the characteristic of aerodynamics of boxes, below given data on
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the speed of the air circulation and exha ust gases in the different

cross sections of box for tests of TYD.

the entry of air in the suction part is produced at a rate of of

10—20 m/s. The average speed of air circulation through the silencer,

during suction can be accepted as 20—30 ./s, also, of the leveling

grid 15—20 m/s. In the plane, swept by screw/prepellers (at

output/yield from aerodynamic ring k in Fjg. 106), the air speed is

obtained fro. the calculation of screw/propeller. In the case when

the etficiency of screw/propeller is equa l to 0.55 (flight speed of V

= 0), the speed is equal to 45 n/s.

~n sound suppressors on exhaust , the speed is accepted order

30—40 n/s. The sane approximately value has speed, also, at

output/yield in the atmosphere. Due to air circulation, th~ pressure

in the suction part of the box and engi ne cabin/compartment usually

on 100—300 mm H20 is lower than atmospheric, ?‘ut before the exhaust

silencer on 200— 400 mm H20, it is higher. This fact must ~~
considered during the stress analysis of box.

3. Compartments of control.

- --
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During engine, tests operating personnel is located in the

cabin/compartment of control, arrange/located next to box. For

providing the control capabilities with engine and the mon itoring of

its work , the cabi n/compartment must:

.1) to be sufficient  for the arrangement/permutation in it of

equipment, instruments and personnel;

2) to ensure the possibility of visual observation (through

special windows) ~f the state of the tested in Lox engine;

3) to guarantee complete s af e t y ,  tha t is located in

cabin/compartment during personnel tests, to have good sou nd proofing

and ventilation;

4) to be well illuminated (by day is desirable the natural

illumj uation).

Depending on the numbe r of serviced boxes of cabin/compartment,

they can be individua l (one—way or bilateral) and

common/general /total. Common /general /tota l cabi n/compartme nts they

are called the cabin /compartments , which ppe ra te mor e than two boxes.

The best conditions for the service per sonnel can be crea t ed in

i~divLdual cabin/compartment. Note comp act cheaper and mor e
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convenient for technical direction of replacement (possibility of

simultaneous observation of work of all crews, who operate units), is

the genera l cabin/compartment of control.

A selection of one or the other type of cabin/compartments is

determined by the planned program of the i~ssue Of engines, b~ their

type and the power, accepted by the schematic of the

arrangemen t/permut ation of engine in box and by the constr ucticu of

box.

Page 139.

The sex/floor of the cabin/compartment of control is

establish/installed in special columns and do not connect it with the

walls of box, which substantially attenuate/weakens the vibrations,

transferred from the tested engine.

In the cab in/compartments of experimental stations, they place

the specia l equipment , basis of wh ich is the control panel of engine.

equipped with monitoring instruments.

Control panel is placed usually outside the plan . of the

rotst4oa of th. rotor of engine. On panel furnish: engine controls,

its assemblies and the support systems : monitoring inst rum .nts ; the

I~ 1~ ”- ~~E 1  -~~~~~~- 
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additj onal instruments, necessary f or the measurement of the testers

of vaL ues interest ing; the signaling system. Above the panel is

located observational window.

The basic requirement, presented to control panel, consists in

the arrangement of instruments and controls making it possible with

the greatest conve n ience to control/guide engine , to contr ol

instruments and to record/fix their readings.

Pig. 110, shows control panel. In the center section of the

panel, are arrange/located the sectors of control, the pushbutton

system of electric start and the instruments , which characterize the

engine operation.

Nearer to can ter section are furnished the instruments whose

readings mus t be r ecord/written, are fur th er  — instruments chart

recorders.
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Fig.. 110. Control panel..

key : (1). Tachometer.

Page 140.

on e—type instruments or the instruments. ~.ntend.d for the m asutement

of the deter mined values, must be disposed of separate groups.

Instrument s with especially sensit ive mechanisms one shoul d

- t
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estabLish/install in the places, immune to to vibrations, in packing

of sponge rubber.

On testing un its the control pa nel is located on sufficiently

large distance (4— 6 n) fro. engine. Under these conditions the

transLation of mot ion from sectors on control panel to levers on the

tested engine presents some difficulties.

The teletransmissions of control must provide:

1) the evenness of course and the absence of large friction ;

2) tuning precision;

3) the constancy of the relative position of the lever of sector

and adjustable lever;

4) insensitivity to vibrations and change in the ambient

temperature;

5) ra pi d and light/ lung connection to levers and disconnection

from them.

As connection between sectors on panel and controls in engine

—--  -5 --- -5 -- - - ----5-- - - - - -5—— ---— --5,— —-5——-— -5-- - - - -
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are agplied thrust/rods with  hinge joints, and also cable, electrical

and hydrau lic drives.

Operating experience showed t hat during cawetu]. control and with

co~reut depart ure~ care the drives of all indicated types work

normally and provide reliable engine control. True, they all by no

means to identical degree and in complete measure satisfy conditions

placed above.

From listed drives considerable propagation received reliable

and simple in control hydraulic drives. During the applica tion/use of

a cable transfer, meet the difficulties the elimination of the gaps,

which nix the fine tuning of engine to the assigned mode/conditions.

Electrical transferes limit the possibilities of tests, so they do

not mftke it possible to produce the nonuniforn displacement/mo vement

of the sectors of control.

Fig. 111, shows the schematic diagram of hydraulic dr ive. Drive

consists of transmitting and sensors, ccnnected by tube. Syste m fills

with transformer oil or, with the wish to lower the viscosity of

liquid, by the mixture of transf ormer oil with kerosene. Each of the

cell/elements of drive is equipped by the piston, spring-loaded. In

system is provided the ident ical displac.mest/aov.m.nt of

trans mitting and sensors. Beca use of spring effect , the liquid always

I

_ _  - —
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is found. -

The conduit/n anif old between the transmitting (arrange/located

o; panel) and receiving (arrange/ located on engine or machine tool)

mechanisms can be laid in any place of box.

For convenience in the maintenance of unit during testing in the

cabin/compartments of control, is used extensively light signaling

(polychromatic incandescent bulbs, arrapge/located on control panel).

Page 141.

Th us, for instance , light signaling preven t/warns about the

connection/i nclusion of current at unit , about the beginning of

training/preparation for starting/launching, about engine starting,

about th. presence of fuel feed for engine, etc.

Ihe installation of the signaling systems (including of the

system, which operates measurements) prod uce in dependence on the

type pf engine, of testing unit and the use d with it arrange me nt

systems of equipment.

j n cabin/compartme nt it is desirable to ensure the co mplete

exchange of air ap proximately duri ng ever y 10—15 m m .  One shou ld

- t
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entire fuel manifold consist into the special. bellows, whi ch has

separate ventilation.

4. Testing units and their arrange ment at station.

Are applied at present the testin g u nits of two types (Fig.

112). A vital difference in them is in the arrangement of the tested

engine in box relative to cabin/compartment and control pa nel. At the

unit, given in Fig. 112a, the engine side—by—side to control panel,

while at uni t (Fig. 112b) — it is perpendicular.

L - ——  — - ______  ______
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/

IL  _ij
rig. Ill. Schematic diagram of hydraulic drive. 1 — the tra nsm itting

cell/element, 2 - conduit/manifOld. 3 — sensor, 4 — lever on engine.
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-~ In the first type  of installations, the boxes are less com plex by

-

, 

construction and by simpler resources satisfy aerodynamic

_____________________ _________ — - -5  —--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - --5--
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requirements. In second type, units is guaranteed the greater safety

of the ser vice personnel, since the rotation of compressor , turbine

and propeller occurs in the plane, parallel to the cabin/c ompartment

of control. Depending on the selected type of testing units,

plan/glides their arrangement at station.

In Fi9. 113 are shown four versions of the arrangemen t of

installations.. On diagra ms Fig. 113a and b, are shown to station with

the boxes in which the engines side— by—side to panels, whi le on

remaining diagrams — station with the boxes i~ which the engines are

arranged is perpendicular to panels. In some stat ions (Fig . 113a , b

and d) are applied the units with the individual cabin/com part ment s

cf control (one—wa y — in Fig. 113a and bilateral — in Fig.. 11Th, d),

wh ile on others (Fig. 113c) — with the common/general/total

cabin/compartment of control.

the boxes of all testing units must be imparted with exchange

point/item 5, in which the eng ine is prepa red for tests, and then

they send into the shop of sorting/partition or to the storage of

exp.d~tion.

On diagrams rig. 113a, b, c shown sisgie—row arrangement of

• 
testing units at station, while in the diagram Fig. 113d - two—row

rran~enent. Th, single—row arrangement of installations f acilitates

_ _ _
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the arrangement/permutation of station in the territory of plant, the

centralized fuel supply, simplifies conditions of fire—fig hting

protection and the feed/supply of engines by pure air.

Besides locations indicated above basic, at station a

~~nsiderable quantity of area is abstract/removed 
for auxi liary

services. Area under auxiliary locations is selected and desig n on

the basis of the corresponding norms.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
T .

rig. 112. Schematics of testing units. 1 — box, 2 — the

cabin/compartment of control , 3 — technological location , 4 — control

paael~ S — inspect ion window , 6 — engine, 7 — the entry of air, 8 —

ejection pipe.
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The part of the station where place auxiliary locations

(storage, administrative—economic, public organizations and

ever yday) , mus t be two—story. Area/site under station is

abstract/removed usual ly  of the boundary/interface of plant

territory, next to asse.bly shop, in accordance with the rulin g wind

direction. Exhaust gases must not be taken away to the territory of

plant. Near station must be the approach railway lines, which ensure

the supply of fuel to fuel tank. Near fro m station must be furnished

expedition, where they pass/return engines, successfully p assed

tests..

5. Test benches and the methods of determining the thrust~rod.

Thr ust force must be determined with high degree of p recision.

During the measurement of thrust/rod, the permissible error •ust not

• exceed ±0. 50/0 of the value of full th rus t .

I
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rig. 113. schematic of arrangement of testing units at station (by

rifleman/pointers is shown direction of air circulation in box). 1 —

box. 2 — the cabin/compartment of control , 3 — machine tool with

engine. 4 — contro l panel , 5 — exchang* point/item.
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Ill types of test benches must satisfy the following

requ ir ements:

.1) to possess sufficient mechanical strength and rigidity with

relatively small size/dimensions and we ight;

2) not to create additional resistance on the approac h of air to

engine;

3) to provide the reliable fastening of engine and accessibility

to it for the execution of the works, connected with its maintenance;

4) the constr uction of machine tools must allow/assum e testing

oq then the different modifications of just one type engine;

5) guar antee sufficiently large service life.

All the applied machine tools can be broken into rigid and

flex ible. On rigid machine tools the f rame with the fastened to i t

engine is fizsd.  Unlike them , the platform on flexible machine tools

can be moved withi n the limits, limited by intents.

( 
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Determination of thrust/rod on rigid machine tocis.

During testing on rigid machine tools the engine thrust

determines by calculation on the basis of well—known formula (f or the

case — flight speed c ~ 0)

R= °’; 
OT

c +f ~~ (p p )  (118)

Formela (118) shows that for determining the valse of thr ust/rod

it is necessary to know the area of jet i~ozzie ?~ , and the

expenditure/consumption of air G e, the expenditure/consumption of

fuel/propellant G1, the outlet gas velocity from nozzle c5, static

press.re in nozzle edge p5 and pressure in box p0. This method is

complex and bulky, furthermore, it is not possiLle with high degree

of accuracy to measure the flow rate of air and the exhaust gas

velocity. Therefore it is applied rarely.

If we into expression (118) substitute by the formula s, known

from gas d ysamici, value
t..I, + °T = =

h 
r F s~~~~~~~~~~~~~ [(~~~) _ ( ~~~) ] v ~~~ 

(119)
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and

1~~c
~=V 

2g-~—-
1
-- RT~ (120)

and to conduct uncomplicated conversions, then we will obtain

expression for det.rnin iag the thrust/rod in th. following for .:

R~~~ T ,(p5 p 0~ (121)

Pag e 145.

The value of adiabatic index k, entering th. expressions

(119).. (121), that depends on the composition of gases and

temperature, with sufficiently high degree of accuracy it is possible

to accept as constant.

i
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During engine, tests is usually of interest the value of

reactive thrust/rod, led to International standard atmosphere

(international sta udard atiosph):

R 
- (122)

.5

After substituting into expression (122) value of B from for mu la

(121)i we will obtain

R~~~ 1~~ 3 -1 (i_ ~~)~ ~(123)

Th~is, for determining the led to 
‘!nternatioual standard atmospb

value of the jet/reactive thrust it is necessary to measure the

medium complete and static çressures of gases at output/yield from

jet nozzle and the pressure in box, and then to use formula (123).

The value of complete and static noztle exit pressure can be

determined with the aid of three combs, establish/installed at an

angle of 1200 to each other and united by common/general/total

collector/receptacle for an averaging. For the case when pressure p,

a pm . form ula (123) assu•es the form

- 

I
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/~p=2.066~~
- -  F1 {(f i)  1]. (124)

ey gas—dynamic method on rigid machine tool thrust/rod is
measured with accuracy less than with the aid of dynamometers on

flexible machine tool, but completely satisfying the requirements for

technjcal specifications with the deliver y of series of TRD.

Determination of thrust/rod on flexible machine tools.

Bide acceptance obtained the methcd pf the direct measurement of

thrust force on flexible machine tools. In this case the engine is

establish/installed in special platform or the franc which can be

moved in direction of the developed with engine thrust. The

displacement/aovement of platform is determined by the dev ice of

force gauge and lie/rests within limits U~2—3 .m. Usually platform

has its detents, which li.it its motion.

All flexible machine tools consist of transfer table (frame) and

fixed mounting (basis).
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Page 146.

Accordin g to structural/design sign/criteria machine tools can be

divided into three basic groups: machine tool s with platfor,  on

rollers; machine tools with suspension platfor, and machine tools

with the platform, strengthened to flexible rods.

By the first types of machine tools, which obtained propa gation

during testing of air—breathing engines, were machine tools with the

F]atforms, establish/installed on rollers.. They were characterized by

low sensitivity and the poor stability of readings due to the high

contact voltage/stresses in rollers and the rapid wearing capacity of

their path/tracks. Therefore at present machine tools with platform

i~ rollers are not applied.

Suspension platens can be suspend/hung tO the ceiling of box or

to the special buck stays, rigidly stationary. Considerably larger

operational advantages possess machine tools with the platforms,

suspend/hung to special buck stays. Depending on the kind of

suspension the indicated category of machine tools can be broken in

turn, into two forms: machine tools with the suspension of platform

on connecting rods and machine tools with the suspension of platform

I
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on elastic tapes.

Bachine tool with the suspension of platform on connecting rods

consists of four buck stays 1 (Pig. 114) . rigidly attached on special

foundation; transfer table 14. suspe nd,’I~ung from four connecting rods

6; the mechanism of rodding to measuring device; two struts 10 and

support 12 for fastening of engines in mobile Flaten.

/

~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ T~S~~~ I Ift I

OW2 ,

Fig. 11*. Backime tool .ith suspension platform on connect ing rods. 1

— the buck stays, 2 — branching/fork, 3 a-ad Ii — thrust/rod , 5 —

- i 
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g—shaped lever, 6 — connecting rods, 7 — lower finger/pins, 8 — the
screw/propeller of detent, 9 — finger/pins, 10 — the strut of

transfer tabLe, II — tip bearing. ¶2 — the assembly of the third

support, 13 — the thrust/rod of lover support , lie — transfer table.

Page 147.

The application/use of spherical (adjusting themselves) bearings

in socket joints of suspensions makes it possible for platform easy

to be move d under the action of effort/force. Small end of connecting

rod is equ ipped by one bearing, and big end carried out in the form

of branchi ng/fork , has two bearings and is connected with the ear of

p latform lie by fin ger/pins 7. The extent of movements lengthwise is

limited to screw/propellers 8. Possible during operation 3f engine on

machine tool the lateral displacement/movements of platform are

limited to special deteats. The permissible by limiters lateral

displace.ent/move.ent of platform oscillates within limits 0.1—0.3

mm .

The displacement/movement of platen lengthwise, under the effect

of th. thrust force of the tested engine, compose s a compa ratively

high value (2— 3 in) ; during such displacemeut/aovements the hose of

fuel syste m, connected to engine and which is located during testing

under high pressure, introd uces distortions into the accur acy of

~- 51

_
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measurement. It is not possible to dec rease the displacenent/movement

of platfora, since to it is impossible conpletely remove gaps in

socket joints of machine tool..

The accuracy of the neasure*eat of thrust/rod descends al so due

to lateral displacemest/movenents and the appearing in thi s case

tçict~on bet ween guide bearing and the limiter.

Noninspection to the indicated shortcomings, machine tool

sometimes it is applied in the practice of production type tests of

YRD.

Pig. 115, shows the schematic of machine tool with the

suspeesio~ of platform on elastic tapes. Platform 5 is connected with

mounting by 2 four steel strips 3. fixed to the supports of platform

a*d mountings power bolts. On strips ther e are special thickenings

for the best fastening to supports.
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Fig. 115. Nachine tool with suspension platform on elastic strips. 1

— dynaaom.t.r, 2 - mounting, 3 — elast ic strip. 4 — device for

calibration , S — platform.

V

Page 1*8.

During th. application/use of an elastic strip with ratio a/b on the

order of 50. are a bsent the cross travels of machine tool, whi ch

ra ises the accurac y of the measurement of thrust/rod. Nach ine tool

uit~ tape/strip suspensions as com pared with machine tool with

Li
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connecting rod suspensions is characterized by larger simplicity and

reliability of supports (strips).

The displacement/movement of platen under the effect of the

thrust force of the tested engine must be low (for the

exception/elimination of the influence of the elasticity 3f strips)

aad at contemporar y units does not exceed 0.5—1.5 mm.

Of some •acbine tools the platfor, is establish/installed in

vertical flexible rods and limit its displacement/movement on 0.2—0.5

mm. aecause of this low displacement/movement the accuracy/precision

of th, determination of thrust/rod is raised.

The indicated machine tools are very simple and it is expedient

to apply them for the engines of low weight.

Of the schematics examined above of •achine tools for

determining thrust/rod the greatest propagation received the m achine

tools with the platforms, suspend/hung from elastic strips.

Calibration of machine tools.

_____ _________ —
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For the purpose of obtaining the mor e precise readings of

thrust/rod , one should on all types of machine tools create

preliminary interference of transfer table. For this, it is expedient

to provide lever/crank—tightening devices which simultaneo usly can be

calibration instru nests.

On platens, there are special attachments, employed for

fastening of engine — the engine mounts. Of some types of machine

tools, the engine mounts are absent, and engines are fastened to

special assemblies directly on platform .

Poi nt s of att achment design so that not to limit the freedom of

the motion of engine after starting/launching, because of the

temperatur e expansions of some of its parts. Engine is fastened on

mach ine tool at three points.

For the observance of the accuracy of the measurement of

thrust/rod, all the connections with the power supply units and

e~gin. control make elastic. To achieve the absolute accuracy of the

s asurement of thrust/rod is impossible, due to the presence of

forces of friction in the measuring system and influences of

different compounds. In connection with this is necessary the
- 

- calibration of machine tool together with the assigned to it 4

measuring device.
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Ihe calibration of machine tool is produced with the assembled

on it engine. Calibration is of two kinds: static with nonoperational

engine and dynamic wit h worker. The dyna m ~.c calibration of machine

tool is produced very rarely; therefore we will not it exa mine .
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Page 149.

For calibration are applied the special devices, temporarily

estabLish/installed by tow/series with uachine tool, or

lever/crank—tightening devices, entering the construction of some

machine tools. With the aid of calibration instrument artificially is

reproduced the load on machine tool, which corres ponds in the

direction to the engine thrust. Calibration instruments can be

different in construction and in operating principle. Simplest and

widelp used in the practice of tests are lever/crank type calibration

inst ru ments.

Pig. 116 lever/crank type shown calibratioe device, two struts 7

which are fastened with bolts 8 to foundation along both sides of

machin, tool. The vertical position of struts regulates by detents 6

with the aid of trailer connection 5. In the uppe r part of the

struts, are hinged attached L—shaped levers 11, connected with the

aid of finger/pins 12 with trailers 16, ~hich have trailer connection

15. T~ another end of the leve rs f rom rod 10, are suspend~ bung cups 9

for the location of calibration loads. The second end of the

thrust/rod through the branching/fork of I bracket 2 is connected
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with struts 4 of transfer table of test bench. On lever 13, which is

the cpntjnuatiuM of lever 11, is attached counterweight 14. -

1’
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Pig. 116. Device for  calibration of machine tools. 1 —

brancbing~fork, 2 — bracket, 3 — the clam p bolts of bracket, 4 — the

strut of mobile platen, 5 — trailer connection, 6 — detests, 7 - the

strut of calibration device, 8 — the clam p bolts of struts, 9 — cargo

cup, 10 — rod, 11 — L—shaped lever, 12 — finger/pin, 13 — lever, 14 —

sliding we ight of counterweight , 15 — trailer connection, 16 —

thrust/rod.

Page 150.

During the installation of calibration dev ice the length of

thrust/rod 16 with the aid of trailer counectio; is regulated so that

the axle/a xis of finger/pin 12, which con nects thrust/rod with lever ,

would be misaligne d to the side of engin, to 1.5— 2 na relative to the

4
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axle/a xis of the finger/pin , connecting lever with the strut of

device (length of thrust/rods in this case must be identical). Then

are hung rods w ith load cups and to the rifleman/gunner of the

measuring device of machine tool they establ ish/install in MON by

weight shifting 14 in levers 13.

Pot the calibration of the machine bool of cup 9, place the

loads with a weighing of 10—25 kg and recprd/write readings of

weigh~ug device of the record sheet of calibration. Then

consecutively increase load and record/write readings of draft gauge.

Peak load must by 10— 150/0 exceed the ful l thrust , developed with

e.gine. In this case, it is necessary to consider the

relationship/ratio of arms a and b of lever 11.

lot testing of the sensitivity of machine tool to both cups,

they add by equal portions the load, corresponding to weight 0.5~/ø

of measured or full thrust (that it dep.~ds on the effective

technj cal specificatipus) . If with the addition of this load are not

changed readings of draf t  gauge, then it is necessary to un load

calibration device and to test that are there no interfer ings in the

component/links of machine tool, device or measuring device. The

discover ed defects must be removed, and the calibration of machine

tool must be manufactured repeatedly.

-
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After complet ion of the load of calibration device, t hey begin

its unloading by the gradual taking of loads f tam cargo cups. In this

case, also are record/written readings of measuring device on

calibration accuracies on which they we re record/f ixed ear lier tha n

the rsading with an increase in the load.

in readings of draft gauge on the similar points , obtained

with loading and unloading of calibraticq device, disagree ment will

exceed .0.50/0 from full (or sometimes measured) thrust, then machine

tool, calibration device end measuring device must be tested, but

cali~~ation must be repeated.

After the com plete removal of load from calibration d evice, it

is necessary to rock transfer table of machine tool and to give to it

possibilit y to be balanced. In this case, the rifleman/gun ner of the

indicator of measuring device it must show the zero value of

thrust/rod. At the termination of calibraticu. is constructed the

calibration graph of machine tool according to the average data,

obtained with load and unloading of calibration device.

The cal ibration of machine tool one should produce n~ t thinner

than one times in month , or before the prolonged and after endurance

test pf engime and after each sorting/partition of machine tool. In

dependenc. on the device of machine tool, character of the conducted 

- 
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tests and construction of calibration d.v*ce the process of

calibration can have its special feature/ peculiarities, in connection

with which the ord er of the calibration is indicated in the

corresponding technical specifications and records.

Page 151.

6. Test benches and the method s of determining the torsional moment.

By the basic para.eter , which character izes the effectiveness of

turboprop engines, is the power, absorbed propellers. The direct

measurement of power during test wovk is irrational. Usually

effective power is determined by indirect metbcd f ron the formula

N,=~ -~~ (125)

During the determ ination of the power of turboprop engine s, it

is necessary to focus special attention on methods and th e

accuracy/precision of the determin ation qf the torsiona l momen t. The

permissible error accordimg to the effecti ve technical spe cifications

must sot exceed .0.50/0 of the maximum inlue of the measured

torsional moment.

~
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Tb. method s of determining the tor ional moment , used from

ezperjmental stations, are different. But in all cases the tested

en gin, is installed on rigid (with fixed platfotm) or flex ible bob

mackiss tool (with the rocking platform) .

lequirenents for the indicated •acl iae tools are identical to

those given above requirements for machine tools for deter mining

re act ive thr ust/rod.

Independent of the type of the macbine tool on which is tested

the tetboprop engine, the necessary cell/element of testin g un it is

the brake, which a bsorbs the power of engine.

Durin g t•stim g of turboprop engines, find wide application air

and hpdraulic brake. Is air brakes ate applied propellers of engines.

Air brakes are applied during engine testing both on rigid and on bob

machine tools. Hydraulic brakes are applied only during engine

testing on rigid machine tools.

Let us pass to the examination of tk. differ ent  methods of

d.ter.ininq the torsiona l moment of turboprop engine.

Tests of turboprop engines on rigid mackime tools with pro pellers and

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
;~ii:
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hydrau lic brakes.

rig. 117, sho ws the machine tool, which is rigid open fra me,

attached on the foundation and carrying on themselves power frame 2

with engine mount 1. To the latter is fastened the engine wh ose po wer

is absorbed by propeller. Machine tool is very simple by

constv uction, it is convenient in operation , it is designed to engine

testing of large power.

Page 152.

Engin, testing of smaller powers is possible during the uncom~~ ica ted

conversion of machine tool — setting to the pqver ring of

intermediate frame.

To apply air controllable—pitch propeller as a brake of this

type pf engine is possible, if the characteristic of the latter is

entered into range Olvo (Fig. 118). Line 04 corresponds to the

saxima m va lue of the bled. eagle ‘p_,,, while line OT — the •inimua

value of the blade angle ‘V.,~. Point a corresponds to the maximump
- - , torsipnal moment. ~oint ‘V limits the maximum permissible from

condition strengths of screw/propellers revolutions. Line 413

characterizes power change with M,~ 
a

.5 - - 
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The kno wledge of dependence that w)4ch is absorbed by the

screv~fpropeller of power on revolutions for different values ‘v ~
coast make s it possible in principle to determine the power of

engine. But virtually method is applied rarely, since the

characteristics of screw/propeller in v~~k in box are not stable and

cannot be obtained with the necessary digree of accuracy.

To determine torque on the shaft of the engine, tested on rigid

ma ch ine tool with propellers as brakes, possible also at special

torque meters (~~~M) (see Chapter III).

Considerable propagation for absorption and measurement of pover

was received hydra ulic brake. rig. 119, shows the schematic of

setting turboprop engine 3 on rigid machine tool 4 with hydraulic

brake 1 as the absorber of power.

1 I  
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rig. 117. Bigid machine tool for testing T’VD with propeller. I — the

engine mou nt, 2 — power frame, 3, 4 — braces, 5, 6 — strut, 7, 8 —

data points, 9 — arms.

Page 153.

Machine tool is the rigid farm/truss, establish/installed on special

foundation.

The operating principle of hy draulic brake is based on the use

of resistance, which appears during the r~ tatio; of disks in liquid.

The sChematic diagram of hydraulic brak~ is shown in rig. 120. To

shaf t 1, is mounted brake disc 2, whic h rotates in the housing of

stator 5, which can be turned in bearings~ Water along tube 3,

— ---—‘-5— - - - * - fl - . - _ - 
_ — —
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equipped with valve/gate 4, under constant pressure proceeds to the

center of disk 2,, whence under the actic~ of centrifugal force it is

reject/thrown to the periphery of disk. Discharge water is

abstrict/removed through tube 6. The tijickness of the layer contained

jacket water and, therefore, the power, absorbed by brake, regulate

by rotary branch connections 8 with the aid of worm gear 7.

The hydraulic resistance, which effects on disk durin g its

motion in a layer of water, creates braking moment. The latter is

directed against the rotation of disk and balances the equal to it,

bUt oppositely directed torsional mome nt, applied to the shaft of

brak . Accomplished by engine work is cqn~ erted into the heat, which

heats water.

I
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rig. 118. Characterist ic of controllable-pitch propeller. 1 — with

heavy screw/propeller. 2 — with the lightened screw/propeller.

Fig. 119. Schematic of setting of lTD on rigid machine tool with

hydraulic brake as absorber of paver of engine. I — brake, 2 — the

coupling, 3 — engine, ~ — machine tool.

_ 
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Fig. 120. Schematic diagram of hydraulic brake. 1 — shaft, 2 — brake

disc, 3 — water supply, I — valve/gate. 5 — the housing of sta tor , 6
— drain, 7 — worm gear. 8 — rotary branch connections. I
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Page 154.

To jacket it is transferred through water torque/moment, equal

to braking moment, but oppositely directed. This torque/moment viii

turn jacket in the direction of rotation of rotor. The value of

torque/moment is measured with the aid of dynamometers. So by

h ydraul ic br ake is measured the torsional moment.

Turboprop engines on hydraulic— brake stand can be L

experience/tested with red~acer or without reducer. With reducer are

carried out the tests of the sub miniature  motors, working in

operaaion with one pr opeller.

To the hydraulic brakes, used during tests of TYD, are presented

the following requirements:

1) reliable work is operati on during is not less than 2000

boura4

2) an error is th. measurement of tb. torsional momen t must be

not more than ,~0.5o/o maxi mum measured tocque,Smceeat;

I 
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3) the possibility of load change over wide limits with constant

r pm;

~) simplicity in operation and ease of control.

With high rated speed of hydraulic brake for the tests of

powerful TYD, they are obtained by sufficiently compact and

lightj lungs.

The requirements enumerated above satisfies Soviet hydraulic

brake GT—Te (Pig. 121). The hydraulic part of tbe housing consists of

the cham ber of filling A, of the chanber of braking B and of plenu m

chamber C~. The chamber of f i l l ing  is the cavity from which the wat er

enters the chamber of braking; its designatioa/~urpose - to align the

pressure of liquid , wh ich is very important from the viewpoint of the

operat iona l stabil ity of brake. In the chamber of braking, mechani cal

ei~ergy is converted into thermal . The chauber of braking in

circumference is closed by the ring of 10 average disks 9. Between

the ri ng and body disks 7, are formed the slots for the yield of

water from the chamber of braking into damping chamber. At stator on

the surfaces, turned to the side of the disk of brake, have radial

fin/edges for an increase in the drag coefficient of the chamber

-- ---.5 - - - - -- 5 -  -5 - ,  - - “ ~~~
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walls of braking.

Durin g operation in the chamber of braking, are

sbore~accumulated the air and the water vapors, calling bu ffeting and

the instability of work of hydraulic brake. For the elimination of

this defect, the chamber of braking is prompted with the atmosphere.

Water into brake enters through flexible hose from the chamber of the

fixed level throug h controlled by electric aotct valve 8. In other

words, with the aid of valve is regulated value that which is

absorbed by the brake of power.

On stator is establish/installed water pu.~ 11, which feeds the

ejector of hydra’ulic brake. Since pump 11 is given from the shaft of

brake and is establish/installed on the housing of stator, the

accuracy of the measurement of power it does not affect. Ejector

provides the stable operation of hydraulic brake on all

mode/conditions.

For the prevention of fouling, the temperature of the water,

coming out from hydraulic brake, must not exceed 70—80°C.

a 
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rig.. 121. Hy draulic brake CT—Ic . 1 — Acceleration clutch, 2 —

support, 3 — drainage nozzle, 4 — disk, 5 — bearings, 6 - bearing

flanges, 7 — body disks, 8 — valve, 9 — average disk, 10 — damping

ring. 11 — water pump. A) the chamber of tilling, B) the cha mber of

braking, C) plenum chamber.

Page 156.

The accuracy of measurement of the tprsional moment depends on

the value of bearing fricticn and the rigidity of the

cond uit/manifolds, which supply water. The lesser the rotation of

stator , the higher the accuracy Of measurement. Conduit/ma nifo lds

(hoses) must be soft.

The torsional moment, which effects pn stator, is tra nsferred to

measuring device. To the housing of hydraulic brake, they fasten on

lever (Pig. 122). The lever of calibration 5 serves for the

perception of effort/forces from the weight of the loads, placed on

calibration instrument 4. Working lever 2 transfers the

effo rt/for ces, which appear f rom reactici~ary  torque, to dynamoneter

1.

the size/dimensions of the disk of hydraulic  brake are selected
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on the basis of calculation. Examining the friction from two sides

infinitesimal, circular celi/el.ment of the disk of brake against

water and after integrating differential equation, we viii obtain

formu la for determining the friction horsepower of the disk

3(r5 —ir P
/v a

where • is the coefficient, which characterizes the frictions of

disks in liquid to magnitude of losses;

r1 and r,- — outside and inside radii of the disk of brake in

I;

a — the numbe r of revo lutions of the rotor of brake per second;

G—constant number.

The calculation of hydraulic brake CT—Ic was produced by the

semielpirical form ula

N~ c~ 
( 2 s )I

.J 

(

~~~~
)O

.2 
~~~~~~ (127)

where C , - is the constant coefficient , characterizing the resistance

of disk (for a brake GT—T. C1 a 0.209) ; -

— the constant coefficient, characterizing the effect of the
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fin/edges of the walls of body dis ks on the amount of the absorbable

power (for a hydraulic brake GT—!e it is accepted a = 5);

— the angular velocity of disk in 1/s;

— the kinematic viscosity coefficient of the working liquid

in mm”s;

p is density of working fluid in kg stm/ m’.

-- .5- 
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Fig. 122. Schematic of calibration instrument and measurem ents of

torsional mo ment. I — dynamometer, 2 — working lever, 3 — rollers, 4

— calibration instrument, S — the lever of calibration.

Page 157.

Values v and p are determined according to mean tempe rature Of

water at entrance and exit of brake, usually ~~ a tO—4 5°C . Using

formula (127), it is possible to construct the characteristic of

bydraulic brake with its complete filling, i.e., the depen dence of

.azimam power on number of revolutions.
I

According to the calculated power determine the consu mption of

• 
I 

the water through the hydraulic brake:
Q_ 632 N1 (128)

Al

I
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where At — the temperature differential  of water at ent rance and exit

of bra ke, usually at 35—45°C.

Prom Q is designed the cross sectiq~ of conduit/manifolds on the

entry into hydraulic brake . The velocity of water in conduit/manifold

is recommended to accept within limits 2—3 m/s. Value Q is utilized

also for the calculation of the flow areas of throttle/choke, water

pump of ejector and drainage nozzles. Naximum pressure in kg/ntm.

develpped in the chamber of braking, tbCy calculate according to the

expression

(129)

On the developed pressure can be found the effort/force, which

is necessary to the chamber wall of brakieg.

Pig. 123, depicts the characteristic of hydraulic bra ke. If the

charac teristic of the tested engine is entered into the area, limited

by limes OABCDO, which means, that this brake can absorb its power

and measure torque. The initial section of characteristic OA

corresponds to wor k of brake with maximum filliag with water and is

curved, close to cubic parabola.
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In point A, the torque/moment reaches maximu m value. A further

increase in the nu~iber of revolutions of brake is admissib le during a

decrease in the thickness of the lajer of water in brake so that on

section AB the torsional moment it would remain constant and equal to

maximum value.

I
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rig. 123. Characterist ic of hydraulic brake.

Page 158.

In poin t B, the power, absorbed by brake, reaches max imum value.

Its further increase is led at the beginning of boiling the water,

ukich fills brake. At point C. is reached the maximum angu lar

velocity of the rotor of brake.

Line CD of characteristic shows the minimum power, absorbed by

brake without water because of bearing friction of rotor and friction

of disk against air.

The calibration of hydraulic brake with torque meter is

realize/accomplished wit h the aid of the calibration instrument,

which consists of levers, thrust/rods and loads; the schem atic of

device is given in Pig. 122. The method of the calibration of
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hydraulic br ake is similar to the method of the calibration of

ucbi.e tool for the measurement of thrust/rod. aequirements for the

accuracy/precision of the calibration Of hydraulic brake the same as

during the neasurement of reactive thrust/rod..

The calibr ation of hydraulic brake is carried out in the

periods, stipulated under technical specifications tot testing of

this engine, and after all sorting/partitions or the preve nt iv e

iqspections.

A shortcoming in hydraulic brakes during testing of

bigh—pover eds engi ne with coaxia l propellers, is the need for taking

reducer , as a result of which the power of engine is deter mined

vitbost taking int o account of losses in this assembly. 
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Pig. 121$. Hydraulic system of setting. 1 — the tank of fixed level, 2

— bolt wit h electric drive . 3 — valve/gates.

key: (1) . h y draulic brake. 42) . In calibrator. (3) . To radiators.

Page 159.

the application/use of a hydraulic brake as absorber of the

power of the tested engine is added to aid. systems of testing unit

one additional — the water system, schematic diagra. of which is

shown in rig. 12 . Water from water pi pe enters the tank of fixed

level 1, whe nce through the filter and controlled bolt 2 — into 
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brake. Discharge water, and also surplus mater from tank 1 hea ds for

the slltpa n where it is cooled , after which returns to the tan k of

fixed level. System not complex, but during testing of hig h— povereds

engins must possess large throughput capacity.

D
~hiriag engine testing with air or bydraulic brake sometimes as

starter is applied bob electric motor (Fig. 125). Bob electric motor

allows sim ultaneously with the acceleration of the started an engine

to determine the value that wh ich is absorbed by it power at

starting/launching. The torque/moment, applied to the stator of

electric motor, is measured just as of hydraulic brake, with the aid

of levers and measuring device. After having emerged of engine to

vorkiag revolutions, bob electric motor is disccnnected.

Fig. 126, shows rigid machine tool for testing TVD with

propellers as brakes and bob electric motor 6, which performs the

role of starter. On figure is visible dynamometer 9, employed for I -

determining value that which is absorbed by the engine of power into

the torque/moment of starting/launching and the calibration

iqstrument of 7 bob electric motor .
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rig. 125. Bob electric motor. 1 — anchor, 2, 8 — the bearings of

stator, 3. 7 — strut, i4~~ 6 — spin bearings, 5 — stator.

Page 160.

Engine tests on bob machine tools.

V

the power of turboprop engine can be determined on bob machine

tool. The brakes, which absorb the power ~f engine, serves propeller.

Pig. 127, shows the schematic diagra m of bob machine tool.

~achin. tool consists of fixed mounting 3 and rocking arou nd
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axle/axis 0 of frame 1. Tested engine 7 is establish/installed in

frane.~ In the engine operation screw/propeller 8, being rotated

counterclockwise, is created on the axis pf fluctuation of frame

reactionary torque in the d irection of arrow/pointer. Reaction ar y

torque, eq ual in magnitude to shaft torque of screw/propeller 8,

turns to certain angle frame and lever 5, which moves thrust/rod 2,.

connec ted with torque meter. The calibratj~on of machine tool with  the

~id of device 1 is carried out analogously with the calibration of

machine tools f  or the measurement of thrust/rod. 

.5- - . -.- - - . - --- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Fi9. 126. Rigid nachine tool for testing ?YD. 1 — reducer, 2 —
coupling shaft, 3 — engine, 4 — daaper, S — aachine tool, 6 — bob

electric aotor, 7 — device for the calibration cf bob electric •otor,

8 — iano•e ter, 9 - dyna.oaeter, 10 — electric •otor, 11 — pulp, 12 —

filter, 13 — fuel tank, 11$ — electric beater.

Page 161.

I.ceasary requireaent for bob machin. tools — the

arranqeaent/p.rnutatj on of the center of gravity of the rockin g

—

~

—

~

— ~~~~~.---
.

— —- — - - —- - __________

- 
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syBte a below center of fluctuation. The axle/axis of engin e usually

coincides with the axle/axis of the rocking systea or arrange/located

soneuhat abo ve.

to the accuracy of seasurenent of the torsional sonen t M~, has

effect the torsion propellers of the flew , i~hich flows around •aqine.

The tvist•d air jet decreases the real torsional noment to 2—30/0.

it is known that the axial yield of gases iro. turbine is

observed only in the engine operation on desig~ conditions. The

analysis of experisental naterial shows that the torsion of the

coning out fro. turbine gas j et can iatnodnc. the error, which

reaches to 100/0 of the neasured value MKP .

Pot the purpose of the elinination of the effect of the blowout

of engine those who were twisted with propellers with flow one should

.~gin. cover durin g tests by the quick—detachable cowling, •ade Iron t

skeet steel and fixed to fixed •ounting, or to place between it and

with prop eller di? fusot grid.

tot the .li.inatioa of effect on the neasursee*t M~ of the

torsion of gas flow behind turbin, one should eatabliak/iastall is

ovtput/y i.ld fros the jet nozzle of engine attached in cradle

di?? sear grid.

I
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When conducting of the indicated seasures, it is possible to

seasure the torsional nomen t of TYD with the error, which does not

exceed .20/0.

As can be seen Iron that which was present.d, the accuracy of

neasurenent of the torsiona l aoaent durin g engine testing on bob

nachine tools does not correspond to the reguirenents for tech nica l

specificat ions.

~he greatest accuracy of neasuresent of the torsional monent

provide hydraulic brakes. Pronising is engine testing on rigid sta nds

with air brakes and PCM for deteruining value M Kp.

g

I 
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tig. 227. Schenatic diagran of bob nachin e tool. 1 — calibration

i~strusent . 2 — roddiag, 3 — fixed nounting, ~ — fran ., 5 — lever , 6

— regslating load, 1 — engine, 8 — prop~llere

Page 162.

7. Nachi ne tools for the aeasure aent of equivalent horsepower TYD.

Efficiency of TYD is estisated at the equivalent horsepower ,

which is the sun of effective shaft horsepower and the pow er, created

by reactive thrust/rod. Under conditions of bench tests of engine

this pover can he detsisined by tbe ezpresai oa
N,—N,+O,9 1R , (130)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  — ---—~~~~~~
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where 0.91 is a conversion factor of the thrust/rod of power;

N. — the effective power:

R~ — a jet/reactive thrust/rod of nozzle.

Thus, for deternisiag N) necessary to produce sisultaneously it

died the t ocsional sonest M Kp and the jet /reactive thrust/rod of

nozzle R.

Stand tot deteraining equivalent horsepower consists of the

cell/.leaents. which sake it possible tc produce the sisultaneous

separate aeasureaent of the torsional sonent and thrust/rod.

Equivalent horsepower can be defined during the eng ine

insta&]ati on both on r igid and on flexible nachine tools. In this

case, reactiv, thrust/rod on rigid sachine tool it is expedien t to

determine by gas—dynamic aethod, but the torsional sonent — one of

the method s examined above.

Limited application for deternining the equivalent horsepower

_________ _________ 
________ _________________ .

-~~~ -—-- .. ~-.“-~ - . ____J
__ 
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find the machine tools in which ip transfer table are installed an

engine and the hydraulic brake, which absorbs its power. The

schematic of this machine tool. is represented in Fig. 128. To

iount~ng S from tapes 4, is suspend/hung platform 3. On platform is

establish/installed engine 2 whose power is absorbed by hydraulic

brake 1. The thrust/rod, created by the coming out from jet nozzle

gas flow, is measured by dynanoneter 6. The indicated method provides

the bigb deg ree of accuracy of the defi*itioa both the thrust/rod of

jet nozzle and the torsiona l noneat of en~q ina . 1!h. sett in g in

question is bulky, complex and not always rational.

The cal ibration of dynamometers for the measurement of

thrust/rod and torsional moment on the examined machine tools is

produced separately, but with the established/installed engine.

equipped accord ing to technology.

2
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Pig. 128. Nachine tool for determining equivalent horsepower. 1 —

hydraslic brake, 2 — engine, 3 — transfer table, 4 — elastic tapes, 5

— mounting , 6 — dynamometer.

Q—
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Pig. .129. Diagram of fuel system of ex perimental station. 1 — filter,

2, 3 — air operated valves, 4 — flexible hoses. 5 — valve/gates, 6 —

check valve, 7 — three—way cock, 8 — measuring tank, 9 — pum pi ng

unit, 10 — the filter of purification/cleaning priming fuel, 11, 14 —

automatic pressure regulator, 12 — the coarse filter of

fuel/propellant, 13 — the Counter of the fuel consumption. 15 — the

tap/crane of th. compressed air, 16 — fuel meter. 17 — fir. safety

devic /f use.

1~~T1 TT~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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key: (1) . Bullets of control. (2) . Panel for instruments. (3). From

air line. (4). Air. (5). Oil for storage from lubrication System.
(6). Oil for conservation. (7). Pouring fu el/propellant from pipes.
(8). Drain. (9)A’j/irn~~. 
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Page 164.

8. Systems of testing unit.

For providing the possibility of the test work of eng ines and

taking the stipulated under technical specifications character istics,

the testing units equip with ‘fuel and oil systems, the systems of

load, starting/lau nching. etc. Let us examine scae of the indicated

systess.

Fuel nysts..

The fue l system of installatiois on testing TE D must ensure:

1) the uninterrupted feed/supply of engine by the necessary

geantity of fee l/propellant in all range of the modes of its

operation;

I 
____________ _______
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2) the possibility of the rapid measurement of the fuel.

consumptio ns in all engine power ratings with the error, which does

not ezc.ed fO. 5o/o ;

8) careful air—department/separation and the filtration of the

supplied to engine fuel/propellant ;

4) supply to engine sometimes of two different ty pes of

fuel/propellaqt (starting/launching and basic);

5) convenience by operation and airt3gbtness.

Fuel/propellant is fed to the engine through the service task ,

arrange/located at testing unit, or it is direct from fuel reservoir.

Contemporary TED expend/consume considerable quantities of

fuel/propellant. Therefore almost everywhere in experimental stations

is applied the system of direct fuel f eed to engine from central fuel

reserwoir. Fuel/propellant is fed along tubes with the cross section,

suffieient for continuous feed/supply of several engines on, and the

pressure of fuel/propellant in system is suppgrted equal to 1—1.5

at m (gage) .

I II ~ TI1II~~~ 
.1 . .
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The schematic diagram of the f uel ~ystes of unit wi th d irect

su pply is gi ven on rig. 129. flain fuel from central fuel reservoir is

f ed to the coarse filter of fuel/prope llant 12. Then th rough  the

total counter of the consumption of fuel/propella nt 13 for automatic

ccntrpl ler of pressure lii , which supports the necessary pressu re in

grid/net work. From regulator the fuel/propellant heads for the engine

through flow me ter 16 of the volumetric or weight type. Through

filter 1 and air operated valve 2, fuel/propellant enters engine. Air

operated valve is intended for the cutoff  of fuel/propellant in the

case of the origination of fire hazard. Between flow meter 16 and

filter 1, it is ex pedient to place the rotam eter, which makes it

possible to continuously check rate of discharge and to follow the

stabi’ity of engine power ratings.

Priming fuel heads toward the engine through filter 10, the

automatic pressure regulator ii and fire magnet cranes of remote

contrpl 3.

Page 165.

Pot the measuremen t of the consumption of priming fuel, se rves

measuring tank 8. In fuel  system must be the drain line, through

which surplus fuel/propellant enters conversely in fuel reservoir.

L — -
~~~~~~~ 
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The taken centralized supply of installations with

fuel/propellant provides uninterrupted f.ed/supply of engines and

fire safety. Fuel reservoir usually consists of the service tanks,

the pumping plant, which feeds fuel/propellant to units, and the

drainage station, which pum ps over fuel/propellant from the railroad

tank cars in the capacity of fuel reservoir. To units the

feel/prope llant is fed on three main lines: om two — main f uel

(diff erent types) and on one — startii g/launching. In each main line

there is a separate pump, which creates the necessary overpressure.

Pressure constancy in system is supported by the reduction val ves,

which pass the excesses of fuel/propella,~t back into cisterns.

Fig. 130, gives the exemplary/approximate schematic of the

arrangemen t of cisterns and equipment of central fuel reservoir with

pump feed of fuel~ propellant to units.

The fue l/propellant, which epters the engine, passes careful

purification/cleaning. Usually in fuel system is provided for the

setting of two filters: rough cleaning and fine purification. The

filters, con nected in system, must ha ve the low coefficients of

hydraulic resistance and retard the particles with a size/dimension

of more than 5 p.

_____ 
—I - -~~ 
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rig. 130. Schematic of central fuel res~rvoir. 1 
— drainage

point/item, 2 — filters, 3 — transfer pum ps, 4 —

capacitance/capacity, 5 — the forcing pumps. 6 — reduction valves, 7

— manome ters, 8 - flow meters, 9 — tap/cranes.

Key: ti). To units. (2). main fuel. (3). lanother type). (is). priming

fuel.

Page .166.

As materia l for a filter, are applied silk (kapron) fabric or

th. specia l rubber ized paper . Construction of one of the f i l ters  is 

~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ - . . , , .. - ~
, 
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show n to Fig. 131.

Th. selection of the area of filter surface area depends in

essence on rat. of discha rge of fuel/propellant , permissible

resietan~~ of f i l ter  and on the  predicted frequency of

sorting/partition.

Tap/cranes systematically are checked against airtightness under

pressure, large of worker. ¶

The cross section of main—line fuel pipe is selected so that the

speed of the motion of fuel/propellant would be 1—2 m/s. For decrease
in the possible losses of pressure, the bending radii usually are

made more than three diameters of conduit/manifold..

All the compounds of main line must be easily open—door and

ra pid replacement. In order to elis.inat~ the effect of fue l pi pes on

the measurement of thrust/rod or torsioma 8. moment of engine (during

engin, testing on the flexible machine tools), the fuel, main directly

of teat b nch they connect up engine with the aid of flexible hose.

9
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Pig. 13*. Fuel fil ter. 1 — the drain cockb 2 — silk, 3 — the

framework/body of the filtering cell/element, 4 — the branch of fuel

input , 5 — upper lid, 6 — the branch of the branch/removal of

fuel/propellant, 7 — housing.

Page 167.

Fuel system is checked against airtigbtness under pressure,

lar g. of service pressure it is not less than two times and not

thinner than one times in month.

. 1
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oil system.

Contempor ary turbojet engines have the not dependent from

aircraft (autonomous) oil system whose loose parts

(capacitance/capacity, radiators, etc.) are structurally carried out
iq concert with engine. The refore for prod uction type  tests of

engine, the system of external oil circulation at unit is not

necessary. Usually at stands of TED, equip only oil system , intended

for the conservation of engine.

For cooling of the rubbing parts of reducer of TYD. is required

the cpnsiderably larger circulation of oil, than in TED and therefore

at stands of TVD is necessary the external cii system, which

satisties following requirements.

2) system must ensure supply into the engii~e of the n ecessary

quantity of oil, and also conducting of the measurements of

circulation and consumption of oil;

2) oil, coming out from engise, must be cooled, and inlet

temperature into •ngine — be supported within certain limits; J

- ~~~~~— — ~~~~~ 
.- - 
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1) oil, coming out from engine, must be filtered;

~) befor. engine starting under co~~
itions of the low

temperatures of surrounding air must be provided the possibility of

the preheating of oil..

Pig. 132, gives the schematic diagram of the oil syste. of stand

of TYD. Oil from special location is fed to tank is,

establish/installed on weighing device 5, through the indicators of

the duct of oil 7. Location for oil tanks usually is designed for

supply to the testing units of two types of oils and procedure from

these installations of waste oil. Tank 44 is equipped with electric

beater.. From tank oil through the filter is  fed to engine. On

output/yield from engine, oil passes filter 10 (from brass grid) and

heads back for the tank through total flow meter 2, which takes it

possible to determine the circulation of oil. In system ther. is

wa ter—oil of radiator 1, with the aid of w hich it is possible to

determine heat emission into oil.

Two n parallel connected filters at output/yield from engine

they allow, without stopping tests, to disconnect one of them and to

condut t inspection. Pumping unit 3 makes it pQssible to wa rm

_  .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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thoroughly oil in an entire system. For this, the system m ust be

preliminarily rung with the aid of tap/cranes 12.

Page 168.

During engine, testing are distinguished the consumption and the

circulation of oil. By consumption is understood a quantity of oil,

spent by engine per hour of work. The circulation of oil he is called
a quantity of oil, pum ped through through the engine in a minute.

Consumption is determined by a change of weight or volume of oil

in the tank of unit for the determined time interval. With the

measurement of consuaption volumetrically it is necessary to maintain

the identical temperature of oil in the beginning and end of the

measurement.

The measureme nt of circulation is produced during min ute at
steady temperature of oil. A quantity of puiped oil is determined
from the formula

~~M — VM ’(M = VM h~~o’c — 0,007 (tN....~— 20) I, (131)

w h r e v~ is a volume of pumpe d oil;

1~’o’ s — the specific gravity/weight of oiL at 20°C;
t1 .,..1—the temperature of 01]. at output/yield from article . 

- -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — .
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rig. 132. Schematic diagram of oil systea~. Conditional designatio~is:

— oil feed, — oil drain, — flexible hose. I — water—oil radiator. 2 —

total flow meter, 3 — pumping unit, 4 — weight oil tank, 5 — weights,

6 — drip pan, 7 — the indicator of the duct of cii, 8, 12 — three— way

cock, 9 — reverse valve, 10 — filter, 11 — tap/crane.

Key: (1). To engine. (2). Fron to engine.

Page 169.

Zn the value of circulation, it is possible to find heat

emission ii oil fr om the .z~~.asioa:
QM=cN (tM .VI—lW. .R) O

~
. (~32)

C - - . 1T.i~~~ 
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where ‘M~~Z is temperature of oil at entry; C~ — the heat capacity

of oil.

CM = 0,43+0,011 (!~~-~ _U~~ ~~~ ‘ — 15). (133)

The used in oil system radiators are tubular type co•moa

mater—oil radiators. Oil occur/flow/lasts within the washed by water

of tubes or, on the contrary, between tubes, alcng which flows the

water, oil pressure in radiator must be somewhat higher than the

pressure of water.

the diameters of the conduit/manifolds of oil system one should

sele~~ from the condition so that the speed of oil circulation would

not exceed 1 m/s.

All engines, passed monitorin g testa~ subj ect to internal and

extersal conservation. Interna l conservation engine passes at

station, external — during expedition.. internal conservation consists

of two stages. After completion of mon itoring test before the engine

shutdown into its fuel system instead of the fuel/propellant, feed

oil (see Fig. 130). The conservation of tee remaining assemblies of

engine is carried out on special trucks is exchan ge ba ll , where

engine heads after tests.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::~iii.. ~— -j ..~~~~~—~~~~~~~ .-———-— - —.-! .~ 
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9& Calculation of a required quantity of machine tools.

The number of machine tools n at station can be determined by

the formul a
(134)

wher e ~~T. is a total gas labor consumption of tests in mac hine—hours;

— the real fund of the operating time of one machine

tool in hours.

the tot al gas labor consumption of tests depends on the program

of th. issue of engines N, of a quantity of hours of tests and time,

necessary for the auxiliary activities when engine is located on

machis. tool. This time during any tests ~.s composed of following

elements: the time of installation on machine tcol and its equipme nt ,

warmin g up and the breahings in of engine, testing and t iming of

engine , of visual inspection, routine maintenance work (for engines

which are found on prolonged or special tests) and of taking engine

from sachine tool .
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Let us designate the total time of the determination of engine

on machine tool du ring installation works and the tests: delivery —

A, control — B, special — C, prolonged — D and repeated — E. Values
A, B, C, D, and 8 are determined by test program. A quanti ty of

engines, which pass special tests, is taken as equal to K1 to 0.025

N. A quantity of engines, w hich pass endurance test K~, is determined

by technical specifications for tests. upon consideration of the

value of the load of machine tool duri ng endurance tests, it is

necessary to add 20o/o to routine maintenance work. A quantity of

engines, which pass repeated tests, is taken as equal to K 3 = 0.1

N. The time of repeated testing is taken equal to the time of

delivery and control, i.e.. B = A • 8. Consequently, t otal annua l

labor consumption in hours can be dit.rmiaed by the formula

~ T_ [1,1 (A±B)+O,025C+ I , 2K20j N. (135)

The real fund of the operating time of o~e machine tool per

annum is less than calendar (being product numker of workdays in year

by th. possible diurnal load of machine tool) due to time losses for

repair of equipment, preventive maintenasce and idi. tin.:

~D=k4~~ , (136)

where k — the coefficient, depending on the degree of the complexity

of aa~bine tool, the characteristics of engine and degree of the

d.t.r~oration of •quipeent. Usually are accepted k 0.85— 0.95.

In the year of 359 workdays, if we consider that the station

- V  - — - _ .__ -w-_ - - .---- - - . -----  - -- -- -  -
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works 2~—hou r with the extent of replacement 6 hours, then ~~ a of

359 workdays x ~i shifts x 6 hours = ~6I6 hours. In f ina l  form the

formula for deter.ini ng the number of machine tcols can be

represented in the for.

~ 
N (Ll(A+B)+O.025C+1 ,2K,D1 

. (137)

jf n is obtained by fraction, it is necessary to round of f it to

a whoke to the side increase. For producing necessary reserve of the

power of station, one should equip statiGn with the number of machine

tools u’ * ~ + 1 .

10. Nethods of noise abatement at experinental stations.

it experimental stations appears the noise during suction, and

eap.c3ally during the outflow of gas behind jet nozzle. During

testieg TYD, additional noise is created by propellers.

Page 171.

it is necessary to keep in mind that exhaust noise of jet

engines is high—frequency , i..., especially harmful for health. The

questions of nois. abatement at units with jet engines are important

not oalY for the service station personnel amd the collect ive of 
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plant, but also for the population, which lives in area of the

latter.

rig. 133 are represented these, characterizing change noise

iqtensities at a distance 9 m around the engines of different types,

approximately equal thrust indices. An ijicrease in the distance to 90

a decreases noise intensity approximately by 20 dB.

Decibel is a unit of ncise intensity~ A quantity decibel is

determined by the expression

L==lOIgf ôö, (138)

where I is the force of the volume of source; j
~ 

— the force of

volume on threshold of audibility, is equal to 10 9 erg/cm 2s = 1 0 1~
Jo Dies/c n5 a.

In order to present physically the value of the noise of jet

engines and to clarify the value of the problem in question, we will

use, by rig. 131~, which shows the physiological effect of the noise

of different intensity on man. Under noise with intensity of more

than 80 dB begins difficultly to talk, level 120 dB produc es the

perc.ption of pressure in eye/ear, with *40 dB the sounds give

alre ad y pain, while with 160 dB occurs the mechanical dama ge of the

organ/controls of audition. According tq safety measures it cannot be

worked prolonged time with the noise whose intensity exceeds 85 lB.

—-— - - - - - —— - -——- - - - -- - 
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For a brief time are permissible the big~er values of sound

intensit y.

During noise abatement at experimental stations, it is necessary

to consider that the considerable speeds, temperatures and the

volumes of exhaust gases complicate design, the selection of

•aterials, calculation and the construction of the systems of noise

suppression.

In connection with this during desiga and calculation of

soundproof ing systems of experimental stations, it is necessary to

consider not only the physico— mechanical pzopertie~ of

sound -absorbings material, but a3~so permissible drops of the pressure

of gas flow and the available cross sections of the suction and

exhaust channels of unit.

~j7

-
i 
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rig. 133. Total intensity of noise dependj.ng on azimuth for engines

of different types (equal thrust/rod ) at a distance 9 m of noise

source.

isy: (1). dB. (2). with by afterburner. (3). In front. (~4). It is

behind.

Page 172.

In calculation is determined the quantity of secondary air, necessary

for a reduction/descent in the temperature of gases.

I 
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During the organization of noise abatement, it is necessary to

consider the possibility of its propagation in two ways: by  air and

through foundation and soil. For the prevention of noise propagation

through the foundations of testing units, the latter are insulated

fton soil. Let us pause at the methods of noise abatement, which are 
—

spread by air.

The sound, which arose at any point of testing unit, begins to

be spread in different directions and, •z~countering obstructions, it

is reflected Qt partially is absorbed. Beflected one time, sound can

be reflected from the opposite Obstruction again and so before

complete attenuation , The better material of obstruction it absorbs

sOundb the faster the sound energy attenuates. and vice versa, the

well reflecting surfaces with their determined mutual arra ngement so

strengthen sound that it is continued e~~n for a while after the

c ssation of the sounding of source itsqlf. This phenomenon, called

reverberation, it plays a significant role in the questions of noise

abatement. In the presence of large reverberation, the intensity of

auditory sensation strongly increases.

•he value of reverberation depends on the degree of sound

absorption by the surface of walls and noise—abating devices, also,

on the vol ume of experimental location. Prom all that has been

previo usly stated , it follows that walls, ceilings and sou ndp roofing 

- -- -- —__ - - 
~~~----—--- ~~

_-- -  -
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devices of testing uni t*  must be made fro m porous materials with the
good sound—absorbing ability.
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Pig. 134. Physiological effect of noise on organ/controls of

auditjon.

mey: (1). Nechanical damages. (2). Threshold perception. (3).

Threshold of tickle. (1$). Line of the equal to volume (100 dli). (5).

I~ teasity of noise in dli.. (6). Region of speecL (7) . Threshol d of

audibility. (8) . Pressure in dyn/ca 1. (9) . Frequency in ifs.

Page *73.

The material, used in the systems of noise suppression and for

the soundproofing of the cabin/coapartn ~~ ts of the control of

experimental stations, is lust:

I
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1) to retain life with the incidence/impingement on it of

fuel/prop.llaqt,, oil or water and not to lose in this case the

sound-absorbing properties;

2) not to undergo erosion ;

~3) to be flam eproof (for the silenciag of exhaust) ;

~) solidly to be fastened to the walls of box (with its f acing) .

N ajori ty of these requ irements most coipletely satisfy fibrous

materials (minera l filament, glass wool, etc.) and the porous ceramic

a~d slag concrete blocks (solid, also, with voids).

As the cheaper materials, which successfully stun noise, but

which do aot satisfy a series of the stated requirements, it is

possible to recomm end for the systems of suction — the tree, machined

by antiseptic., for exhaust systems — metal shaving or the beams of

metallic wire. Pibrous materials are applied in units for a

reduction/descent in the noise with wide frequency band.

The noise-abating channels can have different configuration

_ _  _  _ _

~: T-~ 
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(Fig. 135). Ceramic porous (solid or koUow) blocks are applied for

the creation of channels of the type of honeycombs cell (Fig. 136).

• -
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Pig. 135. Schematic of exhaust ducts with partition/baffles from

panels with fibrous materials, a) channel with the panels, coa ted

with perforated/punched steel plate, b) chaunel with the panels,

side—by—side, c) channel with rotations, d) sinusoidal arrangement of

panels.

Page 1711.

Pot the larger effectiveness of silencing blocks they misa lign

through the determined intervals by the bait of the cross sect ion of

voids or ver y frequently is made channel zigzag. Ceramics less
• effectively decr•ases the noise of average and high frequencies in

comparison with fibrous materials,. The construction qualities of

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - — ,- - - - - — —

~~~~
.
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aater3als for a reduction/descent in the noise determine according to

their life at the different speeds of their washing gas flows,

causiog the erosion of material and exciting vjlrations.

eany fibrous materials easily erode and are destroyed fro m large

vibrations. In connection with this at the speeds of gas flow alon g

surface to 25 n/s fibrous material they shield hy grid or stee l

perforated sheets (Fig. 137a) . At the speeds of flow to 50 n/s

between a layer of fibrous material ~nd the per tor at ed/pumched

external, laminated coating, is placed a layer of strong fabric or

apply a layer of fabric ~ith shielding wire gauze (Fig. 137b). Fabric

must not be very dense, so that the high acoustic properties of the

charging material were used completely.

in the speeds of gas flow 50—140 m/s is applied additional

shi.ldinq facing, inserting between the fibrous filler and the

perforated/punched external facing more light/lung perforated sheets ,

but a 25— aillisetric inter val/gap betwqefl plates fills with the

beams of elastic twisted st•el wire. Such beams do not shr ink during

3 operation and provide the high passability/trafficability of acoustic

wa ves (Pig. 137c) .

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Pig. 136. Honeycomb channel from ceramic blocks with through voids.

Fig., *37. Constructions of noise—abating panels for different speeds

Of gas flow, a) to 25 a/s. b) to 50 m/s , C) 50— 140 n/s. I — fairings,
2 — the steel perforated/punched facing, 3 — sound—absorbing

material, 4 — fabr ic from glass fiber, 5 — the beams of metallic
wire, 6 — the perforated/punched or sieve barrier, 7 — plug/silencer.

Page 175.

The examined in Fig. 137 panels can be carried out in the form

of vertical partition/baffles or cylindrical colstructions, hung in

- 
I 

the systems of th. noise suppression of •zpetinental stations on

special grid/cascades.
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The perforated/punched laminated facing of panels can be

destroyed Under the action of vibr at ions due to fatigue of metals,

ai~d also due to the loss by sheet material of plastic properties (as

a reselt of the weakening of it by holes). In order to de:rease the

amplitude of the oscillations of the perforated/punched la mina ted

facing, it mus t be fastened by s t i f fening ribs.

Pig. 138, gives decay curves of sound in decibels per the unit

of the length of channel (30 cm) on frequency octaves for some panels

examined above. From graphs it is evident that  the most effect ive

system of the smothering of noises for los (37—30 0 Hz) and average

(300—1200 Hz) frequencies is the system with sinusoidal arrangemen t

of panels. System with the thickened paneJ.s, filled by fibrous

materials and the coated perforated/punched walls, provides good

attenuation of noise at low frequencies. System with the zigzag

arrangeaent of panels in channel (curved 1) provides the b est

attensation of noise with high frequencies (1200—11600 HZ).

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iIi~~~~~_ ’ .  ;- i--~ - -i: 1: :i-.
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rig. 138. Decay curve per the unit of th. length of channel (30 cm)

c~ frequency octaves for different chan~slz. I 
— channel with panels

for high speeds of flow (see Fig. 135c). 2 — channel with sinusoidal

panels (Pig. 135d), 3 — lay ing f rom hollow blocks (Fig. 136) • 11 —

panel—partition with a thickness of 100 m m with the distance between

centers 430 mm , S — panel—partit ion wi th  a thickness of 900 mm with

tk. distance between centers 1800 mm (Pig~ 135b).

Key: (1). Sound attenuation 8B per the unit of the length of channel

(30 cm). (2). Hz.

Page 176.

In such a way as to ensure the most effective damping of sound on

entire frequency spectrum, one should apply the combined systems of 

-~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , - - ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - —-——-- —-—-- -
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dampiz~g or system of damping, which consist of the combined panels

(Fig. 1391. In these panels are considered shortcomings in the

panels, examined above. The system of damping, assembled from such

cell/elements, provides damping sound vibrations in all range of

audible frequencies and because of high effectiveness makes it

possible to apply the stunr ing cell/elements of smallest

size/dimensions.

Noise—abating element is a series of the winding channels whose

walls are made from sound—absorbings material. The form of channels,

along which flows the air, contributes to the damping of the sound of

medium frequencies, and material of walls absorbs the high—frequency

components of noise. For abatement of the ncise of low frequency,

serve special cutouts — resonators_

Considerably is decreased the noise of exhaust gases during

mixing to them of cold air or water. It is more rational and to

considerably cheaper mix air. An even larger effect br ings the system

of aoj se suppression , based on the combi~ntion of the princi ples of

the expans ion of gases and absorption of noise. It consists in the

fact that the tail cone will eject the determined quantity of air ,

whic h is located in box. Cooled thus the flow of gases enters

diff user at Output/yield from which its speed it is decreased, and

presser. slightly grow/rises , which mak es it possible to let pass it

- 
. .  ----—
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throu~b the system of the slot channels, sheathed by the

noise—abat ing aat.rials.

Pig. 140, gives the design concept of the double sectional

silencer, made from steel up to 25 mm in thickness.

V
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Fig. 139. Circuit of device of element of noise-abating system. 1 —

the channels of the winding form, which facilitate the sound

absorption of medium freque ncy , 2 — the materials, which absor b

high—f requency sound, 3 — resonators for the damping of low

frequesci. s.

Page 177.

The protection of its housing from atmospheric effects is prov ided

— aluminum coating with  a thickness of 0.1 mm , whi ch will be applied by

hot pulver iz ation. To a luminum coating will be applied a layer of

aluminum hea t—resisting paint. The unit of sileicer requires no

special equipment. Foundation is assemble d from simple concrete or

hrick blocks. In those places where the silencer is passed through

—- --- - - - . -- - --
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the wall of box, is provided for the special packing/seal whose

constr ucti on lakes it possible to ad j ust and to remove Sil encer
without the failure of the cell/elements of building.

The optimum acoustic effectiveness of silencer under the varied

conditions of testing and at different poser of engine can be reached

by means of the regulation of the special throttle device, available

in silencer. The lengt h of silencer approximately 30 m, we ight is

about 73 t.

Because of the cascade ejection of gases, is provided the

pr otection from the “reverse/inverse jerk” of hot gases into box a t

the torque/moment of the cessation of the operation, which removes

the need for shutter/valves or the valves between the silencer and

the box.

One df the basic means of noise abatement is the soun dproofi ng

cf boi. Is reached this by the facing of walls, sex/floor and ceiling

of box of sound—abatement panels, similar described above.

For dealing with noise transmission into the cabin/compartment

of the control of unit, it is necessary bo the door of the

report/communication of cabin/compartment with box to make double and

to cover the m with sound—absorbing mat erial. Frames and glasses of

0.~
- - a— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — — — 
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iqspection windows must be also double or even triple (not connected

with each other) and , furthermore , her metically sealed.

I
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Fig. 140. Double sectional silencer. 1 — en t ry ,  2, 3, 4 Venturi’s

section, 5 — the section of diffuser , 6 — the section of bifurcation,

7 — the section of throttle, 8 — the sect ion of the

perforated/punched cone, 9 — sectio~, 10 — the section of the 4

perforated/punched diffuser , 11 — the sqction of separator s, 12 — the

section of cascade exhaust .

Eey: (1). riding—crop.

7 :
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sage 378.
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Fig. 141. Propulsion test facility wit h soundproof ing. 1 — the

primary air duct, 2 — device for silencing, 3 — louver, ~4 — rails, 5

— the injector of fire extinguishers, 6 — engine, 7 — thre e— point

engin, mount, 8 - the telescopic section of exhaust duct, 9 — the

remova ble section of exhaust duct, 10 — window in tube for V

observation, 11 - the second air intake, .12 — the cabin/compartment

of control , 13 — inspection window and panel, 14 — manometric panel.,

15 — the dual silencer.

Page 179. J
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The trenches, which go fro. box in to the cab in/compartment of

control, and holes within the walls between them (for the packing of

different main lines) m ust be thoroughly f i l led up by

sound— absorbings material. The wall , whic h separate/liber a tes box

fr om the cabin /com p ar t ment of control , must be double , wit h necessary

air space.

Let us examin e pr opulsion test facility with noise su ppre ssion

(Pig. 14 1) . Th e systems of noise sup~ression during suction and on

exhaust are based on principles examined above.

Air is drawn in through two air intakes: through the basic 1 in

the fprward section of the station, in which vertically

arranged/located soundproof j ag panels 2 form in plan/layout channe ls

in the for m of broken line, and th rough second air intake 11,

arrange/located in the roof of exper imental station, which fee ds

ejectjon pipe by air for cooling of exhaust gases. On exha ust is V

located dual sound proofer 15.

Examples examined above of the orgaaizatio4 of the systems of

noise suppression are related in essence to stations for testing the

turbojet engines. During the layout of stations for tests of TVD , it

is necessary to con sider the consumption of air by screw/p ropellers

a~d to increase the di me nsions of the noise—abating channels.

- - -—— -_ — - ~~~~~ --- ----- - -~~~~~~~~~~ ———_- 
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1.1. Safety engine.r ing during tests.

the technolog ical special feature/peculiarit ies of the very

process of testing require conducting a series of measures for the

safety con trol and protection of the health of the service per son;el.

Durin g tests, in particular exper imental, are possibl e breakages

in the engine. In this case, the greatest danger they represent first

of all breakages of rotating parts of the compressor and turbine, but

ii~ the case of testing of TVD or of by pass engine 
— breaka ge in

propeller or fan.

lith the emer gency of the rot or of engine or propeller of part.

are produced the extensive failures not only of engine itself, but

also of test equipment and unit. In the practice of tests, were the

cases of the explosion of the turbine disk, which was being rotated

with speed approximately 450 a/s. The fragments of disk , a fter

clearing the steel band/shroud/tire of turbine and after bending the

sh ielding steal plate with a thickness of 20 mm, they broke the

concrete wall, standing in several mete rs from engine, at depth ~~~~~

— _e~~~~~~ c — _r - — - — — -“~“ ‘  -. — — - - - - ______________________ -
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The gi ve n example it shows, how heavy can be the consequences of

such emergencies.

Inspection window of the cabin/compartment of control is

recommended to make from bulletproof glass and to place outside the

plane of the rotation of the rotor of engjne or propellers.

During testing of jet engines, it is dangerous to be located

near the airf low, enterin g the engine, or gas at output/yield f to.

e~giue, wh ich can be the reason for accident.

Page 180.

Therefore categorically it is forbidden to enter in the b3x where

works engine in all mode/conditions, except idling conditions. The

placeC, subjected to the effect of the com ing out from box flo w, •ust

be protect/surrousded. 9

For the equipment of engine on the machine tool prior to tests,

for the installation of propeller (in the case Cf testing of TYD)

arou nd test bench crea tes the special area/sites, which ma ke it

possible for the service personnel to co*~duct the necessary works.

It propulsion test facilities important value has the f igh t  with 

-V •~
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the contamination of working locations by the pairs of

fuel/propellant, oil and by comb ustion prpducta. For this purpose, it

is necessary to continuously d eaD air by the way of suction and

exhaust ventilation.

the eliminations of the possibility of the overflow of mercury

piezosetri c panels shield by fiberglass and establish/install from

below special washer where must be assembled spilled mercury. In

order to decrease the isolation/li beration of mercury vapors , it is

reco.aended into the tubes of piezometers, filled by mercury ,  to fill

a lit*~le ker osene or water. The permissible content of mercury vapor 4
indoor or the surr ounding a tmosp here is not more than 0.01 mg by I a 3

of air. Since the pairs of mercury are very harmful, it is necessary

to attempt not to apply in testing units instruments with mercury.

The pairs of fuel/propellants and oils are dangerous in f ire

sense and detrimentally they affect on the health of the service

personnel. Therefore it is not possible to allow/assume any  inflows

in the fuel and oil systems of unit. The fuel and oil—piping layers,

laid ~n special channels, must be connected with the system of

exhaust ventilation.

The presence at the experimental station of the inflammable

mat•r4 als, of the free flame, heated parts of the engine and hot

— - - 
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exhaust gases produces the nee d for a strjct olservance of measures

and rules of fire—fighting safety. Therefore at units on engine

testing, besides conventional leans of fire control (fire

extinguishers, felt , water , sand so forth) , app ly special devices.

Th us, for instance, in fuel system is provided for the drain line,

intended for a rapid fuel dumping from an entire system into the

special tanks, buried into the earth/ground. One should not apply in

fuel tanks or measuring devices level gauges in the form of glass

tubes.

Categorically it is forbidden indoor of experimental station to

smoke 1 to ignite m atches and to apply different inflammable

i~strements. it is recommended in boxes, the cabin/compartments of

contrpl and technological locatious to install electric lamps in the

special niches, closed with done lights.

The most effective resources of the quenching of f ire at stat ion

are Ipamin g and carbonic acid units.

Page 181.

During th. emergence of fire hazard, one should include/connect

fire-fighting devices. Simultaneously with this automatically must

stop fuel feed and be include/connected the drain line.

V .  - - - — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Tasks in safety control advance a s.ries of requirements for the

- constructions of station. These requirements are
considered : in the planning of station; is the construction of

construction structures; in the width of passes and the number of
output/yields, intended to ensure if necessary the evacuation of

entire personnel of station during 3 mi~.; for the illumination of
location; for its ventilation and heating .
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Page 182.

Chapter YI~

TECHNOLOGY OF PRODUCTION TYPE TESTS OF JET ENGINES.

techn ol ogy of tests determines operations and

transfer/transitions and regulates their order, which ensures

good—quality test work and the issue of engines in accordance with

t chnical specifications.

the techaolo~ ical pr ocess of engine testing can be broken into

the following stages: I 
-

1) training/preparation of engine fox testing (inspection , the

setting of transfer branches, different kind of sensors and devices) ;

2) the iastal lation of engine on th, machine tool. (connection of

the systems of mea surements , f uel and oil systems, for TYD the

V. - — — - 
TTV T.  T . —
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setting of propellers);

9) strictly of testing;

~) the disassembly of engine from machine tool;

5) working engine after tests (takin g transfer branches,

sensors, devices, the damping of holes, partial lock and stopping,

conservation).

Duration and the test procedure are determined by type and the

construction of engine and are specified by test pr ograms. In present

chapter is examined as an example technology of the tests of

turboprop engines with coaxial propellers and scme special

feature/peculiarities of technology of the tests of turbojet and

ranjet eng ines.

V

1. Technology of production type tests TVD.

The process of productiom type tests of TY D in question consists

of two sta ges.

}
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The f irst  stage: turboprop engine with two coaxia l pr opellers-

are tested on rigid machine tool (see Fig . 117) without the

measurement of effective power and reactive thrust/rod.

The second stage: turboprop engine without propellers they are

tested on the combined machine tool (see Pig. 128) with the

simultaneous measurement of shaft  horsepower of reducer and

thrust/rod s of j et nozzle.

Page 183.

Training/p reparation for tests.

The state of equipme nt and instruments of testing unit has large

value for the successful test work of engine, but their ma lfunction

can lead as to the distortion of test results, so to the ser ious

emerge ncy of machine tool.

Eackine tool and its equipme nt , systems and instruments at

testing unit systematically are cbec ked and subject to pr.ventive or

rout ine maintenance work. Preventive monthly works consist in

fl a.b~.ng and the caref ul inspe ctio n of machine tool, maintenance

- I  
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plat forms of engine, oil and fuel systems4 oil and fuel filters, fuel

meters,, weights, etc.

The filters of the oil and fuel systems of unit will inspect and

wash in gasoline, the results of the inspection of filters will bring

in into the route charts of routine maintenance work. They check, do

not flow fuel, oil, and other hydraulic systems. Is controlled the

evenness of the course of throttle controL on panel . The

jamming/seizing of throttle circuit and t~.ght ccurse are not

permissible.

Special attention when conducting of preventive works gives to

the inspection of instruments, them th ey remove/take from pane l and

direct to the instrument compartment of station for testing.

is checked the electric power supply of the automation of

starting/launching by the switching on of. the ccrresponding toggle V

switches and by the inspection of indicator lamps. Vill inspect

devices and cables for the l ift  of engine — electric overhead

conveyors and they check their work.

Before beginning of tests, are prepared necessary documentation:

teckmplogy of tests, forms of the record sheets of tests, log book J

sad the service records of instruments.

IV _
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Ii~spection transportation and installation of engine.

the assembled engine is received by the workers of ex perimental

station on exchange point/item. With inspection/acceptance is

prod uced the visual inspection of engine, is checked the prese nce of

pl ug/silencers at the entry into compressor , in jet nozzle , on the

branches of ben ch systems, and also th€  presence of seals on the

adjusting screws of aggregate/units. Up to the torque/moment of the

transfer of engine from assembly shop to experimental station, must

be transmitted entire/all its technica l specifications anI records

(log book and service records).

The brought into box engine builds up from transporting truck by

electric overhead conveyor, they establish/install to the engine

mount of machine tool and they fasten on it. Then connect up h oses

and the turboconductors of fuel and oil systems, engine control rod.

— Page 18*.

Ar. establish/installed the sensors of the measurement of

V. 
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temperature, vibrations, are connected hoses and the

conduit/manifolds of the measurement of pressures, etc.

In the case of testing of TYD on rigjd machine tool

simultaneo usl y wit h connect ion of communications and electric wir ings

for the shaft  of engine  are installed pro pellers. Usually blade/vanes

and propeller hubs transpor t separ ately and assemble in box.

The f i n al operation of the  setting up  of propellers is testing

the play of blade/vanes. For this purpos e on special support/socket,

they f aste n indicator and its leg they will feed prior to contact

with the blad e/vane of front/ leading scre w/propeller at t he

determined diameter (on all screw/propellers the place of testing

play noted by line).

During propeller rotation by hand , are record/written the throws

of the poi nter of indicator on all blade/ vanes. The un i t  f indicator

for testing of play is shown in Fig. 142. The greatest dif ference in

the deviat ions mus t  not exceed the allowed values, stipulated in

operating instruct ions of screw/propeller (1.0—5. 0 mm ) . then  this

operation is repeated wit h the second screw/propeller.

The presence of large play indicates the misadjuatmen t of

blade/vanes in the beaker/sleeves of sleeve or the misadj ustment  of

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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propeller the shaft of engine, whi ch is led to the dynamic lack of

balance of propeller and engine vibration.

The presence in the box of powerful air flow during testing

requ ires the reliable at tachment  of the connected to engine hoses,

conduit/manifolds and electric wires.

At the termination of installation the engine is prepared for

starting/launching, for which are chec ked the presence of the

pressure of fuel/propellant in bench main line, a correctness of the

control of fuel meter , a quan t i ty  of oil in oil tank. Thoroughly they

ch ck, no whether in engine, box and on the maintenance platform of

foreign objects. From box remove instrument, the devices and dampers

and other object/subjects.

If are carried out all preparatory works and is tested the

readiness of unit, they begin directly eqgine starting.

I
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Pig. 142. Testing play of propeller bladee.

0

Page 185.

Acceptance test.

Accep tance testing begins from false start of engina with its

warming up from starter without the ig nition of fuel/propellant.

False start are carried out for the target/purpose of the filling of

the lu brication system of engine with oil, the functional checks of

starter, drainage devices of the combustion chamber and removal of

preservative of fuel, system.

— -
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Before starting/launch ing ~t is necessary to beat oil in the

lubrication system of unit to 40—50°C. It is especially necessary to

preheat oil ii the winter t ime when at the low temperatures of

surroundin g air the viscosity of oil is raised.

Engime starting produces with the pressure of the starting

button on panel, all further opqrations are produced automatically up

to output/yield to idling. Under the conditions of idling, the engine

works duri ng 5— 10 m m ., after which is stoiped ~y stop—coc k. During

starttng/ launch in~ and in work on idling, they measure:

1) the operating tim4 of starter ;

2) the time of th e activation of the motor Of idling from the

torque/momen t of launching/starting;

3) the revointion s of the rotor of engine ;

4) oil pressure;

5) the fuel consumption;

I
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6) the tem per ature of gases behind turkin e ;

7) the tem perature of oil at entranc € and ex it from engine.

with stop is dete rmined the light ness/ease of the cou rse of

engine from 1000 r/min to dead loc k (according to stop) . This

parameter shows the degree of the lightness~ease of the rotation of

the rotor of engine and the absence of extraneous friction in parts

and aggregate/units.

Of expedient when conduct ing acceptance test to combine to the

breaking in of engine and the control of the basic pa rameters. Thus ,

for instance, during breakings in check wor k of the system of the

feathering of propellers. To the breaking in of the parts of engine

they carry out in several stages with gradual increase of capacity.

First stage - breaking in on revolutions with their

finisking/bringin; to the maximum. PropeU er blades are

establ ish/installed in this case at low pitch (floating

screw/propeller). ~evolutions raise gradually through 200— 500 r/ain;

th. h oldin g time on each number of revolutions 5—10 mAn., during this

time measure the basic parameters of engine and is checked wor k of

ag~~sg.te/uaits.

_______________________ ________ __________ _______________________
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Second stage — the breaking in of engine according to power with

a gradual stepped increase in the latter to mode/conditions 0,7 from

the nominal.

third stage — breaking in according to power up to takeoff

conditions.

Engine power rating during acceptance test is assigned by flo w

rate of fuel/prope llant. At each step/stage of power, the engine

works by 5—15 •in. during which are measured all parameters.

With the engine shutdowns between stages, the breakings in

prod uce control. and the visual inspection~

Page 186 .

In process the  breakings in check work of auxiliary units  —

electric genera tors, regulators, servodrives, hy draulic pump, air

compressor , and also function of sensors and automatic dev ices of

control system and their adjustment. By the sharp (during 1— 1.5 S.)

movement of sector from the detent of idling to the detent of maximum

• 

V 

revolution s is checked th. accelerating of engine and by the reverse

motion of sector - the Jettisoniag of gas.
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The results of the control of engine are checked to the end of

acceptance test in all mode/conditions from idling to the takeoff.

At tar completion of acceptance test, all regulating assemblies fasten

and seal.

The fuel system of engine they preserve by the f il l ing  with

light oil during warming up or false start. All works, conducted with

engine during acceptance test, will bring in into record sheet.

Some defects of the poor quality assembl y of engine ( inf low of

oil and fuel/propellant in the connections cf conduit/manifold s) are

removed in th. process of the t.sting by the woEkeEs of assembly

shop. Engine, passed acceptance test, dismantle from machine tool and

direct to complete dismantling to assembly shop.~ If as a result of

dismantling and inspection of pa rts on it is detected any digressions

from techn ical spe cifications, then engin e again is assemb led and

direct to control testing with hydraulic brake. V

monitori ng tests on hydraulic br ake staud~.

lonitorimg test of engine on mach ine tool with hydraul ic  brake

consists of:
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1) tr aining/p reparat ion of machine tool for testing;

2) the installation of engi ne for machine tool;

-3) st arting/ launching and the breakiags in of engine ;

4) the  measurement of control points ;

5) the dis assembl y of engine from machine tool.

b r  the test wor k of engine, they assemble in assembly shop

withou t reducer, bu t  with technological sh af t far the direct

connection of the roto r of engine with hydraul ic  brake. In this case,

is not eliminated the possibility of testing on hydraulic— brake

machine tool of geared engine. For this purpose the machine tool must

be egn ipped with slow—speed hydraulic brakes of the corres ponding

power. The dimensions of slow—speed hydraulic btakes are g reat and

can overshade the entry of air into cQapr essor. Therefore widest use

received tests of TYD in ungeared ver sion .

During training/preparation of hydraulic brake machin e tool and

to its tests will inspect and check the correctness of the position

Lj 
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of the levers of the systems of the measu rement of the tor sional

moment and thrust/rod of jet nozzle, and also the soundness of the

tap /cranes of fuel and oil systems , the light ness/ease of the course

of throttle circuits and hydraulic brake, the state of lifting

devices, the presence of the necessary i~strument, the pur ity/finish

and the completeness of hoses, conduit/manifolds and electric wiring.

Page 187.

At the beginning of tests, must be prepared technolog y of tests,

refer ence about the analysis of fuel/propellant and oils, service

records and log book of monitoring—measuring equipment.

All instruments must be tested in plant lakoratory within the

appropriat e period s, set by technology of conducting routi ne

maintenance work.

Assem bled to h ydraulic—brake testing of engine, it is m ounted in

machine tool and are fastened in the supports of the engine mount .

which t hey make it possible to move engine for providing the axial

alignment with the rotor of hydraulic brake. The shafts of engine and

hydr au lic brake connect by special shaft  with the splined coupling s.
which allow/assume the insignificant misalignment of the a xle/axes of

engine and brake.
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Before the unit of coupling shaft, is aligned of the axle/axis

of engine with the axle/axis of hydraulic brake. With the cranking of

the shaft of hydraulic brake, the indicators, establish/inst al led to

the specia l rod , attached on the shaft flange cf brake, by the ir legs

slip on the shaft flange of engine. In four positions throug h 900 in

circumference, record/write the deviatio~s the riflema n/gunner  of

indicators. With the aid of the movable supports of the engine mount

engine they move in such a way tha t the deviations r i f leman/gunner  in

radial and axial direction would be withi n the limits of pla y. The

permissible play they consider: in radial direction jO.1 a m , in ax ia l

direct ion .0.05 ma. The unit  of indica tor s for testing of centering

is sbpwn in Fig. 1*3.

4
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Fig. 143. Device for centering of engine with  hydraulic brake. 1 —

the shaft of hydraulic brake, 2 — the shaft  of •ngine , 3 - dev ice for

a centering.

Page 188.

Simul taneo usl y with the center in g of engine connect up fuel  and

oil systems and are installed th. sensors of the measurement of

pressures and temperatures.

Durin g training/preparatioa of en gine for starting/la unching, it

is necessary to verit y tha t that the re is oil is oil tank, and in the

case of m asur•msat M m mad R. kp hydraulic dynamometers and in the
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ei~gine from the electric dr ive: motor mechanic by han d , by the

displaceme nt/movement of throttle control, Leeds fuel/propellant and

includes ignition.

To the breaking in of engine on re vo~l eti ona they produce with a

stepped variation in the latter from idlieg to rz~~ Operati ng t ime on

each numbe r of revolut ions 5— 10 m m .  during which are meas ured the

parameters of engine.

At termination the breakings in produce the visual inspection of

engine, its aggregate/units and hydraulic brake, are checked bench

oil filters.

Before the measurement of control points, is checked the

calibration of the torque meters and reactive thr ust/rod. Control

points are remove/takan under conditions, identical to en ;ine power

ratings du ring its testing wit h propellers. In the process of the

measur emen t of the control points the moment of resistance, de veloped

with hyd ra ul ic brake , changes wit h increase or with decrease in the

vat r supp ly. The parameters usually are record/fixed at the end of

work under the condit ions on time. The measured parameters are

processed and using the obtained materials co~ str uct characteristics.

Af ter processin g of test results the fuel system of engine the y

pres.r we and engin e they dismantle from .acb~Cne tool.
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Page 189.

In assembl y shop to engine, passed monitoring test with hydraul ic

brake, is installed re d ucer with the arranged/located on it

aggregate/units, after which engine direct to mcnitoring test with

prope*Uers.

Frequently in the reducer of turboprop engine, is installed

to rque meter (I t < ~7) for determining power. With sufficient

accuracy/p recision and operational stability of 1 1<M nonitoring test d

of production engine on hydraulic— b rake machine tool can be not

carried out or carried out selectively, for separate engines. In this

case sharply is reduced the cycle of testing turboprop engine, is

simpiAfied procedure , descends the cost/value of testing. In the case

of complet e failure of h ydraulic-brake tests, there is no need f or

f or the equipment of experimental station by complex hydr aulic—bra ke 2

units.

sonitoring test with propellers.
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Control testing with propellers co siats in the quality control

of final assembly and adjustment, cond ucting of the event~ report of

delivery to the representative of client and conservation of engine.

Engine is installed on machine tool in the order, indicated above.

When conducting of monitoring test, thoroughly are checked the

basic para meters of engine , and also operatio; of engine on all

operating conditions, starting of the engine, accelerating and

j ettisonin g of gas , work of the system of the automatic feathering of

propellers, function of the aggregate/units of the systems of

anti—icing .

Before each start of engine from starter is checked the

lightness/ease of the rotation of rotor by the cranking of the latter

in several revolutions in screw/propellers. For the characteristic of

the state of the rotor of engine, is aeasfared the stop of engine with

the disconnection of fuel/propellant tot n 1000 r/Iin.

Zn the case of the deviation of the separate parameters of

engin, from technical specifications, it is permitted to readjust

the a and it is additional to test.

At the termination of the quality control of assembly and

control thoroughly will inspect and wash off all filters of the fuel

L
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and oil systems of engine. Thea all devices on the aggrega te/units of

control system fasten and seal, af te r  which engine they presen t to

the event/re port of delivery to the representative of client. In this

case, in the test record sheet , they reco rd/write , that the engine is

fixed in accordance with  technology of tests and that all its

parameters correspond to technical specif ications.

The event/report of deliver y to the representative of client is

the final  detailed functional check of engine on all operating

conditions with the measurement of the pa rame ters in the presence of

and at col laboration the  representative of client.

Page 190.

Tire deviations of the parameters f rom technical specifications and

the presence of defects at the event/report of delivery are not

allow/assu med. g

After conducting the act of acceptance, are pcoduced the visual

inspection of engine, the inspection and the flushing of all fuel and

oil filters. Are processed dat a, obtained during testing, are

constructed the necessary curve/graphs. ~he engine data , obt ai ned

during mon itoring test , will brin g in isto engine log shee t.
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Passed monitoring test engine they preserve. The detailed order

of internal and external preservation and packing of engine is

determined by special comma nd.

Test recor d sheet.

When conducting of the delivery and monitoring test of engine,

is conducted the test record sheet. In the test record sheet before

first engine star t ing, they must be recorded:

.1) No engine , its aggregate/units and propeller ;

2) date and the t ime of obtaining engine for installa tion ;

~ ) No testing uni t ;

~
) the type of testing (delivery, con trol at hydraul ic-brake

unit, control with propeller);

5) the results of the analysis of oil, and fuel/propellant in the

systems of unit (specific gravity/weight, viscosity, flask point , the
absence of mechanical impurities and water) ;
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6) the operation time of engine in hours and minutes for the

preceding/previous tests, it they were carried out;

7) the readiness of eng ine for start ing/launching.

Zn the process of tests, besides the measurements of the

parameters of engi ne in different mode/conditions, are record/written

all works, conducted with engine (elimination of defects, replacement

and the control of aggregate/units). If engine stopped not on

t echnology of testing, then are record/written in detail the  reason

for stop and the enumeration of subsequent works with engine. If for

aqy reasons testing is interrupted and engine is removed from stand,

then this they also record/fix in record sheet.

The test record sheets are basic document and therefore must be

conducted them especially thoroughly.

Pr ocessing results.

The measured during engine testing parameters must be given to
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standard atmospheric conditions. Bringing to international standard

atmospb makes it possible to compare production engines friend and by

friend under the condition of their tests under different atmospher ic

conditions (in winter and by summer, at night and in the daytime,

etc.). 9

Page .191.

Durin g the resuj.ts of tests pf TYD unlike the convent ional for

TED g*vem paramete rs, introduce the concept of normal give n

parameters: N, 
~~~~~~~~ 

G,. 110PM, CM ~ op,i. R - . np~i so forth.

By normal are understood the values of the parameters of the

tested engine, led to standard atmospheric conditions and obtained in

one and the same positions of controls.

The normal gi ven parameters are utilized only in the procedure

of process ing of results of tests of TYD. Beduction coefficients,

derived on the basis of experimental tests, are given only for given

construction of TYD with the determined and constant/ invar iable law

of th. control of revolutions and the fuel consumption. The values of

the normal parameters are assigned by technical specifications.

I

Engin e power ratings during taking of control points on

_________ _____________ _______ ____________________ ________
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hydraulic- brak e st and are established on load and revolutions. The

consua ption of fue l and other parameters of engine are def ined as

functjons of node/conditions. The loads, assigned to brake ,

calculate.

During engine tests with propellers, the mode/conditions are

established according to the fue l consumption, and shaft horsepower

engine and reactive thrust/rod determine by calculation on the basis

of data, obt ained during engine testing on hydraulic— br ake machine

tool. Both during the bench test with hydraulic brake and during the

testiag in by propellers the conformity of the data of engine to

technjcal specifications is checked in identical engine power

ratings.

Loads during the unit of mode/conditions for the ben ch tests of

engine with hydraulic brake ca lculate d the order , presented below.

the equivalent horsepower of gyro-prop q~gine is determined from

formula (130). During the bench test of .qgine with hydraulic brake

as the basis of peg count summary for the assignment of

aod./*oadltioss, is taken normal power coefficient on the shaft of

engine ~~~~~ sad its va lue f or each eode/co~ditions is f ound by the

form mis
N, ~~ mN, ,,~~~, ( 139)
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where
O.91R.~ ~~~f,1 1 -N,.IsopM 

-

Valse N..I OPM is assigned by techUcal specifications. The

values of coefficient of m t or tests under terrestrial con ditions

calculate according to characteristics, removed in the process of

exper4iental tests of engine. Since tests usually pass und er

conditions, differ ent from standar d atmospheric conditions, the

values of the load of hydraulic brake min t be selected so that after

the brin ging to iatermatioaal standar d ataosph the power of engine

would be equal to ~~~~~

Page 192.

Wtl me N. UM at these at mospheric conditicas for eac h

node/conditions is determined from the formula

VN,UM =K NN,,..,PM, (141)

where KM i.e the reduction coefficient, depending on pressure and

tem perat ure of surrounding air and the considering law of the control

of engine is revolutions and the fuel consumption. The value of

cost t~cie~t KM — is determined according to the graphs , constructed

on the basis of experimental testing of the engine of this i I
specim.n/aa.pie.

‘
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Engine at the assigned power charges by hydraulic bra ke,

creatjn g appropriate braking moment on the shaft of engine . In this

case, the assigned operational engine revolutions support with

constants by the engine governor, which with an increase in braking

moment automat ically increases fuel feed.

Braking momen t of hydraulic brake, equal to the torsional moment

of engine, is measured in the form of force P on arm t. .he value of

load ~(force P) for assigned for the engine of mode/conditions

according to the measured power is determined from the formula s

N 

M,~n Pin

whence

716.2N,31~ 716 ,2KN N,.~~ 
- (142)

in I n

Havin g the calibration grap h/diagram of the dependence of

pressare on the torque meter of hydraulic brake on load on the lever

of hydraulic brake, is established the necessary engine power rating.

- I -

• Calculation of nor mal parameters of TYD during testing with hydraulic

brake.
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For determining the conformity of the measured on machine tool

with hydraulic brak. engine data to technical specifications, it is

necessary to give the values of the measured parameters at the fixed

attitude of controls for norma l atmospheric conditions. In the

pr ocess of tests of TYD, are measured and calculate the fol lowing

values: N,, R~, GT/ 7’ (temperature of the stagnant flow of gases

behi nd tur bine) .

Page *93.

‘the normal values of the parameters are calculated according to the

follosing formulas : 
N 

- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (143)
,NOpM K

OT I•N . (144)
y s,opN ‘

R (145)
C. NOpM

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(146)

Kr

,~ 0,.tmp~
‘~N 110pM — 

‘

.h.r. K~. K~, K,,, I (~,, — the corresponding reduction coefficients.
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The normal pa rameters of eng iáe dur ing monitoring tests with

propellers calculate also according to these formulas. The engine

speed both during the bench test with hydraulic brake and propellers

remains constant and equal to n,,,~,,,.

-In the case of deviation ,~~ f roe the ss$iga.d value of

re volution s during calculation ~~~~~~ and Rc.fl.pM are introduced the

corrections. Allowance finds through the graphs, constructed on the

basis of experimental tests.

0 1

2. Special feature/peculiarities of endur a nce tests.

Endurance tests carry out by various stages. The duration of the

stage of continuous operation is determined by the ultimate purpose

of engine. After each stage of endurance test, will inspect engine V

and will fulfill some routine maintenance work.

The tot al quantity of stages of endurance test is determined

then by duration and the established/installe d resource/lifetime. The

node/conditions of testing and the operation tine of engine for stage

ar e selected so that after complet ion of enduraice test operat ion

tine under the condit ions would correspond to the declared data.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  --—— V. - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• - _ V.- - -~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Thus , for instance, during 100—hour tests must be 40 hours of

nomi nal , 10 ho urs of t akeoff and 50 hours Cf cruise settings. The

altercation of mod e/conditions in stage approximately corc~esponds to

the possible alternation of mode/conditions in operation. I 
-

Prior to endurance tests and after them are remove/tn ken the

fundamenta l engine characteristics for the target/purpose of the

determination of the stability of its parameters in the pr ocess of

contin uous operation. According to datum , on obtained during tests,

is determined a change in the ba sic parameters of engine for the t ime

of end uran ce test. The average power coefficients, reactive

thrust/rod and specific fuel consuaptiop and other parameters in the

stages of endurance test calculate accord ing to the averaged hourly t

consumption of fuel/propellant under the conditions. Findings

summarize in table .

Page 194. Wi

During the c3mpilatioa of reports about coeducting of end urance

test, besides the tables of the average parameters and graphs of a

cha~ge of them in the process of testing, they compose the

skeet/table/list of the defects, recorded in the process 3f testing,

with the detailed description of the character of defect and its

ransoms. In report are placed the photographs of separate defective

- 

-
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parts and they giv e conclusion about the results of conducting of

endura nce test and recommendation regarding the elinin~tion of the

reveal/detect/exposed defects.

-9
In the case of the unsat~isfactory termination of testing

(breakage in the parts and assemblies during tests or the

considerab le wear and the destruction, establish/i nstalled with the

dismantling of engine) the plant must det ermine the reasons for  the

emerge nce of defec ts, develop and take measures f or their

elimination. After this it is necessary to repeat testing. Even if

one engine of batch did not pass testing, then they scrap entire 9’

batch~ Subsequently engines can be allowed to operation, if after

conducting of marked by enterprise the first selected from batch

engine successfully passes series enduraz~ce test.

3.~ Special feature/peculiarities of tests TaD.

Turbojet engine unlike the turboprop does not have the heavily

attes$ed reducer and propeller. Turbojet angina does not need

prolonged the breaking in of parts, sinoe the rotor of engine is

rotmt•d in antifr iction bearings, but th. which require ca reful  when

working gears of reducer are absent. The process of testin g is

- —-  --—- -- - - -—  -V.— - -- - - -V. - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -  V.~ -~~_~~V.~V.V._V -
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simplified eve n as a result of the fact that  there is no need to

measure the power of engine. The time, mecessary for testing TRD, is

considerably less than with to tests of T!D.

The thrust/rod of tur bojet engine de pends substantial ly on

revolutions; therefore is required the high acc uracy/preci sion of

their measurement. During tests of TED large value has the adjustment

of temperature field behind turbine. The evaluation of fie ld is

produced in the average value of tempe r ature and its u n i f o r m i t y  on

entirefield. Adjus tmen t of the thrust/rod of jet engine pr od uces with

the selection of the nozzle of the necessary cross section. Decrease V

in the cross section of nozzle leads to an increase in the rea ctive

th rust/rod and vice versa.

Zn essence the technological process of the delivery, control

and endura nce tests of turbojet epgines is very similar to technology

of the ~ests of turboprop engines. Preparatory works, installation,

preventive wor ks on bench equipment. proeessing the results of tests

of TED have much in common with the same processes with tests of TVD

and theref ore be exam ined they will not be.

Page 195.

Bringing the measured parameters of TED and international
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standard atmoeph carries out through by the following the formulas:

the thrust/rod of the engine

R~~~R . - - , (148)

e~gina revolutions

‘88
~~flp

111lM j - ” ~~~~~~~~~ ‘ (149)

the hourly consumption of the fuel/pr0p Llnat

~~ ~~UM 
(150)

- 
?ui T,.M - 

-

the specific consu m ption of the fuel/propellant

C~~~~ R C/~~~M (151)

the temper ature of gases behind the turbine
.,. . .,. . 288
‘4a p I4 IsM . (152)

II. Gemeral information about tests PYRD.

the purpose of the tests of ramjet engines it is:

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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1) the qualit y control of the asseibly of engine ;

2) testing the conformity of thrust characteristics assigned;

3) the st ud y of the stability of operating conditions of engine

in different mode/conditions and the explanation of the presence of

the flameout s and super heating of the separate parts of h3t part ;

4) testing correctness and operational stability f uel regulator;

5) testing the reliabili ty of starting at varied conditio ns for

N and temperature of air at the inlet.

For operational provisions for PVRV under terrestrial

conditions, it is necessary to create velocity head of air at the

engine inlet.

I

Air is fed in PYRD with the special unit, which makes it

possible to change its velocit y and temperature.  The rate of air feed

depends on the mode/conditions of eng ine tests. The schema tic of

si.plest stand subsonic ramjet eng ine is shown in rig. 1,44. Engine is

installed on the machine tool, which is resting on flexible to wers

rane with the lever/crank device, which transmits the effor t/force

et •hr sst/rod of PYRD to force gauge.
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Page 196.

(0 avoid the distortion of velocity fields in the inlet

diffuser, the axle/axis of engine must coincide with the a xle/axis of 4

air— supply branch connect ion. Fuel/propellant tc engine is fed from

the ex pend it ure capacitance/capacity by th e  bench pump, wh ich ensures

necessar y accordin g to technical specifications of flow ra te and

pressures. The pressure of fuel/propellan t at the engine inlet is

regulated from control panel of the throt t le  valve.
a

The n ecessary conditions of tests of PV R D is testing the

reliability of starting/launching, since the engine ,

establ ish/installed 3fl rocket or aircraft , does not posses s

capab~ lity for ind ependent sta rt and it lust reliabl y be started in

air at com paratively high flight velocities.

One Of the important  special feature/peculiarities of tests of

IIRD Je their short—life (order 2—4 mm .) ; therefore the measurements

of parameters of engine and their fixing must be produced

automatically. Usually the instruments,, which measure the parameters,

are established on separate panel and photograph after def inite

interv als of time in each operating mode.
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Pre ventive works on unit  are similar those who were d escribed
above. Spe -ial attention is given to the maintenance of the complex

feed syste. of air and to handling it..

Prior to each test ing of engine, is produced the calibration of
the device of the measurement of thrust/rod. The necessary conditions

cf preparatory works is the pressure leak test of tubes and hoses of
the syst em s of the measurement of the paramete rs of air ch annel. The
presence of insign ificant air losses is led to essential distortion
of results.

_ _ _ _ _ _  1V VI.V.S~~~~~
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rig. *4~4. Diagram of tests of PlED. 1 — the receiver of the

compressed air, 2 — calibration instrument. 3 — suction ga uge. 4 —

test bench; S — exhaust pipe, 6 — fuel input. 7 — PlED, 8 — nozzle.

Page 197.

Dur in g testing of PIED at the unit whose schematic is shown in

rig. *414, the measured 
thrust/rod will be below theoretical, that 

not

considering external resistance, to value Rcoup

(153)

The amount of the force of eztern*l 
resistance R..,~, 

depends

oq the incident flow parameters. Is determined 
this force from the

data pf the cold blasting of engine on the basil of which is

constructed the gr aph/diagram of the d.~~ademCe R~~ 
o~ velocit y

of incident flow.

Hf 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Unlike TYD and TED, this type of engine does not require

acceptance tests for rolling and breakings in; therefore in serie s

production of PIED, undergoes only monitoring tests. Besides

monitpring tests, separate engines selectively undergo end urance

tests for complete resource/lifetime. 
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Page 198.

Chapter ILl.

PLIGHT TESTS OF ENGINES.

The technical flight aircraft quality/fineness ratios to a

considerable degree are determined by characteristics and the

operational indices of their engines. Alwa ys there are larger or

smaller differences in the actual flight characteristics of engines

from the obtained at stations or under conditions high-a l t i tude

installations. Furthermore , it is necessary to determine the special

feat ure/peculiarit ies of f l ight  operation s of this type of engine and

its shortcomings and to mark the ways of their elimination. These

positions and requirements predetermined the need of conduct ing the

fl ight tests of all newl y created engines and their modifications.

Each type of flight vehicle has the determined ultima te purpose

and therefore the established/installed on it engines must possess I I
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the necessary for these condit ions performing characterist ics. In

connection with this the vol ume, problems and tke methods of

cond~~ting the flight tests are different depending on the type of

engine and designation/purpose of aircraft.

When one engine is establish/installed to different aircraft,

its work is checked on each aircraft type. The seed I or this testing

is caused by the facts that aircraft which have different

designation/purpose, are utilized un4er d.issiiilar flight conditions,

and also have, as a rule, the different design shaping of powe r

plants, including of inlet ducts and gas-bleeding tubes, which exert s

a substantial infl uence on the engin e operation.

When conducting of flight tests, they impose heavy de ma nds on

the accuracy/precision of the measured parame ters. Since flight

experiment is very being expensive, it is desirable time of its

conducting to reduce to the minimum , without harm for the quality of

testing. The majority of the measured parameters is record ed by

special chart recorders.

In present chapter is given only the most general informat ion

about the f l ight  t ests of engines.

Page 199.
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1. Aircraft for conducting the f l igh t  tests.

j

Flight tests of TED are conducted either directly on the

aircraft for which it is intended or on special aircraft — flying

laboratories. 
-

The primary flight tests of the newly created engine on

experimental aircraft in ma ry instances are conjugate/comb ined with

great diff iculties and risk.

The in—flight studies of engine to a considerable deg ree are

simplified during the application/use of the special flying

laboratories, created on the base of series of aircraft. Experimental

engine is establish/installed in the fuselage of flying laboratory or

they kang in special nacelle under wing or fuselage. Somet imes

experimental engine is establish/installed above the fuselage or in

the tail of aircraft. The layout of all cell/elements of power plant

on flying laboratory must maximally approach a layout of the power

plast of the experimental aircraft I or which is intended the engine

being investigated. This allows along with the flight tests of

-1 
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experimental engine to prod uce detailed investigations and the

finishing of assemb lies and separate systems of the power plant of

.xperj..stal aircraft.

Wig. 1145, shows the general view of the tlyimg labora tory,

equip~.d on the base of product io~ sircra~ t for testing small j et

en gine. Experine ntal engine is sospend /bun g f r o m  pylon under the

right wing of aircraft .  Under ].ft w ing  is fastened the fuel tank,

which has the configuration of the power plant of exper im•otal

engine.

the schematic of the unit of raijet engine on aircraft for

subsonic flight tests is given in rig. 146.
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rig. V’5. Flying l aboratory.

Page 200.

Engine is arrange/located above the fuselage of aircraft in such a

may that its axle/axis is parallel to the longitudinal axis of

aircra ft. When the engine being investigated is hung under fuselage. V

is provided for the possibility of its complete or partial retraction

into the cargo hol d of fuselage during taziings, takeoffs and

landings. ?urthermore , in flying laboratory are establish/installed

the devices, with the aid of which experimental engine can be

discarded in the case of emergency. The power plant of aircraft

equips with special fire prevention system. 9

I 
-- 
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During the conversion of prod uction aircraft under f l y ing

laboratory from it, is remove/taken all the equipment, unnecessary

during in— fl ight studies. This decreases the weight of aircraf t and

sakes it possible to create the conditions, convenient for the cre w

actiw ity and arran genent/ per mutation of research equipment .

Tests on f l y ing  laborator y make it possible to solve a whole

series of questions on the in—flight study of experimenta l eng ine

namely:

1) to determine the altitude—speed engine characteristics under

basic conditions of its work;

2) to deter.ine the reserve of the stability of engine un der

high—a ltitude cond itions ;

f

3) to determine temperature  fields in the different  cross

sectipns of the gas ci rcuit of engine;

4) to test the engine o,geratio~ and to conduct the evaluation of

its parameters on establish/installed and trans ient conditions ;

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  - 5- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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5) to estimate control characteristics and the

boundary/ int erfaces of the launch opportunity of engine un der

high—altitude and high—speed/velocity conditions;

6) to determine minimum stable operations and to test idling at

diff erent he ight/altitudes.

q

I

‘

I 
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Fig. 146. Schematic of the unit of ramjet engine on aircraft. 1 —

pa nel of measuring meters, 2 — measuring tu les , 3 — compre ssed—air

bottles, 14 — bottle with fuel/propellant, 5 — reducer , 6 —

experimental engine , 7, 8 — front/leading and rear supports.

Page 201. /

7) to define accelerating of engiue and its work with sharp

throttling/choking under varied conditions of flight;

j 8) to test starting/launching and operational stability of

afterburner and to deter.ine the parameters of engin, at working

afterburner;

_ _ _- - — -
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9) to estimat e losses of pressure and to determine the effect of

th e input and output devices of power plant on the engine oper ation;

.10) to estimate work of the control 6ystems, lubrication, engine

cooling in different mode/conditions;

11) to determine vibration overloads in different engine power

ratings.

Since f ly ing  laborator ies are created on the base of ault ieng ine

aircraft , it is re presented possib le of the engine characteristic to

remo ve/take with each mode/conditions at several given speeds and

flight altitudes.

Experimental engine is created, as a rule, for new aircraft with

higher flight characteristics, than in series, equipped with flying V

laboratory ; therefore the stud y of new engine on flying laboratory in

a number of cases proves to be limited on height/a ltitude, and

especially on flight speed.

Furthermore, the thrust  and discharge characteristics, obtained

0, flying laboratory, usually differ somewhat from the

- j

- 
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characteristics of the power plant of basjc aircraft , which is

expl4ned, in the first place, the diference in the constr uction of

input device and exhaust syste..

Of that which was presented it above follows that the in—flight

studies of ezperi.ental engine on f ly ing  laboratory, as thoroughly

aqd wjdely they had not carried out, they cannot elisinate further

flight tests and finishing on the basic ajrcraft for which the engine

is designed..

For the tests of the individual types engines, in particular

PVRD , intended for unit on guided .issile, utilize the pilotless

flyiag laboratories. Such laboratories are created on the base of the

series or specially created unuanned vehicles, equipped with the

necessary weasuring and radio—ttanssitter equipnent.

~liqht tests in pilotless laboratories are carried out on the

deterained routes of the proving grounds along which are placed the

stations of observation, waking it possible to follow the flight of

u~ ianaed vehicle and to accept tranawitted weasurewent data with the

aid of tele.etering systea.

Pa~e ~~~
2. Ieasur ea nta when conducting of flight tests.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~
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When conducting of the flight tests of engines. must be measured

all pa rameters, wh ich characterize its work, The standard sche matic

of the measurements of the different parameters of TED through the

gas-ajr duct is represented in Fig. 147. 1 quantity of measured

parameters is determined by test program and lust ensure obtaining

the necessary engine characteristics. Entire/all metering equipment

must be calibrated and provide the necessary accuracy/precision and

the speed of ieasureaents.

The most important parameters, wh ich affect the operation of

engine and the flight characteristics of a ircraft, are barometric

presswre and the temperature of air. These parameters can to a

considerable degree he changed at constai~t alt itude of f l ight , and

because of this the characteristics of aircraft and engine for

assigned altitude will be different.

in connection with the fact that altitude, i.e., vertical

distance of the earth/ground , is not determined directly the

characteristics of aircraft, it is accepted to determine flight

altitede according to the value of barometric pressure and the data

of international standard atso .ph . Thus, the determination of flight fl

- 
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altitude is reduced to the measurement of barometric pressure.

i,r the simnlt~~~~us measurement of height/altitude and flight

speed1 is utilized ~~-T (air—pressure head) whose schematic together

with by speed indicat or and by altimeter is given in rig. 148. 1

11

I
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LI

Pig. 147. Schematic of preparation of TED. p*~. 
p*~, p*~, p*~, T*z.

T*, are the total pressures and the tea~eratures of stagna tion, Pa.
p~. p, — static pressures. 

-

I

Page 203.

..P5f cpnsists of the static pressure tube 6 and of total pressure t ube

5.~ Static-pr.ssur. tube is connected with the chamber of the static

presse r, of 2 sp..d indicat ors and the chimb.r of the static pressure

of 3 altii.t .r. . the chamber of total pressure I is connected with f

_ i~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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total pressure tube 5.

Chambers I and 2 speed indicators are divided by

diaphragi/meibrane. Pressure ditf~rence is chambers 1 and 2 is led to

the sagging/deflection of the diaphrag.,ae.trans which is connected

with the arrow/pointer of speed indicator or with the recording

element of the chart recorder of velocity (speed recorders

In the cavity of 4 altitude indicators, is created t~e vacuum

and therefore the deformation of diaphragm/membrane under the action

of pressure difference in cavities 14 and 3 will be proportiona l to V
static pressure. The diaphragm/membrane of altitude indicator is

connected with the arrow/pointer of altimeter or with the chart

recorder of height/altitude (by barogtap~).

Pot readings, ar. introduced the aerodynamic corrections. Tool

houses of aerodynamic correction find through the calibration graphs,

constructed according to the results of special calibration flight at

several velocities and height/altitudes. Aerodynamic corrections to

speed indicator and altimeter are unaabig-eously connected and

th.r .tor. in flight is determined oja ly one of these correc tions, and

smother is

The grad uatio n of speed indicator is produced in the value of

- É
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air dens it y under terrestrial conditions (on international standard

at.osph) and therefore that which was measured by instrument velocity

taking into account instrument/tool aad aerodynamic corrections is

called ter restrial equivalent airspeed ce ,.
d

According to value of terrestrial equivalent airspeed,

height/altitude and Each nu mbe r of flight according to ap cial.

no.ograms, is determined the compressibility correction 4c~~. Then is

determined equivalent airspeed
(154)

For determining true flight speed , is produced the conversion V
for actual air density:

c=c, (155)

where £ — relative density of air p fi Ipo; Po — air density under

normaL conditions (wit h p0 = 760 mm Eq end t o = .15°C); p,, is an

actuaL air density at given height/altitude.

I $
4
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Pig. 148. circuit of the  measurement of height /altitude an d flight

speed. 1 — the chamber of the total pressure of speed in licatot, 2 —

th. chamber of the static pressure of speed indicator, 3 - the

chamber of the static pressure of altimeter, 14 — vacuum cham ber of

altimeter, 5 — total pressure tube, 6 — static pressure tube.

Page 204.

along with speed indicators in aircraft, are place deviced for

the measurement directly of Each number of flight. As is known , Mach

number is determined by the relation of complet. and static

pressures. This d.pendeuc. is used in the indicator of Each nu mber.

I~ instrument the displacement of the diaphragm/membrane of complete

presser. is connected with the displacement of the diaphra gm/membrane

of static pren.~re so that the rifl.man/gunnsr of instrument shows

Each eum ber of flight. In instrument is provided for the

~~~ 
_ _
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thermo-metallic branching/fork, which ensures the temperature

compensati on for both diaphragm/aembranQs..

For the measurement of the temperature of surrounding air, are

utilited the thermoelectric ther.o .eters (thermocouples) and

electrical resistance thermometers.

Ibe measurement of the temperature of surrounding air on

aircraft is analogous with the measuremen t of the temperat ure of

flows. The tem perature of surrounding air is measured by

quick— setting instruments, moreover must be correctly selected the

site of installation of sensor on aircraft.

the tem perature of surrounding air is determined from the

formuL a

(156)

wham. 7~~ 
is the measured temperature of staguation; AT — correction

to r dimqs of thermometer for air diffusion.

Corr,ction for braking AT cam be dqL tmis.d by the formula

t~T== O.2rM’. (157)

the total ~~~s.er.s La the ditferept cross sections of the

qss—4c duct is measured with the aid of the combs of pressure.

_ _ _  _ _  
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The measurement ec number of revolut~ ons w ith the aid of

aircrhft tachometers does not provide the necessary

accuracy/precision and they are applied only for determining

mode/conditions. During in—flight studies are utilized ben ch

tacho.eters of the increased accuracy/precision~ During the stud y of

transient conditions, are utilized s lf—recorders, which m ake it

possible to produc e the continuous recording of number of

revolutions.

The fuel consumption in flight can be determined with sufficient

accuracy/precision with the aid of volumetric flow meter with

lizatton of readings by chart recorder.

Sensing element of this flow meter, schematically depicted o;

Pig. .1149, is revolving door 1, placed into propellant stream.

V .

t i l
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Lb
rig. 2149. Pickup circuit of flow meter. I — revolving door , 2 — field

coil.

Page 205.

The rate of the rotation of the revolving door of flow •eter directly

proportional to the speed of the passing through it fuel/propellant,

and the total n*aber of revolutions of re wol vieg door in the

dete~ained time interval will characterize by itself volumetric total

propellant construction-

Vithin revolving door is placed the permanent magnet, and abo ve

it is installed field coil. During the rotation of revolving door in

field coil, is generated the electric cvr-rent with frequency,

proportional to rate of the rotation of revolving door. This flow

jT
r
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meter provides accuracy of the measurement of the fuel consumption in

volumetric units •O. 5o/o. Actua l volume tric f low rate is determined

from the formula

V=-~-!~v 36OO+AV, (158)

where a is a number of mo me ntuu/i*pulse/p~alses on recorder tape for

time v s; v — the volume , which correspçi~ds to one

.o.entu./impulse/p ulse; AT — the calibrat ion correction of flow

mete r..

For the measurement of the fuel consumption, are appl ied also

the flow meters, which give readings in per unit weight. For the

target/purpose of the automatic introducUon of correction for

specific gravity of fuel to the construc~ ioa of such flow meters,

they connect the floa t densimeter1 connected wath potentiometer.

Depending on the value of loading of float, changes the resistance of

potentiometer, proportional to specific gravity of fee].

uhen flight test program does not require special determining of

the d~scharge characteristics of engine, the fuel consumpt ion can be

d terained according to the value of the pressure of fuel/propellant.

For this, on those who were removed previously bench characteristics

is constructed the dependence of consumption on pressure before t~’t
injectors. According to this dependence is determined appr oximate

- 1
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value of the fuel consumption in f l ight .

The thrust /rod , which is basic index of TED , can be d etermined

€ithec by direct measurement or indirectly. In the first case the

thrust/rod of T~D is determined with  the aid of dyn amomete r. For

th is, the engine being investigated is €stab]ish/installed in nacelle

in hinged truss. The longitudinal travel of farm/truss from the

forces, wh ich ef fect ~ n entire uni t in fl i gh t, limit by th e spring of

dj nano eter.

Undet conditions of f l ight, the dynamome ter records the su m of

three forces — the engine thrust wi thou t  t ak ing  into account of

external resistance, the aerodynaaic pod drag of engine and the

longitudinal component of the weight of engine plant. During the

stud y of engine in the final of count, must be determined the engine

thrust without taking into account of tesj~stauce and component /term

than the weight. In this case, it is condi~tiona1ly accepted that V

aerodynamic drag with power—on will be equ al to external pod drag

with the shut—down engine and closed intake a~ d outlet duc ts.

Page 206.

ixtermal pod drag with the shut—down engine is deter•ined in special

fl ight ; according to the data of this f l ight , they calculate a lso  the
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drag coeff icient of nacelle c~. The longitudinal weight component

€nginQ plant appea rs as a result of the presence of angle 9 betwee n

the axle/axis of engine and the line of horizon. Angle 0 is measured

in flight on specia l instrument.

The engine th r ust is detet.ined from the formula

R r/i~UM+_ 2~CrpSN
C$_O I 3ifl O, (159)

where is the measured thrust/rod ; i is weight of eng ine

plant s SM is a cross—sect ional area of the midsection of eng ine

nacelle.

in connection with the compl~ zity of the direct measure ment of

the thrust/rod of TED in flight in a num ber of cases the engine

thrust is determined indirectly. With  suff icient ly high degree of

accuracy, the engine thrust can he determined by the gas—dynam ic

method, described in chapter 7. t

The air flow rate through the engine can be determined se vera l

methods, most widely used is the method of determining the air flow

- rate from the measurement of velocity hea d and stat ic air pressure

with the aid of the receivers of speed, establish/installed in the

islet duct of engine. In this case, one should consider that at the

engine inlet appears certain nonuniformity of velocity fields, which

ii 
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can lead to inaccuracy in the determination of the air flow rate. Pot

obtaining sufficiently accurate results, j.t is necessary to

estaW ish~ install in inlet duct several cpabs. This makes it possible

to coesider the character of velocity fi.Lds both by the

height/altitude of channel and by circumference.

The atagnati3n inlet temperat ure into engine, necessary for

determining the air flow rate, is accepted equal to the temperature

of stagnation of the incident flow. This method of the mea surement of

the air flow rate is mote convenient during the testing TED with

axial— flow compressor.

3. Procedure of the flight tests of turbojet engines.

Tsst programs.

During, is determined the series of questicn being in vestigated,

tbej mark out the schematic of measurements and is selected metering

eluipm.nt. By flig ht test program is .stsblish/installed a qua ntit y

and duration of flight and the designstioa/purpose of each of them.

— According to each flight at. determined th, operating altitudes, the

— — — -—- -—---—-— —-—— -- —. * _ i . _
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speeds and engine power rat ings, and 3150 the time of the dela y of

aircraft and engine under the conditiqos before beginning of

measurement.

Page 207.

Lu program is specified the permissible accuracy/precision of the

altitude hold and f l ight speed , engine power ratings and a quantity

of repeated measurements under conditio~s. Depending on the

target/purposes of testing and characteristic features of engines.

the volume and the content of programs can be different.

During testing of experimental engine, it is necessary to

determine its characteristics, to reveal performing charac teristics

and defects and to nath the ways of further improvement. For this, in

tl. fl ight teat progra m of experimental ~ lD, they include:

1) the ground tests of engine in aircraf t layout for test ing of

its wprk and determ ination of the effect of aircraft devices on the

parameters of engine;

2) control flight in the zone of airfield for the functional

check of engin. and aircraft (according to the results of flight is

produced the necessary readjustment of engine accessories) ;

- - - - - — a - - — -- - --—-- - - - - - 
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3) parameter determination of engifle in trimmed/steady—state in

all the range of operating altitudes and flight speeds~~14) testing

the stability of the operation and the determination of the margin

with respect to the given number of revolutions (for achievement of

the maximum given revolutions testing is produced under the

conditions of the climb at minimum speed of flight);

5) the functional check of engine under conditions of

acceleration/dispersal and throttling/choking on different

height/altitudes and flight speeds;

6) the determination of the bcundary/interface of reliable

starting;

7) the functional check and parameters of engine on reheat

regimes, the determination of the range of th. reliable V

starting/launching of afterburner;

8) the evalua tion of the effect of aircraft inlet duc t on the

pa rameters and the stability of the operation under flight

conditions;

______
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~) the functional check of the control system of engine and

accomplishing the taken law of control during chang. in altitude and

flight speed, engine power rating and atmospheric conditions;

10) the detecmination of minimu. stable operations at different

height/altitudes;

11) the functional check of engine during the evolutions of

aircraft.

When conducting of flight tests, it is desirable as far as

possible to combine assignments for obtaining a •axinun quantity of

experimental materials in each flight.

Training/preparation for tests.

I,

On the basis of f l ight test program, they select and prepare

metering equipment. In aircraft is estabi 1.sh/installed the necessary

quantity of visual and recording instruments of necessary

accuracy/precision, the indicators of visu al instruments

derive/concluding to instrument panel in the  catin/cospartment of

flig~~ •mgine.r. and also to the special instrument panels,

(
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establish/installsd in the section s of fuselage.

Page 208.

The established/installed on aircraft additional instrumen t panels

they photograph by special cameras with remote control (Fig. 150) .

Befor e each sortie and power plant they will thoroughly inspect

and ckeck the engine operation under terrestrial conditions. W ith

inspection is checked: the soundness of the places of engine mount ;

the correctness of the installation of fuel and oil systems,

electrical equipment, control; the airtâghtness of the connections of

elements of engine gas—air channel with tbe input and output devices

of power plant , etc. After  inspection is checked the eng ine

operation: is checked the reliability of the operation of all systems

and eugine accessories, establish/installed on aircraft, and also ate

checked starting/ launching and the engin e operation on basic

establ ish/installed and transient conditions in aircraft layout. The

starting/launching , the activation of the motor and work under

conditions are produced in accordance with operating instructions.

The basic parameters, which characterize wor k of TED during

ground checks are number of revolutioump th. pressure of

fuel/propellant and oil, the teaperatur~ of gases b hind turbine,

(
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starting duration and acceleration time. f he indicated parameters

must dorreapond to data given in operat ing instructions of engine , if

necessary, after engine check under terrestrial conditions, one

should readjust separate assemblies.

~ccordiag to the results of ground tests, is estimated work of

all systems of power plant in aircraft layout, and also is determined

the effect of intake and output aircraft channels on thrust/rod and

fuel consumption by means of the compa rison of findings with the

results of plant bench tests. These tests the y allow, fur t hermore , to

estimate tem perature conditions at different  point s of the spa ce of

power plant under the cowl and to establish/i nstall the admissibility

of work of a ssembl ies at given tem perature. cur ing obtaining of

satis~wtory results, is given clearance for takeoff  of aircraft .

rig. 150. Schematic of the photographing of instruments. I — camera,

2 — d i a l  light. 
-
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Fu nctional check of engine on stea dy—state.

Page 209.

TED are tested in trimmed/steady—state for the target/pur pose of

the determ ination of t he  basic parameteEs and operational stabilit y

of engine on height/altitude and at fligh t speed at different numbers

of revolutions. According to the results of these tests, are

constructed the altitude—speed eng ine characteristics.

The engine characteristics are remove/taken with a series of

height/altitudes (for example, through 2000 m) from the earth/ground

to the ceiling of aircraft. At each height/altitude are produced the

measurements on 5-7 numbers of revolution s at 3—5 values 3! flight

speed. During these tests measure: heig~t/altitude and flight speed,

the temperature of surrounding air, numbe r of revolutions, the fuel

coasua ption , the f low rat e of air, the total pressure befo re the

compressor , th. pressure and temperature after compressor, pressur e

and the temperature of gases behin d turbine, th. pressure of
I
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fuel/prop. lla;t , the temperature of oil, the position of control

lever .

If in the process of tests directly was not measured the engine

thrust , th en it th ey determine in all .qd e/conditious by gas—dynamic

method. After this are constructed the graph/diagrams of the

dependence of thrust/rod , consumption of t uel/propeU ant , cons umpt ion

of air , pressures and temperat u ves through channe l from the engine

speed for base alt itudes and f light speeds.

In the course of f l ight  tests on the s tudy of engine in

trimmed/steady—state, is checked also wor k of control system. Under

operating conditions, must be provided the established/installed law

of the control of engine, i.e. be age/~eld reg ime (physical or

given) num bers of revolutions, and the assigned parame ters : the

consum ption of fuel , the angles of the unit of adjustable compressor

stators, the position of the shutter/docr s of jet nozzle, etc.

Each obtained the flight test data data compare with those who

were declared and if necessary are taken measures for an improvement

- 

I 
in work of con t rol system.

Testing the gas—dyna mic stability of engine.
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Insta bl e operation of tur bojet engine is developed when working

line on the charac teristic of compressor intersects with separation

bo undary (surge).

Under flight conditions unstable operation of engine is

developed in the form of the sharp knocks,j which are accompanied in

certain ca ses by the spontaneous engine shutdown . Unstable operation

of TWO can occur both in those who were establish/installing and in

tramaj ent conditions wit h a shar p increase in the number of

revolutions.

On trimmed/steady—state unstable operation of engine in f l igh t

appears on the large given rev olutions, i.e., under the conditions of

maxim um rpm at the low temperatures of surrounding air.

Page 210.

These conditions most frequently are observed in flights at high

altitudes at low speed. Unstable operation of eng ine on

trimmed/steady—state can be also in work under terrestrial conditions

C; aisimum munber of revolations and the bigh temperatures of
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surrounding air.

On transient conditions unstable operation can be revea led

during different displacement of throttle control, i.e., with a sharp

increase in the fuel consumption. In t h is case an increase in the

•~gine speed occurs not on operat ional working line, but on curved ,

closer to separation boundary. The character of this curve depends on

the characteristics of compressor, turbine  and fuel regulating

eqUipment.

Flight tests on testing of the stability of the operation are

condut ted under the conditions of the climb on maximum rpm at the

smallest p ossible flight speed. Since vcrk under maximum conditions

usually is limited on time , the cl im b is produced for a period of

time, establish/installed for the use of this mode/Conditions. Then

they decre ase the number of revolutions and is shifted aircraf t in to

level flig ht. After  engine cooling, is continued the climb under

maxim u m conditions. in these tests are measured the height/altitude

and th. flight speed , the temperature of surrounding air , the number

of revolutions, the compressor discharge pressure and the temperature
- - of gases behind turbine.

Air pressure after compressor must be measured with sensitive

presser. r corder on recording of wh ich it is pessible to determine
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presence and character of fluctuations cf air preasur.. The

measurement of all parameters are produced through each 500—1000 a.

Durin g the appeara nce of sign/criteria of surge, the pilot includes

chart recorders and slowly is decreased number of revolutions.

Teats to •valuate temperature conditions in jet nozzle.

Dutiag operation of TRD. especially attentively one should

comtrpl temperature of engine operating node. The excess of the

permissible tempera tures of gases can lead to emergency. therefore

during the in—fl ight  studies of new engine, must  be carried out the

sufficiently complete and reliable evaluation of temperature

conditions and is reexamined, if it is necessary, the limiting value

of the temperature of gases, establish/installed on the ba sis of

calculation data and results of bench tests.

Tb. parameter , which characterizes tem~eratu c. conditions of

flD, is the temperature of the gases before turbine Ta ,. However , in

connection with the high absol u te values its and large nonunif ormity

of the temperatur. field before the turbine, to measure T*3 is

muff iciently difficult, and therefore in the ma jority of cases

temperatur e engine operating ode is estimated according to the

—— — —~~~~~~~———— - -
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temperat ure of gases in jet nozzle.

Page 211.

The temperat u re of gases in jet nozzle of TED is chan ged with a

change in the mode/conditions of work aid t lig.~ ~ conditions. To its

value has effect of the characteristic qf inlet ducts and

gas— bleeding tubes of power plant. Since temperature field in jet

nozzle is also un even , readings of control thermocouples depend on

the place of their unit. With a change i~ the f l ight  conditions and

engin, power rating, can be changed the distribution of temperatures J
over cross section. All this leads to the fact that the temperature

of gases in jet nozzle, measured by control thermocouples, can only

approximatel y character ize the temperat ure state of engine.

Tests of TED to evaluate the temperatures of gases in jet nozzle

ma ke ~t possible to test that are not exceeded the limitin g values of W

tempe ratur e, and to determine the character of its distrib ution over

the cross section of jet nozzle under varied conditions of flight. If

necessary according to the flight test data correct ing the limiting

value of temperature.

k For determining the character of temperature field behind

turbine or in the gas—bleedi ng tub. they establish/install several

r
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temperat ure combs, connec ted with  ch art recorders. Neasure ment a by

combs make simultaneously with the measurement of temperat ure with

control thermocouples installed in standard places.

For the correct evaluation of temperature engine oper ating mode,

important value has accuracy/precision of the measurement of numbers

of re~ olut ioas which direct—connec ted with the temperature of gases

in jet nozzle.

Tests according to the evaluation of the temperature of gases

begin with ground check of the tempe ra ture state of engine in all

velocity range. Under high—alt itude conditions the engine is checked

on ma ;imum rpm during the climb to the ceiling of aircraft.

Jt the temp erature of gases exceeds at certain height/altitude

the allowe d value, them the engine speed descends to obtaining of the

assigned tem psra tu re . the evaluation of th. temperature state of

engine is pr oduced on several flights. 
-

tests regarding temperature field in jet nozzle are con du cted in

level flig ht on trimmed/stead y—state in several height/altitudes. For

obtaining stable data , the par ameters of engine are measured after a

3— misute delay under the conditions. a

-j
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Engine tests in transient conditions.

To ensure the normal operation of ngine on transient condi tions

is sufficientl y diff icul t, since the permissible from stall

conditions in compressor excess of the fuel consumption upon

acceleration/dispersal above the fuel coqsumption wit h

trimmed/steady—state is decreased with an increase in altitude of

flight. Furthermore, during an abrupt change in engine power rating

is feAsible under some flight conditions flameout in combustion

chamber.

Page 212.

Under conditions of acceleration/dispersal , are measure d the

height/altitude and the flight speed , t~. temperature of surrounding P

air, the number of revolutions, complete discharge pressure of

compressor and turbine the temperature in jet nozzle and the pressure

t of fuel.

Work on the study of engine in transient ccnditions begins with

testing of th. accelerating of engine ii aircraft layout under

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ii
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terrestria l condit ions. Accelerating is checked during the slow (in

10—20 8) and sharp (in 1—2 5) displecemests of control lever from the

position, which corresponds to idling, before maximum revolutions.

Upon -the slow giving of gas, the numbe r of revolutions must follow

the displacement of throttle control. Upon the sharp giving of gas

transit ti me on max imum revolutions, the excess/throw/overshoot of

the nusber of revolutions and temperature of gases in jet nozzle must

not emerg e the norms, establish/installed by technical

specifications.

Plight tests on the funct ional check of engine on starting

mode/conditions are conducted into all altitude range from the

earth/ground to the service ceiling with a slow and fast increase in

the number of revolutions. The accelerating of engine chec ks both on

hot. i.e. , after several minutes of work under maximum conditions and

on the cooled engine, after work on low gas.

i i

During testings is uot allow/assumed overspeeding and

temperature of gases higher than established/installed lim it . With a

rapid increase in the engine speed, can spontaneously stop. In this

case it is necessary by stop—coc k to overLap fuel feed, then to blow

engine and to again renew starting/launching. The spontaneous engine g

shutdown can occur due to surge in compressor or flameout in

combustion cham ber . The reason for stop can be determined by m ans of

(
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the analysis of the results of the measurement of a series of the

parameters in the process of acceleration/dispersal.

I change in the basic parameters of engine in booster dur ation

they record with the aid of chart recorders. Booster duration is

counted off from the torque/moment of th. beginning of the movement

of control lever to the torque/moment of achieving the maximum

revolutions. Upon the sharp giving of gas, the esgin. must emerge to

the assigned aodef conditions w ithout fluctuations of the numbe r of

revolutions.

Besides starting characteristics, by flight tests is checked the

engine operation with sharp throttling/choking, i.e., during the

sharp displacement of control lever from saximum rating to the

posit ion , which corresponds to idling. Testing is produced at

different flight altitudes.

Page 213.

With shar p throttling/choking the e~~ ine revolutions must be

lowered from the maximum to the minimum fpr the time, not exceeding

•stab1iah~ installed by technical specifications , With the

throttling/choking of engine must not qccvr the flaneout La

combustion ch~i ber.

-t
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tests to eva luate starting.

Under terrestrial conditions the accelerat ion of rotor is

produced because of energy of starter, while under conditions of

flight — because of the inc ident airflow . The operating node dur ing

which the rotor of engine is rotated because of energy of the

incident flow, he is called autorotation stat.. N umbe r of revo lutions

under the conditions of autogyratio~ depends on flight speed and

determines th. e f f ect iveness of starting under flight cond itions.

I fore testing of starting/launching under high—altitud e

conditions, are produced the adjustment of ground—based s tar t ing  in

aircraft layout and its investigat ion under conditions of

autogyration. For obtaining data on aut~~otation state at several

height/altitudes at different flight sFeeds, is measured the engine

speed with the inoperative combustion chamber. The obtained results

are utilized for the preliminar y adjustment of the procedure of

high-altitude starting /launching.

Tests on eval uation and adjustment of starting/launch ing perform

I
I
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in all range of height/altitudes to the service ceiling at several

f l ight  speeds in range from the minimu,  to the maximum speed of

aircraft. Engine can be started after its cooling during

approzimat.ly 10 sin. In the case of unsuccessful starting/lau nching

following starting/ launching is produced not immediate ly, but afte r I’

several minwtss of flight in order to remove from engine the saved in

it fuel/propellant.

During tests it is necessary to master the most effective

procedure of starting/launching. For this purpose are determined

optimu m conditions for the time of beginning and d ura tion of the

inclusion of the pressure of fuel/propellant in the process of

start ing/ launching , etc. Entire process of starting/launch ing is

recor d/fixed by the  record ing equipment.  During tests measure the

following parameters: the number of revolutions of rotor, the

pressure of fuel/prope llant , air pressure after compressor , the

tem perature of gases behind turbin. and bhe temperat ure of V

surrounding air.

according to test results , are de termined the range of reliable

starting /launchin g depending on height/altitud e and the flight

speeds. In connect ion with the fact tha t en engine starting essential

effect has the t.m pera tur . of surousding air , testing acc ording to

the evaluation of the •ftect ivem ss of sta rti ng/launching they are

- ‘ ~~~~~~~~~~ , Imes~— -~--t a .-. -~i..--.. -_ — - - — - —
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conduc ted into summer and winter time.

Stud y of engine in reheat regimes.

In the process of flight tests of TED, check its wor k on reheat

regime. This testing is produced for th. study of the para meters of

em~ tns is the establish/installed reheat regime , and also at

switching on and disconnection of afterburner.

Page 21*.

Purthirmor e, these tests deter mine the •U.ctiveness of work of

afterburner under varied conditions of flight, are reveal/detected
the boundary/interfaces of reliable statting/laumching and check its

str•sqth.

Considerable attention during tests Is given to the

iav..~ igat ion of the automation, work superintendent of af terburner,

sinc, the time of the beginning of the supply of booster

tsel/pro~~llut, ignition sad discovery/opening the shutter/doors of

j t  nozzle strictly is regulated. The disturbance of the

estsWished/installed sequence of operati*na or their deviation with
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respect to t ime can lead to an abrupt change in the parameters of

engine, the failure of the starting/launching of afterburner and even

to surge.

The engine operat ion on reheat regia.s iS checked in all

altitude range and flight speeds of aircraft. According to the

results of in—flight studies, detqraine character istics of TED in

reheat reg ime, and also the dat a on a change in the parame ters of

engine and afterburner at its switching on. These materials make it

possible if necessary to select the more rational law of control upon

the switching on of afterburning.

The engine operation on rehea t regime is considered

satisfactory, if with switching on or disconnection of this

mode/conditions does not occur surge , the spontaneous disconnection

of th. chamber and the parameters of engine remain within the limits.

specified.

One Of the most serious defects, which appea r in work of

afterburner, is the vibration burning, capab le during short ti .. to

cause large mechanical damage s and even tp lead to the destruction of

the chamber. Therefor e ii all flight conditions , afterburner m ust

work stable , without vibration burning. During sustained combustion

the switching on and the discomnection of afterburner must not cause

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -•
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prolonged fluctuations of pressure through the channel of engine. But

if in the chamber is observed vibration borning, then it is

determined by special indicator or from the characteristic noise of

afterburner. With the first sign/criteria of vitration burning the

chamber they disconnect/turn of f. In the process of flight tests, is

determined also the boundary/interface of the reliable

starting/launching of afterburner.

Investigation of inlet ducts.

I

Great effect on the parameters of engine and its performing

characterist ics have the characteristics pf inlet ducts. The

selection of size/dimensions and form of inlet ducts to a

considerable degree is determined by the possibilities of their

layout on aircraft .

Tb. development of the satisfactory constructions of the inlet

ducts of the contemporary high’speed aircraft, which have large

working ra nge on the air flow rate , is coanected with grea t

difficulties aid t herefore their experimental finishin g has very
— large value. 

_ _ _  -
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Page 215.

The hydraulic characteristics of inlet duct s are determined

preliminarily with testing of model in wind tmnnel; however, in this

case is not represented possible coipletely to estimate their effect

on the eng ine operation under conditions of aircraft layout at

different flight speeds. The presence of hydrau lic losses is input

devices of TED significantly makes the fundamental charact eristics of

engin, and its performing characterist ics worse.

By in—flight studies are determined hydraulic losses in inlet

ducts ‘and their effect on the engine characteristics. For determining

entry loss into compressor, are establish/installed several

multipoint combs w ith pitot tubes, connected with chart recorders.

Iydrau]ic losses estimate by the value of the total pressure

loss ratio

(160)
P0

where p*~ is the averaged v alue of the total pressure at the entry

into compr essor ;

p*~ the total pressure of surrounding air. J
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For deter mining the character of the flow about the leading

edges the channel of edge, they prepare fpr the measurement of static

pressures.

Teats ar e conducted on trimmed/ st ead y—state and under conditions

of acceleration /dispersal in all range of operating altitudes and

velocities of aircraft.  In this case, are measured all parameters .

which characterize the engine operation.

tests on aircraft make it possible to give evaluation the effect

of input device on the parameters of engine by eans of their

comparison with data, obt ained under bepch conditions.

Pa ge 216.
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